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In concepts for the underground storage of nuclear fuel rvaste, the primary rock mechanics

concern is the development of damage around excavations. By controlling the extent of

the excavation damage zone, the potential for transport of radionuclides, either by diffusion

or by groundwater florv rvithin this zone, can be controlled. To this end, it is first neces-

sary to demonstrate that the fundamental behaviour of the rock mass around underground

openings is understood. The measurement and interpretation of excavation-induced dis-

placements around openings plays a key role in this respect. For example, in tl-Le absence of

appreciable excavation-induced damage, displacements have been used extensively to back

calcuiate in situ stresses. In rock damaged during excavation, dispiacement measurements,

in combination with numerical models and in situ characterization, are also important as a

means of d.etermining the extent and characteristics of the damaged zone, and the processes

responsible for its deveiopment. These two applications tend to be mutually exclusive.

Using AECL's Mine-by Experiment as the fieid study, this thesis considers the problems

associated. rvith analysis and. interpretation of displacement measurements taken during ex-

cavatiol of a cylindrical tunnel in a massive, highly stressed, brittle rock mass' A technique

using the radial dispiacement response from within one diameter of the tunnei face is de-

veloped to back analyze the in siúz stress tensor in conditions where extensive excavation

damage is evident in parts of the tunnel. The estimated stress tensor is, in turn, used in con-

junction with observations and results from f.eid characterization, and numerical modeling,

to determine the extent and characteristics of excavation damage around the tunnel' The



relationship betrveen displacement. stress and excavation damage is also explored through

comparison of results from numerical modeling and field characterization.

The main contributions represelÌted by this thesis are:

ø Ãn in siúz stress back analysis techniclue based on radial displacement measurements

taken rvithin one tunnel diameter of the face.

ø General approximating functions to describe the relationship betrveen radial displace-

ment and tunnel face position (i.e., the sytliced logistic function), and between radiai

displacement and radial distance for positions rvithin one diameter of the tunnel face.

o Parametric functions describing the characteristic radial displacement surfaces asso-

ciated with components of a partitioned unit stress tensor.

ø An interpretative methodology for displacement measurements in highly stressed brit-

tle rock, including a correction methodology for face curvature and stepped longitu-

dinal tunnel geometrY'

ø An assessment of the limitations of posterior-type displacement monitoring instru-

ments) such as convergence arravs, and the assumptions inherent in interpreting re-

sults from them.

ø An estimate of in situ stress conditions and material properties at the 420 Level of

AtrCL's {Jnderground Researcir Laboratory'

ø An interpretation of the extent and characteristics of the damaged zone around the

Mine-by Experiment test tunnel, and the processes responsible for its development'

Iil
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Excavation-induced displacements in a rock mass figure prominently in many current rock

mechanics problems, ranging from practical tunneling issues, such as support design, to more

research-oriented topics, such as the design of effective sealing systems for a nuclear fuel

waste disposal vault. The levei of knowledge required about the displacement freld around

an excavation is dependent largely on the proposed application for the underground opening.

For instance, the resolution of displacement measurements in a mining situation may only

be recluired to a few centimetres to establish the safety of an opening, whereas displacements

in the order of micrometres may be of interest in a vault sealing application to assess the

potential for groundwater migration. Regardless of the end use of the excavation, the

displacement field around an underground opening is influenced by many factors, including

tunnel shape, in situ stresses, material properties of the rock mass, and progressive failure.

1"1 Froblern Staternent

Correct interpretation of an excavation-induced mechanical response has important impli-

cations in terms of nuclear fuel rvaste disposal. As described by Read and Martin [157], the

speciflc rock mechanics issues associated rvith the underground disposal of nuclear rvastes

are lelated primarily to the complex coupling of groundwater f.ow rvith thermal, mechani-

cal, and geochemical effects. Stress redistribution around the opening and the subsequent
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heating due to the waste emplacement, for instance, can alter the porosity and hydraulic

conductivity around an excavation, both through the creation ofnew fractures and through

opening or closing of existing fractures. By controlling the extent of the excavation damage

zone, the potential for transport of radionuclides, either by diffusion or by groundwater

flow rvithin this zone, can be controlled. Interpretation of the extent and characteristics of

this zone by means of displacement measurements is therefore of primary concern in vault

design. The reljabil-ity of such an interpretation is, however, dependent on an understanding

of tlre in situ stress conditions.

In linear elastic ground, standard techniques for interpreting tunnel wal-l displacements

can be used to estimate ihe far-fleld in situ stress tensor from the measured rock mass

response 1717,741. These types of approaches are generally acceptable in low to moderate

stress regimes in granite or other brittle rocks, where excavation-induced damage is not an

issue. However, in high stress regimes where stress concentrations are sufficient to damage

the rock immediately around the underground opening, the interpretation of these types of

displacement measurements using linear eiasticity may result in unrealistic estimates of in

sifz stresses. Consequently, for openings with appreciable damage zone development, it is

necessary to recognize departure from [near elastic material behaviour in order to properly

assess in situ stress conditions.

Routine measurements of tunnel convergence or closure typify large-scale displacement

monitoring programs in many mines and tunneLing operations. Convergence arrays are

commonly used for this purpose because of the relatively low cost of the instrumentation

and the ease and speed with rvhich measurements can be taken. Multi-anchor extensometers

are also used to determine the radiai displacement profile away from an opening, but these

are more costly than convergence arrays? and are only used where detailed information is

recluired. The interpretation of the mechanical response measured by these instruments

is compLicated by the fact that, with the exception of specific mining applications like

that detailed by Atkins and I{een [2], or rock mechanics resealch experiments such as that
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described by Heuzé [23], displacement monitoring genelall¡' involves instaìling instruments

some distance behind the advancing tunnel face (Figure 1.1). Consequently, only a portion

of the total displacement response is typically measured.

To account for the posterior nature of the installation of these instruments, i.e., in-

stailation behind the advancing face, general rules of thumb are usually applied to the

interpretation of radial displacement data. For example. Panet and Guenot ll47l have re-

ported that, in the case ofa cylindrical flat-faced tunnel under hydrostatic stress conditions,

approximately 27% of the total displacement at the tunnel rvall occurs ahead of the tunnel

face, and is therefore not picked up by posterior-t.vpe instruments. Horvever, because of

iarge displacement gradients near the tunnel face, and dependence of the response on more

factors than just the distance of the measurement point from the advancing face, indis-

criminate appücation of such general rules to displacement measurements can lead to large

Figure 1.1: Deflnition of the posterior and anterior domains for an idealized cylindrical
tunnel. The positions of arrorvs represent typical iocations of instruments in each domain,

and the direction of the arrow indicates the typìcal direction ofinstallation: for the posterior

d.omain, from the tunnel outwards: and for the anterior domain, from an erternal opening

inwards.
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interpretative errors.

The posterior installation of instruments is just one of the problems faced when inter-

preting measured displacements. In a more general sense) interpretation of displacement

measurements suffers in most instances from a lack of characterization data about the rock

mass around the tunnel, and poorly defined boundary conditions, such as the in siúu stress

state, and material properties. Many authors have suggested that the effort required to de-

velop a refined interpretative methodology for posterior displacement measurements is not

warranted given the large degree of uncertainty associated with selecting appropriate values

of parameters describing the rock mass and its mechanical behaviour. To date, there is

little or no experience rvith controlled in situ experiments, incorporating both posterior and

anterior instruments, in a well-characterized rock mass with known boundary conditions.

The difficulties associated rvith the interpretation of displacement measurements have

relegated their use to only a handful of rudimentary cases where elasticity theory can be ap-

plied. The work undertaken in this thesis attempts to extend the use of such measurements

to cases involving the development of an excavation damage zone in a non-hydrostatic stress

fleld. Simply stated, the working hypothesis for this thesis is that, in unjointed, highly

stressed, brittle rock that has sustained significant damage through excavation-induced

stress redistribution, displacements measured near the face of a cylindrical tunnel can be

used to interpret both the far-field i,n situ stress tensor, and the extent and characteristics

of the excavation-induced damage zone around the tunnel as long as the rock mass, prior

to excavation, can be considered a homogeneous, isotropic continuum.

L"2 Scope of, Wonlc

AtrCL's Underground Research Laboratory (URL), Iocated approximately 120 km north-

east of Winnipeg, Manitoba in the Lac du Bonnet granite batholith (Figure 1.2), provided

the field study location for this thesis. The URL constitutes a well-characterized in situ en-

vironment in a previously undisturbed volume of rock for experiments that address issues of
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importance in assessing the Canadian disposal concept, and/or that demonstrate elements

of the proposed disposal technology. In particular. the Mine-by Experiment [155] at the

.120 Level of the URL, designed to investigate the excavation-induced rock mass response

around underground openings, incorporated both anterior-type instruments (multi-anchor

extensometers, triaxiai strain cells, and an acoustic emission/microseismic system), and

posterior-type instruments (convergence array's and miniaturized multi-anchor extensome-

ters) to measure the excavation-induced rock mass response, and consequently presents a

unique opportunity to assess the factors that influence the measurement of displacements.

The author's involvement in the Mine-by Experiment as Principal Investigator included

design, project management, numericai modeling and analysis. The rvork described in

this thesis is an extension of that involvement to subjects that would not otherrvise be

Figure 1.2: Location and arrangement of AECL's Underground Research Laboratory shorv-

ing the main working ievels.
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considered in depth in the course of analyzing the experimental data. Results from AECL's

Mine-by Experiment are used to identify and quantify the factors influencing the measured

displacement field; to compare anterior- and posterior-type displacement measurements;

and in combination with numerical modeling, to test the working hypothesis for this thesis.

As part of the Mine-by Experiment, the philosophy adopted for numerical modeling rvas

that a staged approach, ranging from the use of closed-form solutions to three-dimensional

damage mechanics models, was necessary to assess the level of complexity required to accu-

rately simulate the in siúz rock mass behaviour. It was demonstrated that relatively simple

models incorporating linear elasticity were illustrative of many aspects of the observed be-

haviour [154, 125]. The numerical modeling undertaken in this thesis uses both two- and

three-dimensional numerical codes, and focuses on elastic material behaviour.

The thesis is arranged in seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces ihe topic of displace-

ment interpretation and estab[shes the working hypothesis and framework for the thesis.

Chapter 2 is a review of literature concerning the relationship between excavation-induced

displacements around tunnels, far-field in situ stresses and the nature of the damage zone,

focusing particularly on cylindrical tunnels in brittle rock. Chapter 3 provides background

of the field study area, and summarizes the pre-excavation characterization results upon

which initial predictions of the in situ stress tensor and the excavation-induced displace-

ment response were made. Chapter 4 describes the deveiopment of a technique to back

analyze i,n situ stresses from radial displacements measured within one diameter of the face

of a cylindrical tunnel, and summarizes a series of numerical modeJing studies conducted

to investigate the effects of face shape and stepped longitudinal geometry on the measured

radial displacement response. An interpretative methodology is developed and applied to

displacement measurements from the field study in Chapter 5. In this chapter, results

from anterior- and posterior-type displacement monitoring instruments are compared, and

the in sifu stress tensor is êstimated through incremental analysis of radial displacement

measurements from both instrument types. Chapter 6 explores the relationship between
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displacement, stress and excavation damage, and presents results of post-excavation charac-

terization of the Mine-by Bxperiment test tunnel emphasizing the shape and extent of the

visible damage zone around the tunnel. Incorporating the visible damage into a numerical

model, different material behaviour in the posterior domain is investigated to account for

the difference between the predicted ljnear elastic dispiacement response and that measured.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the interpretation of excavation-induced displacement mea-

surements in terms of the back analysis of in sz'lu stresses and characterization of excavation

damage in highly stressed brittle rock masses, rvith speciflc reference to results from the

field study.

Several appendices are included to accommodate data and flgures from numerical mod-

eling, mathematical derivations, and results from fleld monitoring. Only flgures and tables

required to illustrate pertinent concepts or to support conciusions are included in the body

of the thesis. Additional tabular data for some f.gures are not included but are available

from the author.
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Ijnder low to moderate stress conditions, brittle crystalline rocks such as granite are gen-

erally assumed to behave like the ideal linear elastic material in their intact, unweathered

states. However, under highly stressed conditions in which damage can develop around

an underground opening, the interpretation of displacement measutements in terms of in

silz stresses and material behaviour in the damage zone can be complex. With particular

emphasis on cylindrical tunnels in highly stressed brittle rock masses, the literature was

revierved for studies that considered the relationship betrveen excavation-induced displace-

rnents around tunnels, far-field in situ stresses and nature of the damage zone.

Z.L ÐisplacemeïÌts around an Ïdealized Cylíndrical Tunnel

2.!.L Elastic cases without excavation damage

Olly a few closed-form solutions exist for displacements and stresses around underground

opelings in linear elastic, isotropic media. Kirsch [99] first published the soiution for stresses

around a circular hole in an infinite plate subjected to a uniaxial stress. Mindün [131] pre-

sented. an elegant treatment of stresses around a horizontal cylindrical hole in a semi-infinite

elastic solid under the action of gravity. Terzaghi and Richart Ii81] considered stresses

around openings of different shape including spheroidal cavities, and summarized the ma-

jor contributions on stress redistribution around discontinuities in stressed elastic media.
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Of the more recent rock mechanics publications, Goodman [59] provides the equations for

stresses and displacements around a circular opening in a useful form, whereas those pre-

sented in the first edition of Brady and Brown [B] are incorrect. Based on the generai

solutions, Leeman [117], Hiramatsu and Oka [74] and others developed techniques to back

calculate far-fleld in situ stresses from tunnel (or borehole) wall displacements induced by

stress relief methods. When applied to single tunnels, these techniques provide an estimate

of the stress components in the plane orthogonal to the tunnel aús. Tire maximum and

minimum stresses in this plane correspond to principal stresses only if the tunnel axis is

parallel to a principal stress direction.

The analytical solutions for the circular tunnel reiating excavation-induced displace-

ments and far-fleld in situ stresses implicitly assume plane strain conditions at the mea-

surement point both before and after stress relief. In practice, displacement measurements

taken from within tunnels violate this assumption. Heuzé [72] wrote:

The fact is that all deformations measured inside rock masses are residual in

nature. No matter how close to the openings or how soon the instrument or

station was emplaced, some deformation has alreadg talcen place that could not

be measured. If absolute deformations as well as absolute stresses are needed

to compare model predictions to prototype reactions, one will haue to infer the

absolute deformati,ons from the residual ones measured'

Field studies designed to measure the total excavation-induced displacement response [40,

1L9,42,100, 78], including that portion occurring ahead ofthe advancing face, have gener-

ally been inconciusive owing to inhomogeneity of the rock mass.

To further complicate the interpretation of measured displacements, deviations from

lilear elasticity can result in stress and displacement patterns significantly different from

those predicted by isotropic elasticity. Kawamoto [94], for example, considered the state

of stress and deformation around a tunnel in orthotropic elastic ground. He found that
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orthotropy resulting from stratification, structute, mineral differences, or discontinuities,

had a marked effect on displacement patterns, illustrating that characterization of the rock

mass is an important precursor to interpretation of displacement measutements. The effect

of non-linearity was considered by Santarelli et al. [169] and Santarelli and Brown [168], who

explained anomalously high strength around boreiroles in hydrostatically loaded sandstone

samples using a radial-stress-dependent elastic modulus. Ewy and Cook [48, 49] shorved that

an analytical solution with the elastic modulus dependent on radial distance gave a better

representation of observed non-linear behaviour. Several other authors [37, 162, 31] have

developed equations describing non-ljnear stress-strain relationships which can be extended

to cover the case of a pressure- or mean stress-dependent modulus. In each of these cases?

the effect of non-Iinearity is to reduce the elastic modulus near the opening, resulting in a

decrease in stress concentrations, and an increase in radial displacement, at the tunnel (or

borehole) wall.

Recognizing the limitations of analytical solutions for infinitely long circular tunnels, and

the fact that a closed-form solution for stresses and dispÌacements near the face of a cylin-

drical tunnei does not exist, attention focused on relating residual or posterior dispiacement

and strain measurements to in situ stresses through physical and numerical model studies.

Galle and Wilhoit [56] used a photoelastic technique to measule stresses around a borehole,

and showed that, through superposition of results from various loading configurations, any

combination of geostatic stresses could be considered. Hoskins [79] conducted full-scale

laboratory tests using doorstopper stress measurements. Stress concentration factors at

various points on the tunnel face rvere also investigated using numerical models [fO, Z6]' In

an attempt to improve the doorstopper technique, Hoskins [80] and later van Heerden [1-85]

conducted tests with flat and hemisphericai-ly-ended boreholes to determine if a non-planar

face rvas effective in reducìng stress concentrations and potential fracture zones near mea-

surenent gallges. Sugawara and Obara [175] and Kobayashi et al. [101] also considered the

þ"emispherically-ended borehole. The borehole deepening method of stress measutement,
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studied by de la Cruz and Goodman [30], used the finite element method to relate the

residual deformation close to the bottom of the borehole to the initial stresses and elastic

constants. These techniques have proven satisfactory in conditions where the rock mass

around the tunnel or borehole can be considered an isotropic, linear elastic continuum,

but are susceptibie to misinterpretation if stresses are high enough to cause non-elastic

behaviour near the measurement gauges.

Other numerical modeling studies were conducted to determine the effects of various

factors on the excavation-induced displacement response. Kulhawy [103, 104, 105] used a

two-dimensional finite element model to iook at the effects of E, u, gravity, initial stress

magnitude and orientation, opening shape, and non-linear stress-dependent material prop-

erties in continuous and discontinuous media. His studies highlighted the fact that, even

under ideal conditions, the displacement response can be complicated by tunnel geometry

and material properties. Niwa et al. [135] used the integral equation method to examine the

effects of individual unit stress components on the displacement field around a cylindrical

tunnel. However, the use of quarter symmetry in the three-dimensional model misrepre-

sented the effects of antipiane components of the stress tensor. The study did, however,

demonstrate that the reiationship between far-field 'in situ stresses and displacements can

be complex near the tunnel face.

2.L.2 Cases involving plastic zone development

In conjunction with the observational approach, e.g., Rabcewicz It53], prediction of tunnel

convergence is an integral part of the characteristic line method described originally by

Fenner [52], and later improved by such workers as Morrison and Coates [132]. Although

the focus of this thesis is not tunnel supports per se, the many efforts to predict conver-

gence for support design are relevant because they consider the effects of different material

behaviour near the tunnel rvalL on the rad.ial displacement response. A detailed review of

the characteristic line method is given in Hoek and Brown 178]'

i1
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As described by Brown et al. [12], the stresses and displacements in the rock surrounding

a tunnel and in the tunnel support system depend on the rock mass properties, the in situ

stresses, the type and stiffness of the support system, and the timing of its installation. The

interaction of these various elements can be represented on a ground-support interaction

diagram (Figure 2.1) by a characteristic line and a support reaction line. The characteris-

tic line represents the relationship between tunnel convergence and support pressure. The

choice of rock inass failure criteria, stress-strain model, and treatment of plastic volumetric

strains markedly affects the extent and dilational characteristics of the plastic zone, and,

consequently, the characteristic line and maximum radial displacement. According to Dud-

deck [36], prediction of the characteristic line analytically is restricted to one-dimension, i.e.,

the axisymmetric case (Figure 2.1). This limitation impJìes a circular cross section; plane

strain; hydrostatic in situ stresses; a homogeneous, isotropic continuum; uniform radial

support pressure; and a uniformly thick plastic zorre. Derivation of the equations describing

the characteristic line for a typical axisymmetric case, assuming an elastic-perfectly plas-

tic material governed by the Hoek-Brorvn failure criterion, is demonstrated in Hoek and

Brown [78]. Brorvn et al. [12] summarized other solutions up to 1983 (Appendix A).

Most solutions to the axisymmetric tunnel problem have used the Mohr-Coulomb fail-

ure criterion. Horvever, uses of Fairhurst's non-Iinear criterion based on Grifith crack

theory [tOZ], Mohr-Coulomb based on long-term strength parameters [t0Z], piece-wise ljn-

ear approximations to non-ljnear Mohr envelopes [98, 102], and the Hoek-Brown failure

criterion [12] have also been documented. More recently, Panet and Guenot 11471used a

von Mises and a Drucker criterion for different materials. Likewise, the use of eiastic-piastic

or elastic-brittle-plastic stress-strain relationships rvas prevalent in most studies, although

strain-softening behaviour of the rock mâss) represented by a trilinear stress-strain law, has

also been considered [39, 40, 734, I44].

Plastic volumetric strains have been represented in a number of ways. Most of the
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earlier solutions assumed that the rock in the plastic zone would deform at a constant vol-

ume [52,93,I32,9]. The concept of an averageplastic dilation in the rock mass,introduced

by Labasse [t06], was used by severai other authors [28, I, 721, 722), bú Ladanyi [107]

showed that piastic dilation varies ivith radius and location within the plastic zone. Pa-

rameters deflning the post-peak volumetric strain have been determined directly for intact

rock materiaIl25,38, 108], but other authors have used the associated florv rule to estimate

them [167, 707, 54,78]. Schrvartz and Einstein [170] used a non-associated flow rule to

simulate zero total volume change in the yielded zone.

Characteristics of the plastic zone have also been treated differently by various authors.
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Figure 2.1: Typical ground-support interaction diagram showing the characteristic line for
an axisymmetric tunnel in an elastic-perfectly plastic medium governed by the Hoek-Brown
failure criterion. Reference points on the characteristic line are: (A) far-field hydrostatic
stress, (B) transition from elastic to piastic response) (C) equilibrium state, and (D) maxi-
mum convergence for the unsupported case. The axisymmetric tunnel problem is illustrated
in the upper right diagrarn.
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Lombardi [122] shorved that variations in cohesion and friction angle rvithin the plastic

zone could be represented by annular regions with different characteristic lines. Florence

and Schrver [54] demonstrated that three different plastic zones could develop around a

tunnel under axisymmetric load depending on the values of Poisson's ratio and the friction

angle. Other authors 167, 75, 84] have postulated solutions based on different values of

the elastic constants in the elastic and plastic zones. Kaiser [83] concluded that tunnel

wall displacements rvere affected by the history-dependent post-peak behaviour of the rock

mass, and that the extent and shape of the plastic zone lvere rate-dependent and could vary

within a rvide range.

There have also been many recent publications concetning the visco-elastic axisymmetric

tunnel problem. Sulem et al. [176]. for example. developed an analytical solution assuming

a linear creep law, constant volume creep, a \4ohr-Coulomb failure criterion, and constant

volume plastic strain. Others 1172, I4I) have formulated the visco-elastic equations for

various rheological models from Lapiace transformation of the elastic plane strain solution

for displacements around a circular tunnel.

While the large number of solutions to the axisymmetric tunnel problem is impressive,

tire basic assumption of a hydrostatic stress field limits the usefulness of these solutions for

most in silu conditions. In addition. because in situ material behaviour may differ from that

observed in laboratory samples, the determination of failure criteria and post-peak material

behaviour is not straightforward. In most cases, it is possible to use several different models

to match an observed displacement response. Horvevet, unless the model reflects the actuai

physics of the observed behaviour around the tunnel, it is of limited use in characterizing

the behaviour in the plastic zone. In emphasizing this point, Gesta et al. [57] stated that in

siúu measurements could only be satisfactorily interpreted rvithin the framework of a cortect

mechanical model.
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To overcome the limitation of hydrostatic stress conditions in the axisymmetric tun-

nel problem, Detournay and Fairhurst [32] considered non-hydrostatic loading using a lin-

ear elastic, perfectly plastic isotropic material characterized by a cohesive-frictional yield

strength and by dilatant behaviour during yield. The yield function and non-associated

plastic potential were represented by Mohr-Coulomb criteria, and excavation was simulated

by monotonically decreasing the internal pressure in the tunnel. The authors found that

the obliquity m, defined as the ratio of the far-fleld stress deviator to the yield limit, was

important in defining deviation from hydrostatic conditions, and in particular, controlled

the shape of the failed zone, the ellipticity of the cavity caused by non-uniform closure,

and static determinacy. Based on this work, Detournay and St. John [33] developed de-

sign charts to predict the size and shape of the failed rock regions and induced closure

for cases of non-uniform in s¿'úu stress fields. In related wotk, Pan and Chen [143] con-

sidered displacement behaviour and plastic-zone development around tunnels of differeni

cross-section under plane strain conditions, and deveioped families of characteristic lines for

various non-hydrostatic in sifz stress conditions.

Although solutions to the axisymmetric tunnel problem predict radial dispiacement at

the tunnel wall under different internal radial pressures, Lombardi 11.22] and Eisenstein et

al. [41] pointed out that the two-dimensional nature of the solutions precludes consideration

of the complex stress redistribution associated with the advancing face of the tunnel. To

overcome this limitation, several extensions to the plane strain solution were proposed. Pan

and Hudson [140] applied a correction function to results from the plane strain analysis

to approximate the three-dimensional case. Gesta et af. [57] cited examples that used a

fictitious radial support pressure to account for the support provided by the face. Using this

approach, Panet and Guellec [1a6] found that results from locations further than one-half

the tunnel radius from the face compared favourably with those from a three-dimensional

analysis. Schwartz and Einstein [170] demonstrated the "core modulus reduction" scheme

to account for the face effects in a similar manner. Amberg and Lombardi [1] used body
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forces directed outwards into the rock mass. The use of a fictitious radiai support pressure,

or other "internal" boundary condition, horvever, improperly represents in situ conditions

because, although the deviatoric stresses near the tunnel lvall are pteserved, the confining

stresses at which they act are not. Consequently, tire ability to predict material instability

at the tunnel wal-l with any of the accepted failure criteria is adversely affected.

Perhaps the most significant advancement to the characteristic line method was made by

Panet and Guenot ll47l, who developed ecluations relating rvall convergence to the position

of the advancing tunnel face. Based on flnite element model studies for different materials

and earlier work by Panet [145], the tunnel convergence function was given by

16

c,tx)-c*[' (*k)'] (2. 1)

rvÌrere Ct (r) is the convergence at distance ¿ from the tunnel face, C"o is the convergence

far from the face, and r, is the plastic radius.

Ðquation 2.1 agreed well with the modeling results in the region further than one-half

radius from the tunnel face. For non-viscous ground. the authors showed that measutement

of convergence or convergence rate at two points rvas suff.cient to determine the plastic

radius and the fi.nal convergence. In ground rvith time-dependent properties. the authors

suggested that the equation for convergence is a function of both distance from the face and

time. IJsing the Fréjus and Las-Planas tunnels as case studies, Guenot et al. [61] further

modified the equation describing convergence to

(2.2)

rvlrere Ct@) is given by Equation 2.I, and ? is the relaxation time of the rlieological model.

The curve-flt parameters rn and rL were found to be independent of the tunnel üning stiffness.

Application of the method was described in more detail in Sulem et al. [177].

The analytical solution presented in Equation 2.2 is appealing in that the relationship

between displacement and support pressure is implicii in the piastic radius parameter in

c (r,t): ct(x) 
{r * - [t - (, *)"] ]
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the denominator, the relationship is independent of materiai type, and the equation param-

eters have physical meaning and therefore can be verified in situ. However, the underlying

assumptions in applying the equation, i.e., that the tunnel is of circular cross-section (not

true of the Fréjus or Las Planas tunnels) and that the initial stresses in the ground are

hydrostatic, limit the applicabilìty of the approach. In addition, the relatively poor fit be-

tween measured and predicted data within one-half radius of the face brings into question

the choice of function used to represent the time-independent displacement response.

Barlow [a] and Barlow and Kaiser [5] extended the solution to account for the effects of

support/ground interaction, and for tunnel excavation sequence (e.g., heading and bench)

by describing the anterior and posterior domains with different displacement functions. The

tunnel convergence in the anterior domain was given as

17

(2.3 )

where Q1 is the proportion of the totalstress change associated with excavation that occurs

ahead of the face, r¡ is the value of ø at the tunnel face, r, is the plastic radius, Croo is

the ultimate time-independent tunnel convergence, ,4. is the ultimate time-dependent con-

vergence) and Cz (l) is the time-dependent convergence distribution given by Equation 2.2.

For the posterior domain, the convergence function was given as

C (r,t) = lQt -f QzCt (")l[C""" + ACz(t)] (2.4)

where Ç2 is the proportion of the total stress change associated with excavation that occurs

after the face, and Cr(r) is given by Equation2.7. This work suggests that construction

methods/sequences and tunnel support could influence the measured convergence, particu-

larly if the ground response has a large time-dependent component. It also shows that the

convergence response is best described by a piece-wise continuous function.

Extensive numerical model studies have been conducted to consider factors related to

rheological behaviour, and their impact on the excavation-induced displacement response.
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Many authors [58, 164, 742)havefound that the advance rate of the tunnel and the timing

of the lining installation are important factors in squeezing or swelling ground where time-

dependent behaviour is a concern. Panet [145] developed an empirical relationship for time-

dependent tunnel convergence to account for these and other effects. Based on published

data, Kaiser and Morgenstern [87] developed a phenomenological three component model

to explain their observation that the strength of rock consists of a time-dependent and time-

independent resistance to deformation. Field studies where rheological models have been

applied have generally involved weak or fractured rock, e.g., [121, 138,61, 189], and have

been largely phenomenological in nature. Lombardi [121] stressed that the actual cause

of the rheologic behaviour in the rock mass, e.g., true viscous behaviour or progressive

failure, was of subordinate importance in support design. However, in characterizing the

excavation-induced damage zone, the cause of the observed behaviour is the important issue,

and therefore phenomenological models are of limited use in this regard.

Findings from other three-dimensional parametric studies of stresses and displacements

around underground openings are also applicable to displacement interpretation in hard

brittle rock. Hanafy and Emery [64, 65] evaluated the effects of stress ratios on tunnel wall

convergence in squeezing ground using a rheological axisymmetric finite element model with

non-axisymmetric loading represented by Fourier series. Resuits of the study showed that

radial displacement increased with increasing longitudinal stress ratio (i.e., ratio of axial

to vertical stress), decreased in the cïown and increased at the springline with increasing

transverse stress ratio (i.e., ratio of lateral to vertical stress), decreased with increasing

advancement rate, and increased with increasing time deiays.

Pelli [i 8] and Pelli et al. [149] used a three-dimensional finite element model, with non-

associated flow plasticity and incremental excavation, to investigate the effects of the virgin

stress f.e1d (for stress ratios I( < 2), zero reading delay, rock mass anisotropy, non-linear

ground behaviour, and tunnel support on convergence and extensometer readings. They

found that zero reading delay signifrcantly impacted the amount of displacement missed

18
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by posterior-type instruments, and that high values of the axial stress component, i.e.,

the normal antiplane component of the stress tensor, affected the dispiacement patterns

significantly. They further showed that plots of radial dispiacement versus radial distance

and versus excavation advance could be used to estimate the elastic modulus near the tunnel,

and identify zones of non-linearity. Appìication of the fi.ndings to the Donkin-Morien tunnel

in Nova Scotia [150] illustrated the problems introduced in displacement interpretation by a

poorly-defined stress state, heterogeneity of the rock mass and inadequate instrumentation.

2.L.3 Cases involving brittle failure

Numerous laboratory studies have been conducted to simulate the behaviour observed

around tunnels, and have generally used materials with pre-drilled holes to represent typical

underground openings [125]. Kaiser and Morgenstern [88,89,90] performed a particularly

illustrative study of displacements using continuously datalogged extensometers and con-

veïgence arrays to examine the deformation of small tunnels in weak or jointed, brittle rock

represented by a large block of coai. They found that local geological features affected the

final pattern of convergence, and that global or local softening near the opening, rather

than strain weakening behaviour, could account for displacements in excess of linear elastic

predictions. Results from this study also showed that, for orthotropic compressible mate-

rial ljke coal, convergence measurements reflect the global response of the rock mass and

the general stress redistribution caused by the development of local yield or fracture zones,

whereas extensometer measurements provide a much more detailed locai record of deforma-

tion. Similar conclusions \Mere reported for a tunnel in fractured dolerite [195]. Kaiser et

ai. 186] concluded that analytical solutions cannot be used to predict behaviour if rupture

occllrs.

lvlany numerical modeling studies of damage zone development have been conducted,

but have generaily not been related to displacement interpretation. Barla 13] used an

iterative two-dimensional flnite element approach to analyze stresses in brittle rock. Kelsall
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et al. [97] developed an ecluivalent porous medium based on stress-hydraulic conductivity

relationships obtained in the laboratory to study damage development. Zheng et al. [196]

used an iterative elastic trvo-dimensional finite element model to demonstrate that, by

simulating progressive failure through element removal, the frnal stable shape of a borehole

breakout could be determined. Borehole breakouts and their formation were also considered

by other authors, e.g., [63, 197, 139]. Most of these studies, while claiming the ability to

predict the final breakout geometry, do not attempt to match observed processes involved in

the deveiopment of progressive failure. Kaiser [83] emphasized that deformation processes

in model predictions must be compared with in sifz processes to validate numerical models.

Recent rvork by Read [15a] and Martin [125] suggests that, in order to properly capture the

development of progressive failure, the three-dimensional effects caused by the advancing

face of the tunnel must be taken into consideration.

2.2 Field Studies of Ðxcavation-Induced Ðisplacements

2.2.L Deep hard rock mining experience in South Africa

The control of displacements to limit instability was a prevalent theme in many of the

early publications regarding South African mining practices, and the problems faced in

brittle quartzite at great depth. In considering rockbursts, Cook [20] and others 122,1651

conciuded that behaviour around underground excavations in llard rock is largely elastic,

except near the opening where the rock is generally fractured. Using an elastic analysis

technique based on Muskhelishvili [133], Ortlepp and Cook [137] predicted displacements

around longwall excavations by measuring -Ð and v from small laboratory samples, and

by assuming a lithostatic vertical stress component and horizontai to vertical stress ratio

between ! and |. Hoek and Brown [78] pointed out that this was a common assumption in

the 1950's and early 1960's. In situ monitoring',vas carried out using stainless steel links,

and crude wire extensometers, and it was concluded tirat two-dimensional eiastic models

were adecluate to predict displacements around deep hard rock excavations, albeit, at some
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distance from the tunnel ivall. Ryder and Officer [163], using an extension of the theory for

an inclined excavation [166], reached the same conclusion.

Even in hard brittle rock, displacements were found to be fairly complex in nature.

Field rvork by Walsh [188, 187] showed that deformation around deep hard rock excava-

tions occurs in trvo parts, the first immediateiy after blasting, and the second gradually

within a day. It was also noted that convergence near the working face was generally larger

than predicted due to cracking where shear stresses were suffciently high to cause slip.

Atkins and I{een [2] described displacements about excavations in a typical South African

gold mine as a complicated interaction of elastic deformation, süding on parting and shear

planes, extensional movement due to bed separation, and displacement due to dilation asso-

ciated rvith extensive fracturing ahead of the advancing face. They measured displacements

normal to the direction of mining ahead of the advancing face by installing extensometers

from an adjacent opening, and found that much of the deformation occurred coseismically.

They further noted that discontinuities could effect excessive "lide" displacement, and that

in situ and laboratory-derived material properties for fractured rock masses could differ

signiflcantly.

Pierce and Ryder [151] described a tr,vo-dimensional plane strain boundary element tech-

niclue capabie of incorporating inelastic behaviour to account for the skin of fractured ma-

terial surrounding deep-level excavations. They modeled a case history of fracture devel-

opment around a square opening, and showed that the resulting fracture zone significantly

exceeded that predicted by simple linear elastic theory, in keeping with fleld observations.

The South African hard rock mining experience is significant with regards to this thesis

in several ways. First, in highly stressed brittle rock, the rock mass was shorvn to behave

essentially in a linear eiastic fashion, with the exception of zones close to the excavation

which were fractured as a result of stress concentration. Second, the experience rvith in-

strumentation and analytical tools has shown that, with a prudent choice of instruments,

installation locations and numerical modeling techniques, the understanding of material
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behaviour can be improved. Third. problems in determining the in situ stress tensor and

representative material properties increase the uncertainty in the interpretation of near-lield

behaviour. Stress conditions, particuiarly at depth in hard rock, are generally not hydro-

static [11, 68,69,71], and can vary significantly from the assumed condition of a horizontal

to vertical stress ratio between j and |. Finally, in an environment ivith a ljthostatic

stress of 70 MPa, the tabuiar shape of openings in South African mines can create stress

concentrations in conflned a eas near the face in the order of 900 MPa [20]. These stress

magnitudes are well beyond the realm of those in rock considered highly stressed in this

thesis, and, consequently, the South African experience must be considered in this light.

2.2.2 Climax Spent F\-rel test

Hetzé et al. [73] described an excavation response experiment conducted at 420-m depth in

the Cl-imax granite pluton in Nevada. The experiment comprised two parallel drifts from

which two arrays of extensometers and vibrating rvire stressmeters were installed. A central

horse-shoe-shaped drift was excavated betrveen, and parallel to, the instrumentation drifts in

heading-and-bench fashion using a drill-and-blast method. The rock mass comprised cluartz

monzonite and granodiorite, with a number of shear zones intersecting the tunnels, and three

near orthogonal joint sets. Results from flnite element modeling of the excavation sequence,

using a laboratory-determined elastic modulus and ignoring the discontinuities, showed

poor agreement with the measured response. Consequentiy, a detailed site characterization

program rvas undertaken to establish better estimates of material properties and in situ

stresses. Assuming that the rock mass was initially unstressed, calculation of Poisson's

ratio rvas based on the relative magnitudes of the vertical and horizontal stresses. Results

from a second finite element simulation, using a lvlohr-Coulomb failure criterion based on

published data for the strength of granite, and incorporating joint elements to represent

discontinuities, showed better agreement rvith measured results.

The Cfimax experimeni has m.any similarities io AtrCL's Mine-by Ðxperiment. Both
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experiments are in granitic plutons at 420-m depth, similar instrumentation was used, and

the experiment arrangements are similar. The main diference betrveen the experiments is

the complexity of the rock mass and the resulting difficulties in characterization, monitoring,

and back analysis. The Climax test demonstrated that discontinuities and a relatively

poorly characterized rock mass complicate the back anaiysis of material behaviour. It also

showed that it is difficult to characterize a fractured rock mass, and that numerical models

must include key elements, e.g., discontinuities, blast damage, or strain-softening, that

govern the rock mass behaviour. However, the level of complexity in the numerical model

in this case outweighed the level of understanding of the rock mass characteristics.

2.2.3 Colorado School of N¡Iines test

The Colorado School of Mines (CSM) test was conducted approximately 100 m below

surface in fractured granitic gneiss near Idaho Springs, Colorado, to study the development,

and means of characterizing, excavation-induced damage. As part of the instrumentation,

posterior extensometers were installed to monitor displacements as the tunnel was advanced

using a carefully-designed drill-and-blast technique. Following excavation, characterization

of the damage zone, created by a combination of stress redistribution and blasting effects,

was conducted using a variety of techniques. The excavation damage zone was found to

extend between 0.5 and 1.0 m into the rock mass. An important finding from this study was

that the posterior extensometers provided very little information because the majority of

the rock mass response occrlrred ahead of the face, prior to instailation of the instruments.

2.2.4 Geomechanics studies at the URL

During the construction phase of the URL, a series of multi-anchor extensometers and con-

vergence arrays were installed to monitor the excavation-induced displacement response

in the URL shaft, and at the 240 and 420-m Levels. In each of these studies, displace-

ments measured by the extensometers and convergence arrays were posterior in nature, and
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therefore subject to the same problem as other posterior-type measurements. A detailed

summary of the studies is given in Read and N,fartin [157].

Instrument arrays were instalLed during excavation of the rectangular (upper) shaft

at 15-,62-,185-, and 218-m depth in fractured granite containing three near-orthogonal

joint sets [116]. The results of this initial study showed that the mechanical response of

the rock near the shaft wall was quite variable and was controlled to a large extent by

subvertical joints [171]. Numericai models based on [near elastic continuum behaviour did

not predict the mechanical response very rvell near the excavation boundary, but showed

better agreement 1.5 m and further from the shaft wall. A discontinuum approach was more

successful in mode[ng the fractured rock mass response [171], although the rectangular

geometry of the shaft complicated the analysis. Chan et al. [15] showed that, in order to

match the measured response in the 15-m Array, an elastic modulus increasing linearly from

about l0 to 40 GPa over 1.5 m near the opening was required.

An excavation response experiment was conducted in Room 209 at the 240 Level in

1986 [115]. This experiment rvas designed around a 3.5-m-wide horseshoe-shaped tun-

nel excavated through a near-vertical water-bearing fracture oriented almost perpendicular

to the tunnei axis. Three different groups performed numerical model predictions of the

excavation-induced response. I{aiser et al. [85] found that predicted displacements and

stress changes agreed reasonably well with the measured response using an elastic modulus

of 50 GPa for the rock mass. However, better agreement was achieved in the back analysis

if the damage around the excavation was simulated by zones of different moduli. Chan et

al. [1a] showed that the modulus next to the opening could be as low as 10 GPa, but that

one diameter from the opening it was about 60 GPa, similar to that obtained on intact

laboratory samples.

Instrument arrays were installed a|324-, and 384-m depth in the circular (lower) shaft

in massive, unjointed granite [128, 130]. Displacement results generally showed that the

rock mass behaves as a jjnear elastic, isotropic continuum except for a small region near
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the shaft wall (Figure2.2). Convergence measurements were also carried out at twenty-six

instrumented arrays in the lower shaft during excavation [128] using an ISETH distome-

ter [183] . It rvas assumed, based on results from one anterior extensometer in the Room 209

experiment, that only 40% of the total displacement response was recorded by the posterior

colrvergence measurements. Back analysis of in si,tu stresses from measured dispiacements

gave consistently higher results than from other methods, suggesting that the various fac-

tors affecting near-field displacements around the shaft were not properly considered in the

initial interpretation and back analysis. In particular, the face shape deviated significantly

from the assumed planar condition.

The rock mass response was monitored during the excavation of the 420 Level station

and access tunnels using seven convergence arrays. Results from preìiminary analysis of

three of these arrays demonstrated that an analytical approach was not appropriate for a

non-circular tunnel with a damage zone in an anisotropic stress field. Given the lack of an
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of measured and predicted displacements at the 384 Array. Note

that the measured response exceeds the predicted response near the shaft rvall.
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alternative approach, no further analysis rvas attempted for these arrays.

2"3 Surnrnary

The review of the literature considered the relationship between excavation-induced dis-

placements, in s'itu stresses and the nature of the damage zone, and identified several defi-

cient areas that are addressed by this thesis.

In purely elastic conditions, techniques to back analyze in situ stresses from displacement

measurements rely on the plane strain solution for an infrnitely long circular tunnel. This

solution, however, requires an estimate of absolute displacements from the residual ones

measured, and produces an estimate of only the stresses acting in the plane orthogonal to

the tunnel axis. The determination of absolute displacements is complicated by zero reading

delay in posterior instruments, and the effect of the axial stress component on the radial

displacement response. In conditions where rupture occnrs, closed form soiutions cannot

be used to back calculate in situ stresses. fufethods that use measured strains to calculate

stresses through relationships based on linear elasticity are also susceptible to problems

associated witir anisotropy, non-linearity and non-elastic behaviour near the measurement

gauges. Tiris thesis describes the development and implementation of a techniclue to back

analyze the complete in situ stress tensor from a single arbitrarily-oriented cylindrical tunnel

using the radial dispiacement response measured within one diameter of the tunnel face.

The technique is particuiarly useful in ground showing excavation damage in the posterior

domain.

By far the most work rvith regards to material behaviour around underground openings

has focused on the axisymmetric tunnel problem, primarily for the purpose of tunnel support

design. However, the underlying assumption of a hydrostatic stress f.eld, and the two-

dimensional nature of the problem, preclude the application of the anaiytical solutions

under most in szúu conditions. The work by Detournay and Fairhurst [32] in the case

of non-hydrostatic loading, and Panet and Guenot ll47l in accounting for the effect of
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tire tunnel face, represent important advances in the applicability of such solutions to real

situations. Nevertheless, both of these solutions are subject to one or more of the limitations

of the axisymmetric tunnel problem. A functionai relationship between face position and the

radial displacement response for the case of non-hydrostatic stress conditions has not been

reported in the literature, and, with the exception of hemispherically-shaped tunnel faces,

the effect of a non-planar tunnel face on the displacement response has not been considered.

This thesis presents general approximating functions to describe the relationship between

radial displacement and tunnel face position (i.e., the spliced logistic function), and between

radial displacement and radial distance from the tunnel centre. These reiationships are, in

turn, used to develop parametric functions describing the characteristic radi,al displacement

surfaces associated with components of a partitioned unit stress tensor.

Numerical modelìng studies related to excavation-induced dispiacements have been, for

the most part, phenomenological in nature, and incorporate a large number of parameters.

Simple ünear elastic models have been more successfui in illustrating important aspects

related to the development of excavation damage. In addition, previous parametric studies

have considered the effects of material properties, constitutive behaviour, tunnel geometry

and stress ratios up to I( = 2 for tunnels oriented parailel to a principal stress direction,

i.e., no antiplane shear stresses [53]. The effect of antiplane shear stresses on displacements

around underground openings has not been widely considered. This thesis uses relatively

simple two- and three-dimensional numerical models to assess the relationship between

components of a partitioned unit stress tensot, including the antipiane stress components,

and the displacement response around a cylindrical tunnel. The material behaviour around

a tunnel in highly stressed rock is also investigated, and the effects of face shape and

longitudinal geometry are considered up to stress ratios of I{ : 4.

The laboratory studies by Kaiser and Morgenstern lB8, 89, 90] suggest that displacement
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measurements can be used to determine the nature of excavation damage, and that conver-

gence arrays and extensometers compliment one another in this regard. Ho',vever, an under-

standing of the characteristics and boundary conditions of the rock mass is an essential pre-

cursor to the interpretation of material behaviour. fuIany case studies of excavation-induced

displacements around tunnels have considered rveak or fractured rock, where displacements

are large, and the faiiure zone around the tunnel is extensive. In these conditions, char-

acteristics of the rock mass and boundary conditions are often poorly understood. Other

ûeld studies in highly stressed brittle rock have shorvn that the rock mass behaves essen-

tially elastically, except for zones near the opening ivhich show non-linear or non-elastic

behaviour. In addition, in situ monitoring around tunnels often suffers from inadequate

instrumentation and, with the exception of a feiv studies conducted rvith extensometers

installed ahead of the advancing face, most studies have used posterior-type measurements.

This thesis considers a well-characterized, homogeneous, unjointed granitic rock mass, with

well-defined material properties, in rvhich displacements are small, and large-scale failure

around the tunnel is ljmited to localized areas of high stress concentrations. The fleld study

incorporates state-of-the-art anterior- and posterior-type instruments around a cylindrical

tunnel excavated using a non-explosive technique. thus permitting direct comparison of the

resuits from the two instrument types rvithout tlie added complication of blast-induced

damage.
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The Mine-by Experiment arrangement was based, in part, on in situ characterization of

the URL shaft and 420 Level station conducted prior to extensive development of the 420

Level. The geotechnical aspects of the field investigation and subsequent laboratory testing

include geology, in situ stress conditions and rock properties. As background for the fleld

study, the results from the initial characterization phase, and a synopsis of the experiment

arrangement including elements of construction, instrumentation and monitoring associated

with the Mine-by Ðxperiment, ate summarized.

3.1-,&ÐCL's Undergrou.nd Research lrabonatory

3.1.1 Excavation sequence

The undergrounri workings at the URL consist of a shaft, ventilation raise, small shaft

stations at 130- and 300-m depth, and major developments at the 240 and 420 Levels. The

URL sliaft rvas constructed in two stages. The upper shaft (Stage 1) ,,vas excavated from

the surface to a depih of 255 m between March 1983 and April 1985 as a nominal 2.8-

by 4.9-m-rectangular shaft by the traditional drill-and-blast benching method. Benches

were dril-led 1.5 m, giving an average 0.75 m advance for each biast. Timber sets spaced

2.5 m rvere installed to within 15 m of the face during sinking. Development of the 240
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Level, using several drill-and-biast variations. follorved completion of tire upper shaft. The

lower shaft (Stage 2) was excavated as a 4.6-m-diameter circular shaft betrveen July 1987

and November 1988 using a full-face drill-and-blast technique. Each blast round used a

specially-designed blast pattern with a central burn cut to minimize shaft wall damage.

The rounds ranged from 1.0 to 3.4 m in length. Following completion of the lower shaft,

the 420 Levei rvas developed for use in several Operating Phase experiments 1173], including

the Mine-by Experiment.

3.L.2 Geology

The IIRL is located in the Lac du Bonnet bathoLith, which is considered to be typical of

many granitic intrusions of the Precambrian Canadian Shield [29]. The batholith is an

elongated body about 75 by 25 km in surface area and about 10 km in depth, and has an

ENE-WSW trend. It lies in the Winnipeg River plutonic complex of the rvestern Superior

Province, and has been dated as Late Kenoran in age (2680 + 81 Ma).

The geology of the URL has been characterized from detailed logging of drill-core from

boreiroles, and geological mapping of surface and subsurface exposures. From these in-

vestigations, it has been concluded that, near the URL. the bathoijth is made up of five

main rock units: the pink (altered) or grey (unaltered) granite groundmass of the batholith,

xenoljthic inclusions of various compositions, leucocratic granitic segregations, and subver-

ticai granodiorite and pegmatite dykes. This classification scheme is based primarily on age

relationships between the various rock units [43].

During excavation of the URL shaft, two major thrust faults (Fracture Zones 3 and 2)

and their associated splays (Fracture Zones 2.5 and 1.9)wereintersected (Figure 3.1). These

faults dip to the southeast at betrveen 20 and 30o and typically contain low-dìpping fractures,

secondary alteration products such as clay, hematite and chlorite, zones of cataclasite, gouge

and rubble, and regions of moderate-to-high groundwater florvs.

Above Fracture Zone2.5, the rock mass comprises mainly piLk granite. In this region,
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trvo subverticai joint sets have been identifled: a prominent set striking about 020 to 040o ,

and aless prominent, intermittent sei striking about 150 to 180o. Below Fracture Zone2.5,

the rock mass is essentially unfractured, rvith the exception of Fracture Zone 2 and its

associated splays 1.9 and 1.5.

According to Everitt et al. [47], the rock mass at the 420 Level is composed of three major

[tho-structural domains: a gneissic grey granite, a leucocratic granite, and a xeno]ithic-

leucocratic granite. A major subvertical granodiorite dyke swarm, approximately 100 m

thick and striking NNW, crosscuts these domains and is present throughout the 420 Level.

From earlier work by Brown et al. [10] at the other levels at the URL, the granodiorite
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is poorer in alkalj feldspar and richer in plagioclase than the grey granite, although the

transition between the two units is diffuse (Figure 3.2). Thin pegmatite dykes crosscut

all other rock types, but are mostly confined to the larger granodiorite dykes at this level.

Detaiied petrographic analysis was not conducted on rock types from the 420 Level prior

to the Mine-by Experiment because of wide mineralogic variations within each unit.

A few minor closed fractures, associated with the granodiorite dyke swarm to the west

of the station, were identified in drill core from exploratory boreholes for the Mine-by

Alkalifeldspar Plagioclase

Figure 3.2: Ternary diagram showing the composition of granite and granodiorite for the
URL (after Brown et aI. [10]). Note that in this classification no distinction was made
between the granite and granodiorite, the latter being grouped with biotite-rich granite.
The inverted triangles represent xenolith compositions.
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Experiment. However, because these fractures were not detected in the tunnel wall following

room excavation, their areal extent is small. This appears to be the only fracture type in

the immediate vicinity of the 420 Level. In the absence of fracturing, the in situ hydraulic

conductivity of the rock mass is very low (10-13 m/s).

3.1.3 In situ stress

In 1982, AECL Research carried out the flrst in sifu stress measurements at the proposed

site for the URL. These hydrauJic fracturing measurements were taken between the 12- and

540-m depth in the general area of the proposed access shaft to the URL. During the nine

years following, seven different classes of i,n situ stress measurement methods were used: five

methods of overcore testing, the Bock borehole slotter method, under-excavation (i.e., large-

scale undercoring), hydraulic fracturing, source location of microseismic events, convergence

measurements and observations. Martin et al. [127] conciuded from these investigations that

large-scale techniques, such as convergence measurements, ate less sensitive to the effects of

processes üke microcracking, and that the use of a larger rock volume in the measurement

tends to reduce the inherent variability associated with small-scale measurement techniques.

An extensive in situ stress research program, started in 1985 after completion of the

rectangular shaft, was conducted to characterize the in sz'Íz stress state around the URL

access shaft and the main development levels. This work continued with the extension of the

shaft, completed in 1988. The existence of major thrust faults and subvertical joint sets in

the upper 275 m of the URL compljcated the interpretation of. in situ stress measulements

and observations. Martin [124] concluded that the stress conditions at the URL can best

be described as a series of stress domains separated by the major thrust faults, Fracture

Zones 2.5 and 2 (Figure 3.1).

Stress Domain I, above Fracture Zor.e 2.5, is a region of relatively lorv stresses due to

stress re[ef associated with the extensional .joint sets. The orientation of the maximum

horizontal stless in this region is 040o, parallel to the major extensional joint set. In

.1.'l
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comparison to stress measurements at other sites in the Canadian Shield [Zt], this direction

differs by about 90o from the average N\\¡-SE direction. Nfartin [124] suggested that,

because the mass of rock above Fracture Zone 2 has undergone reverse thrusting of about

7.3 m, the upper portion of the rock mass is analogous to a brittle beam in bending,

resulting in extensional cracking perpendicular to the direction of thrusting and stress relief

perpendicular to the extensional joints. As a result of tÌris process, the stress component

parallel to the extensional joints is now the maximum horizontal stress. In terms of stress

magnitude, Stress Domain I is considered "normal" for the Canadian Shield. The minimum

stress is vertical and very close to lithostatic; the maximum horizontal stress increases from

about 8 to 15 MPa rvith depth; and the horizontal stress ratio increases from about 1.6

to 2.4.

Stress Domain II, betrveen Fracture Zones 2.5 and 2,is a transitionai zone rvith moderate

stresses. The stress orientations within this domain are the same as in Domain I, primarily

because of the existence of the same subvertical joints. The stress magnitudes, however, are

quite different. The vertical stress shows a large perturbation near Fracture Zone 2 related

to local high contact stresses between the upper and lorver surfaces of the shear zone [124],

increasing from about 12 to 26 MPa with depth. The maximum horizontal stress shows a

similar jump in values, increasing ftom24 to 32 MPa with depth. The horizontal stress ratio

in this region shows a corresponding increase from 7.2to 2.0. Extensive stress measurements

were carried out at the 240 Level excavated in this stress domain.

Stress Domain III, belorv Fracture Zone 2, is a highly stressed region rvhere the rock

mass is unfractured with the exception of Fracture Zones 1.9 (a splay of Fracture Zone 2)

and 1.5, a reiatively narrow zone of shallow-dipping fractures. The maximum horizontal

stress direction in this region, estimated at azimuth 135o, is very similar to the average NW-

SE trend measured elsewhere in the Canadian Shield. However, because of the absence of

fracturing, the in silu stress magnitudes are higher than those measured at similar depths

in other parts of the Shield [71]. The verticaL stress is perturbed in the vicinity of Fracture
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Zone2, reaching 25 MPa, but approaches the caiculated lithostatic stress near 420 m depth.

TIte estimated maximum horizontal stress is between 50 and 60 MPa. Estimates of the

horizontal stress ratio range from 1.05 to 1.25.

The highly stressed condition of this domain posed a problem for stress measurements

at the 420 Level. A variety of techniques were tried during ievel development, with limited

success, Overcoring provided unreliable results because of exaggerated axial straining (in-

cipient discing). Hydraulic fracturing produced subhorizontal fractures in horizontal and

vertical boreholes, from which the vertical stress was estimated [35]. A large-scale under-

coring (under-excavation) test in the 420 to 240 Level vent raise using triaxial strain cells

provided estimates of both the magnitude and orientation of the maximum and interme-

diate stresses, but produced unreaüstic results for the minimum principal stress [92, 190].

Results from an acoustic emission/microseismic array instailed in four inclined boreholes

around the URL shaft [i79] provided estimates of the maximum and minimum horizontal

stress directions, which were supported by observations ofbreakouts in the shaft, but pro-

vided no estimates of magnitudes. Doorstopper tests performed in boreholes drilled for the

Mine-by Experiment at the 420 Level [23] produced an estimate of the stress tensor for the

area, but the results for stress magnitudes did not correlate with results from other tests or

observed behaviour around excavations at the 420 Level. A composite stress tensor for the

420 Level (Table 3.1) was compiled from the best evidence for principal stress magnitudes

and directions from the various testing methods, and from observations of breakouts in the

shaft and in tunnels at the 420 LeveI. The composite nature of the tensor, horvever, pre-

cluded the use of rigorous statisticai methods in determining the mean value and confidence

intervals of each of the stress components, and their respective orientations. Nevertheless,

this composite tensor was sufficient for designing the Mine-by Experiment arrangement.
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Table 3.1: Estimated in szlz stresses and 90% confidence intervais for the 420 Level (af-

ter Read and Martin [155]).

Stress Components A2 O3
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ul
Magnitude (MPa)
Trend (')
Plunge (")

48+5 14+1
044+ 10 290t25
05+5 79t5

55+5
135 + 10

10t5
Stress Ratios otloz otlos ozl ot

i.15 + 0.1 3.93 + 0.5 3.43 + 0.5

3.I.4 Geotechnical properties

The geotechnical properties of the Lac du Bonnet granite have been determined from

extensive laboratory testing, e.g., Lajtai [112, 113], Lajtai and Bielus [109], Lajtai and

Schmidtke [111], Jackson et ai. [81], Stimpson and Chen [17a]. However, extrapolation of

these results to the in situ materiai properties of the rock mass is not straightforrvard, even

in situations where the rock mass has no joints to account for in sifz strength reduction.

The diffi.culty lies in the fact that the boundary conditions and stress history of a sample

of rock differ from the fieid to the laboratory, i.e., a laboratory specimen must go through

a complete unloading cycle prior to being tested. If the sttesses relieved during drilling are

high, the resulting laboratory sample may contain signiflcant damage that is not present

in the field. Conversely, if samples are selected from a lorv stress regime, the amount of

sample disturbance is reduced, and results are more representative of lhe in silz rock mass

properties. Martin [125] illustrated the importance in recognizing sample disturbance when

interpreting the results of laboratory testing on Lac du Bonnet granite'

The geotechnical properties of rock in the field study area (Table 3.2) rvere estimated

from laboratory tests performed by the Canada Centre for Mineral and Bnergy Technology

(CANMET) on representative rock samples from the 420 Level, and on samples of granite

from the upper 275 m of the batholith. Results from samples taken from the high stress

domain at the 420 LeveI shorved a markeri decrease in peak strength from those taken at
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Table 3.2: Estimated geotechnical properties for granite and granodiorite in the field study
area (after Read and Martin [15i]).

Rock Type Granite Granodiorite
Density (ke/-") 2630 + 10 2660 +.20
Uniaxial Compressive Strength (MPa) 2I3X20 228t20
Tangent Young's Modulus (GPa) 65 + 5 66 + 5

Poisson's Ratio 0.25 + 0.05 0.25 + 0.05

the 240 Level and above, suggesting a substantial amount of sample disturbance caused

by induced microfracturing. Read and Martin [157] concluded that results from samples

of granite from lower sttess domains nearer surface were likeiy most representative of the

undamaged in situ rock mass properties at the 420 Level. Martin [tZS] also showed that

samples of Lac du Bonnet granite taken from Cold Spring Quarry, near Seven Sisters,

Manitoba, had similar properties to those taken from the upper 275 m of the bathoiith at

the URL.

Triaxial compression tests were conducted on samples from the 420 LeveI, and from the

upper 275m of the batholith to determine a Hoek-Brown failure envelope representative of

the in situ rock strength. The Hoek-Brown failure criterion [78] is given by

0t=r'3+6o"q+soJ (3. 1)

rvhere 01 and o3 ârê the maximum and minimum principal stresses, respectively, o" is the

uniaxial compressive strength of an intact laboratory sample, mis a shape parameter, and

s is a scaling factor to account for the presence of joints or discontinuities in situ. The

tensile strength associated with the Hoek-Brown criterion is given by

o' l* - (*' + 4s)ål (3.2)ot=T L ' r I

By definition, Bquation 3.1 is a peak strength criterion, and in the unconflned case,

reduces to

tndt

o1 = $o" (3.3)
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In cases rvhere s is equal to 1, i.e.. no in si,tujoints or discontinuities , Equation 3.3 implies

that the uniaxial stress required to cause failure in situ is equivalent to the laboratory-

derived uniaxial compressive strength of a cylindrical sample. Martin It25], however, showed.

that the peak strength measured in the laboratory is influenced by a number of factors,

including sample size, Ioading rate and stress history of the sample, and can therefore

not be considered a true material property. Consequently, three key stress levels [6, 113],

corresponding to: 1) the start of crack initialion o"¡,2) the start of unstable crack growth

o"¿, ãl1d 3) the short-term peak strength o", rvere determined from the triaxial tests. The

Hoek-Brown envelopes associated rvith each of these stress levels for grey and pink granite,

and granodiorite, are shown in Figure 3.3.

Numerical modeling simulations were conducted for two orthogonal excavations at the

420 LeveI [126] using the average stresses given in Table 3.1. Bmploying the Hoek-Brown

envelopes defined by the peak strength results for the three rock types, the stresses at no

point around either opening exceeded the rock strength, even when o" from the damaged 420

Level samples was used. These flndings rvere at odds with observations of breakout notch

development in the roof of Room 405, excavated orthogonal to the o1 - o3 plane (Figure 3.4).

Because there are no natural fractures in the rock mass at this level to account fot an in

szúz strength reduction, i.e., s = 1, Martin and Read [126] concluded that traditional peak

strength results from laboratory samples overestimate the in situ rock strength, especially

near the tunnel boundary. This observation is consistent with experience elservhere [70, 150].

Implementation of the other Hoek-Brown envelopes shown in Figure 3.3 into the bound-

ary element model of orthogonal rooms at the 420 Level showed that the best agreement

with observed behaviour was achieved rvhen the envelope representing crack initiation for

pink granite was used in the analysis. However, Martin [125] and Read [i5a] showed that

the use of such an envelope underestimates the strength of the rock mass arvay' from the

opening, and that a more complex faiiure envelope is required to properly represent both

confinecl and unconfrned conditions. Studies on very small tunnels in laboratory tests have
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Figure 3.3: Results from uniaxial and triaxial tests on grey granite, pink granite and gra-

nodiorite. The Hoek-Brown failure envelopes are based on: 1) crack initiation stress ø"¿

(upper), 2) unstable crack growth initiation stress o"¿ (middle), and 3) short-term peak

strength o" (bottom).
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shown that the strength of the rock at the tunnel rvall can exceed the uniaxial compressìve

strength [168,48], but that the effect diminishes rvith increasing tunnel dimensions. The

initial modeling results from the 420 Level of the URL suggest that failure at the periph-

ery of a 3.5-m-diameter tunnel occnrs at less than 50% of the laboratory-measured uniaxial

compressive strength of the rock [125]. Consequently, in si,tu rock strength can be a complex

issue even in situations where the rock mass contains no joints or discontinuities.

Mapping of excavation-induced damage during construction of the 300 Level suggested

that damage zone development rvas more pron"ounced in granite than in granodiorite [a5].

During development of access tunnels at the 420 Level, similar observations were made near

discrete granodiorite dykes. However, the difference in excavation-induced damage between

the massive granite and the outer margin of a large granodiorite dyke was less pronounced

in a drill-and-blast excavation (Room 405) driven orthogonal to the or- o3 plane. Altirough

laboratory testing suggests that the mechanical properties of the two rock types are similar,

40

Borehole traces

Figure 3.4: Comparison of breakout notch development
420 Level illustrating the effect of orientation relative to
stress on the development of excavation-induced damage.

Room 413 is aügned with o1.

in two orthogonal rooms at the
ihe plane of maximum deviatoric
Room 405 is aligned rvith o2, and
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the fleid observations imply that there are differences in their fracturing characteristics, i.e.,

the grorvth and interaction of cracks. This difference is noticeable upon stress relief during

samplìng.

3.2 T'he Mine-by Ðxpenirnent

The premise for the Mine-by Experiment was to locate a volume of rock typical in terms of

geology and stress conditions of potential disposal sites elservhere in the Canadian Shield, to

characterize the rock mass volume and instrument it with state-of-the-art instrumentation,

then to excavate a test tunnel through the instrumented volume to measure the excavation-

induced response. As discovered during the characterization of the URL, it seemed possibie

to meet the experiment's objectives by locating the Mine-by Experiment at the 420 Level

in Stress Domain III, where the stress conditions are similar to those at a depth of about

1000 m in other parts of the Shield. A complete description of the final detailed design of

the Mine-by Experiment is given in Read and Martin [155].

3.2.I Experirnent arrangement

The arrangement of the Mine-by Experiment (Figure 3.5) was the result of an optimization

process drawing upon a variety of technical proposais for instrumentation layouts and mon-

itoring methods, evaluation of the practicality and safety of the operations associated with

implementation, and evaluation of the most effective use of available resources in conjunc-

tion with the overall URL experimental program. The azimuth of the test tunnel (225')

was chosen so as to maximize the stress ratio in the plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis in

order to promote excavation-induced damage development.

Access for instrumentation installation was provided by a series of dril-1-and-blast ex-

cavations. An incline and a decline were excavated at 20Vo grade on tangent, and 10%

grade through the curves to develop an upper and lower instrument gallery, Rooms 409

and 413 respectively, orthogonai to the planned test tunnel. A vertical raise (Room 004)
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was excavated to connect the upper and lorver galleries for ventilation purposes, and a drill

station (Room 416) was excavated at mid-height in the raise for instrumentation borehole

drilling. A third instrument gallery (Room 405), parailel to the proposed test tunnel, was

extended off the existing 420 Level for additional driìling access. AII access tunnels rvere

initial-ly 3.4 m wide by 2.9 m high and horseshoe-shaped, but the first 30 m of Room 405

was slashed to 5.0 m wide by 3.5 m high to accommodate additional testing. The vent raise

drill station (Room 416) was excavated as a 3.5 m wide by 2.7 m high opening.

Following excavation of the access tunnels and installation of the instrumentation for

the experiment, the 3.5-m-diameter circular test tunnel (Room 415) was excavated at 0.5V0

grade to 46 m in length from an assembiy chamber (Room 414). The wall-to-wall spacing

between the instrument galleries and the test tunnel was approximately 18.5 m.

420 Vent Raise
URL Shaft

Incline

Instrument Galleries

Figure 3.5: Arrangement of the Mine-by Experiment at the 420 Level of the URL.
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8.2.2 Excavation technique and equipment

From previous experience in Room 209 and the URL shaft with the drill-and-blast exca-

vation method, the damage zone near the tunnel walL results from a combination of stress

redistribution and blast effects. Similar observations in granite have been reported by Pusch

and Stanfors [152]. Because the intent of the Mine-by Bxperiment was to study the damage

resulting from stress redistribution, the test tunnel was designed as a full-face machine-

excavated opening to avoid the undesirable percussive effects of blasting. Initially, a tunnel

boring machine (TBM) was considered the best technical option Ittr0], lut the costs asso-

ciated with excavating such a short section of tunnel, including equipment preparation and

mobilization, were prohibitive. Consequently, an alternative method was devised.

The excavation method (Figure 3.6) involved line-drilling and reaming a series of 1-

m-deep perimeter holes around the design diameter of the tunnel, and then progressively

breaking out the interior of the round using hydraulic rock splitters in a series of production

holes [95, 136]. Although the test tunnel was initially designed as a 3.5-m-diameter cyJ-in-

drical opening with a flat face, the excavation method necessitated a stepped longitudinal

profile to accommodate drilling of each round, with a maximum diameter of 3.5 m in each

Test section for
rock breaker

Room 414
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round. Based on previous excavations at the URL. some deviation from planarity rvas also

expected in the shape of the face.

The excavation sequence for the test tunnel incorporated several rounds of careful drill-

and-blast for the first 10 m of the tunnel, follorved by 36 m excavated by line-driliing and

rock breaking in 1-m rounds. The first 34 m of Room 415 rvere excavated as full-face rounds,

and the frnal 72 m of the test tunnel used a pilot-and-slasÌr sequence. In total, 50 excavation

rounds were required to complete the test tunnel.

3.2.3 Enthalpy control

trnthalpy control (i.e., the control of temperature and humidity) was considered important

in terms of limiting the number of variables in the interpretation of the measured responses.

A 75 kW capacity system comprising an air handLing unit, a blast cooler, and two com-

pressor/condensor units was instal-led at the 420 Level to maintain as close as possible the

ambient rock conditions, i.e., 10.5o C, > 90% RH, in the test tunnel as excavation pro-

ceeded. Although some short-term spikes were recorded in the air temperature during peak

excavation activities, the overall rock temperature rvas maintained within about 1.5o C of

ambient temperature. Relative humidity rvas consistently above g0%.

3.2.4 Instrumentation

The lvline-by Experiment incorporated two tiers of instruments. The first rvas selected on

the basis of previous excavation response tests at the URL, and included extensometers

and convergence arrays to measure displacements, triaxial strain cells to measure induced

strains, and thermistors to measure temperature. A second tier of instrumentation based

on acoustic emission/microseismic (AE/MS) technology was used to study the development

of tlie damage zone around the Mine-by Experiment test tunnel [178]. In keeping rvith

the scope of this thesis, only the results from the convergence arrays and the tweive radial

extensometers are considered in detail. Results from the other instruments are used in a
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qualitative fashion for the interpretation of in situ behaviour. Monitoring data from the

instruments are discussed later in this thesis.

Extensorneters

Borehole fracture extensometers (Bof-exs) have been used successfully in other major exper-

iments at the URL to monitor very small displacements [182], and formed the majority of

the displacement-monitoring system for the Mine-by Experiment (Figure 3.7). The Bof-ex is

an incremental-type extensometer, i.e., it measures relative displacement between anchors.

Each extensometer string incorporated ten direct current linear variable differential trans-

former (DC-LVDT) displacement transducers, eleven mechanical screw-type anchors, Invar

or stainless-steel rods, and centralizers. The repeatability of each transducer is *0.6¡;m,

and the range is t6 mm. Seven thermistors rvere also inciuded in each extensometer string.

The radial Bof-ex strings were installed in 75.7-mm-diameter (NQ-3 size) boreholes.

Connecting tubing

Spring loaded LVDT

nt¡alizer

Spring activated
mechanical anchor

Figure 3.7: Arrangement of Bof-ex boreholes for the Mine-by Experiment and details of a
typical extensometer installation.
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These holes penetrated the design section of the test tunnel by 200 mm so that the ends

of the boreholes could be located once Room 415 ivas excavated. Accurate collar surveys

and downhole laser surveys rvere conducted for each borehole to determine the exact collar

location and alignment deviation [158]. The deviation in alignment was less than 0.5o, which

introduced negligible error in the measured radial displacements. Anchors were spaced as

close as 340 mm near the tunnel wail in the borehoies, and less closely further from the

tunnel. The innermost anchor was approximateiy 100 mm outside the design perimeter of

the test tunnel in each string.

A total of 12 radial Bof-ex strings were installed for the Mine-by Experiment in two

instrument arrays at chainages 20*00 and 22f50 in Room 415. The first array comprised

trvo vertical and two horizontal extensometers, and the second array contained two vertical,

two horizontai, and four extensometers inclined at *45o from horizontal. The boreholes for

the instruments in these arrays were drilled from the instrument galleries (Rooms 405, 409,

413, and 416) towards the planned location of the test tunnel. Because they were installed

prior to the start of excavation, the response measured by the extensometers represents the

total displacement induced by the excavation of Room 415 within the radial coverage area

of the extensometers. These extensometers are typical of anterior-type instruments.

Convergence arrays

Convergence arrays rvere installed in Room 415 at eight locations betrveen chainages 10+20

and 31*96 (Table 3.3). Details of a typical convergence array installation are given in

Figure 3.8. Convergence arrays in the field study comprised 12 pins installed as close

to the tunnel face as possible in a vertical measuring plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis.

Specially cut lengths of Invar ',vire rvere used in combination rvith a Kern distometer [128]

to measure the distance -betrveen opposing pins along six diametral measurement lines.

Changes in tunnel diameter were recorded fol-lowing each excavation round, providing a

record of tunnel wall convergence versus excavation advance. Additional readings rvere also
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Table 3.3: Location of convergence arrays in the Mine-by Experiment.

Array Chainage (m) Excavation Round

+t

475-r
4r5-2
415-3
415-4
475-5
415-6

4r5-7
415-B

r0.204
72.537
15.380
18.485
22.565
26.062
28.924
31.964

5

7

10

13

77

22

25

28

a) Kern distometer

Wire coupling adaptor

9.
(.120',) -

.8
( I 60')

.1 .

(l 80: )

6.
(200')

Release ring Screw connector

(240") 

"'lo:' 
(?og')

b) Typical convergence ¿uray

Figure 3.8: Details of the instruments and

the Mine-by Experiment.

Tension gauge

Drillhole
(32-mm diameter)

Resin grout
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c) Typical convergence pin

arrangement of a typical convergence array from

SE
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taken within each round to determine the tunnel convergence with respect to time. A

summary of the convergence data from the Mine-by Experiment is presented in Read et al.

[15e].

Previous experience 
"vith 

the Kern distometer at the URL has shown a repeatabilit¡r

of *0.1 mm [128]. Careful calibration of the instrument and Invar wires rvas performed

underground before and after each use with a standard calibration apparatus. In this way,

corrections for temperature were incorporated automatically into each reading. The same

operator was also used as much as possibie to reduce operator bias in the measurements.

A standardized reading procedure, repeating each measurement four times, was followed

during the Mine-by Experiment.

The convergence pins consisted of 19-mm-diameter steel rebar, 200 mm Ìong, with a 100-

mm-long stainless steel setting bolt rvelded to the end to attach the distometer connector.

The convergence pins in each array rvere installed in 32-mm-diameter percussion drill holes,

300 mm deep, an average of B0 mm from the tunnel face. There rvas, however, some

variation in chainage across the face, as shown in face contours for each round [i61]. The

floor pins were set in slightly deeper holes, countersunk about 50 mm to protect them from

construction equipment. All pins rvere fixed in place with resin grout. Each array, with

the exception of array 415-5, was designed to have convergence pins at 0, 20, 60, 90, 120,

160, 180, 200,240,270,300, and 340o counterclockwise from a NW horizontal line. Array

415-5 had two measurement ljnes rotated 10o ciockwise to avoid interfering rvith previously

installed extensometers.

Other instruments

In addition to the Bof-exs, a series of eight excavation damage extensometers (Ed-exs)

were installed at approximately chainage 22*50. These instruments are a miniaturized

version of the Bof-ex, approximately i m in lengtir, comprising ten ACDT transducers and

eleven anchors. The Ed-exs rvere installed radially outrvard behind the advancing face in a
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posterior fashion to provide detailed dispiacement measurements within 1 m of the tunnel

wal-Ì. A complete description of the instrument and an example of its application is given

in Thompson et al. [184]. Results from the Ed-exs are used qualitatively in this thesis.

The CSIRO Hollow Inclusion (HI) triaxial strain cell [193] has been used almost exclu-

sively at the URL to measure incremental strains due to excavation. Information gained

from these instruments has been used to calculate changes in the in situ stress field and to

validate results from computer modeling [t90, 191, 192]. A total of twelve CSIRO HI cells

were installed in two arrays for the Mine-by Experiment at chainages 18f25 and 24125.

Results a e summarized in Read et al. [i60].

The results from an AE/MS system, installed to monitor excavation-induced seismicity

in the rock mass during extension of the URL shaft, were used to design a more elaborate

system for the Mine-by Experiment to evaluate the physics of fracturing associated with

development of a damage zone a ound the test iunnel [178]. Two of the objectives of

this design were to improve the accuracy of source location determinations and to develop

more rigorous source mechanism analysis procedures. The AE/MS system cornprised 16

three-component accelerometers coupled to the rock with grout. The pattern of 16 sensors

optimized the measured response; in the centre of the array source location accuracy \Mas

better than 0.25 m. This number of sensors also allowed the use of a moment tensor inversion

scheme to perform source mechanism analysis [5i]. A summary of AE/MS results for the

Mine-by Experiment is given in Martino et al. 1129].

Ultrasonic tomography and acoustic emission (AE) data obtained during laboratory

hydraulic fracturing tests on two 600-mm-diameter samples of URL granite [18] showed that

the development of microcracks couid be monitored with high-frequency sensors acoustically

coupled to the rock surface, and that source locations and mechanisms could be determined

on a small scale. This approach rvas applied to the in si,tu rock mass in the NW sidewali of

the test tunnel in conjunction with the Ed-exs to determine the levei of activity at various

distances away from the tunnel wall. From these data, the distribution of acoustic emissions
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rvith location and orientation relative to tlie excavation rvere determined [13],

Information on the P and S rvave velocities in the rock mass rvas obtained through

severai tomographic surveys carried out with AECL's miniCHARTS system between the

various excavated openings prior to excavation of the test tunnel (Hayles, pers. comm.).

This study required two 40- and trventy 1.5-m-long vertical boreholes in the floor of Room

409 and roof of Room 413. Other cross-hole tomographic studies were conducted in the

Bof-ex instrument boreholes before and after excavation of the test tunnel to detect changes

in the rock mass resulting from excavation-induced damage [66].

3"3 Surnmary

The initial characterization of the field study area was conducted prior to the large-scale

development of the 420 Level, and excavations reiated to the Mine-by Experiment. However,

the information gained from the various investigations was sufficient to design the Mine-by

Experiment arrangement, and to conduct preliminary numerical modeling reiated to failure

around some of the underground openings at the 420 Level.

Based on the initial characterization of the 420 Level, the geology in the fleld study area

was expected to be a mixture of granite and granodiorite. From laboratory studies, the effect

of lìthological variations within the field study area was assumed to be negligible because

of the similarity in the elastic properties of the two rock types. However, freld observations

suggested that the failure characteristics of the two rock types were different. Nevertheless,

in comparison with granitic rock masses in other excavation response experiments [73], the

rock mass in the field study area lvas considered homogeneous and isotropic, and contained

no signiflcant discontinuities.

A number of different stress determination techniques were tried at the 420 Level, but

none of them produced a satisfactory estimate of the complete in situ stress tensor. Con-

sequently, individual components of the tensor rvere estimated by different means. Because
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of the composite nature of the estimated tensor, it was not possible to apply rigorous sta-

tistical methods to determine the mean value and confrdence intervals of each of the stress

components. The estimate rvas, however, considered sufficient to lay out the excavations for

the Mine-by Experiment and to perform preliminary numerical modeling. The maximum

principal stress component rvas estimated to plunge at about 10o to the SE, and the inter-

mediate principal stress rvas th.ought to be near-horizontal. The test tunnel was designed

to be parallel to the o2 direction.

The properties of Lac du Bonnet granite have been well-characterized in a variety of

laboratory testing programs. Based on the results of uniaxial and triaxial tests on undam-

aged samples of Lac du Bonnet granite, the rock mass at the 420 Level was expected to

behave in a linear elastic fashion. However, progressive failure, resulting in pronounced

breakout notches in some of the excavations, was noted at this level. Numerical modeling

undertaken to explain these observations of i,n situ failure suggested that a Hoek-Brown

failure criterion based on the crack initiation stress, rather than the peak strength, from

laboratory tests was a better indicator of rock strength at the tunnel wall. From numerical

model studies, the rock at the tunnel wall was estimated to have a strength less than 50%

of the unconf.ned compressive strength obtained from intact laboratory samples.

The test tunnel was initially designed to be cylindrical with a diameter of 3.5 m and a

flat face. The excavation method, however, necessitated a stepped longitudinal profrle to

accommodate drilling of each round, with a maximum diameter of 3.5 m in each round.

Based on previous excavations at the URL, some deviation from planarity was also expected

in the shape of the face. Precise survey control was maintained during the excavation,

drilling and instrument installation activities to ensure the exact location of the instruments

relative to the test tunnel was known.

Trvelve radial extensometers and eight convergence arrays were installed as part of

the monitoring instrumentation for the Mine-by Experiment. The innermost extensometer

anchor was placed within 100 mm of the design perimeter of the test tunnel. Other types
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of instruments were also installed for the experiment, but results from them are considered

only quaütatively in this thesis. In particular, an AE/MS system and a series of tomographic

surveys rvere included to assess damage induced by the excavation of Room 415. Results

from the instrumentation and monitoring studies are discussed in later parts of this thesis.
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As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, most stress determination techniques are ljmited to conditions

of low to moderate in situ stresses. To develop a technique appJìcable to highly stressed

rock masses, where excavation damage may develop within the tunnel, parametric studies

of displacements around a cylindrical tunnel in a continuous, homogeneous, isotropic, linear

elastic medium were conducted. The studies assessed the effects of stress components,

face shape and tunnel perimeter geometry on the measured displacement response using

two-dimensional, aúsymmetric and three-dimensional numerical models.

4.L Ðescríption of, Nr¡mrenical Codes and Conventions

A comparison of displacement results from different codes for a cylindrical tunnel in a

[near elastic medium under hydrostatic stress conditions illustrated that FLAC 126] and

EXAIVIINE"D [27] gave results within 2% of the closed-form plane strain solution far from

the tunnel face. Near the face, the displacement responses produced by the two codes rvere

comparable. Based on these findings, FLAC was used on a 486-50 MHz personal computer

for two-dimensional and axisymmetric analysis, and trXAMINB3D was used on a Silicon

Graphics Personal Iris computer for three-dimensional analysis.

During the course of the parametric study, a number of different coordinate systems,
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involving both rectangular and cylìndricai conventions, were used to illustrate different

aspects of the rvork. The conventions are described lvithin each section. Unless otherwise

specified, the material properties used in the analyses were Young's moduius (65 GPa) and

Poisson's ratio (0.25). In all cases, standard SI units were adopted.

4.1.L Two-dimensional and axisymmetric studies

FLAC is a two-dimensional expJicit finite difference code, with axisymmetric capabilities,

primarily intended for geotechnical engineering applications. Its flnite difference formuiation

differs from the flnite element method in that it uses a mixed discretization scheme [123], full

dynamic equations of motion, and an explicit solution scheme capable of handìing arbitrary

non-ljnear stress-strain laws. The resulting matrix equations are identical to those for the

flnite element method using constant strain triangies. Code verifrcation and validation have

been extensively documented [26].

The conventions used in FLAC follow traditionai mechanical engineering practice. Ten-

sile stresses are considered positive, and forces and displacements are positive if directed

in the positive coordinate direction in the two-dimensional case, or radially outward in the

axisymmetric case. To be consistent with geotechnical engineering conventions, results from

FLAC were converted to follow the convention of compressive stress and inward radial dis-

placement positive. In this way) conuergence is defined as positive displacement of the rock

mass directed towards the tunnel centre, whiLe diuergenceis negative displacement directed

away from the tunnel centre.

Results from the numerical models for locations far

the analytical plane strain solution [59]. The radial and t

circular hole in an infinite medium are given, respectively

a2 (, l-U,: 
+G; {(or 

+ o2) + (o1- "r) ln(l- r) -
and

from the face were compared to

angential displacements around a

,by

a21 ì
i)*,ze ¡ (+.t)
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ue - -*{r, -,,,l,e - 2u) - 5].',rr} (4.2)

(4.4)

where ø is the tunnel radius, G is the shear modulus, r is the radial distance from the tunnel

centte, 01 and 02 àrê the principal stresses in the plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis, z is

Poisson's ratio, and d is the rotation angle measured counterciockwise from the o1 direction

(after Goodman [59]).

Plots of radial displacement vetsus face position were generated using dimensionless

coordinate variables. Normalized face position XID was used as the abscissa, where X is

the diference in axial location of the tunnel face and instrument given by

X = rJace - rinstrument (4.3)

and D is the tunnel diameter. Normalized radial displacement UrfUr*"c was used as the

ordinate.

For the axisymmettic case, U,^o, is the maximum radial displacement induced by a field

stress of 1 MPa, and is given by

Tra- tñar 
2G

For a general axisymmetric plane strain case with field stress cr, the tangential displacement

around the tunnel is zero, and the normalized radial displacement is given by

U, oo,
(4.5)

Ur*o" T

Stress ratios for the axisymmetric studies are presented as the maximum plane, axial,

and minimum plane stresses normaüzed to the minimum plane stress, ê.g., I( = I,2,L

means that the ratios of maximum plane and axial stress to the minimum plane stress are

1:1 and 2:1, respectively. The individual normalized stress ratios are referred to as I(^o",

I(oriot and I{rn¿r. For the condition of axiai symmetry, the maximum to minimum plane

stress ratio is always unity.
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4.L.2 T'hree-dirnensional studies

EXAMINE3D and its companion programs are designed for modeling and visualizing three-

dimensionai geometry and data, and for analyzing stresses and displacements. The codes

are based on the boundary element method, and incorpolate, among other features, au-

tomatic mesh generation and a mixed integration scheme to accurateiy calculate stresses

and displacements at field points. Validation of the code, conducted ìn part by comparing

results to those from ANSYS, a commerciai finite element code, showed negligible difference

between results from the boundary element and the finite element codes for a cylindrical

tunnei under non-axisymmetric ioading [60].

In EXAMINÐtD, compressive sttesses are considered positive. The convention for pos-

itive normal and shear stlesses is illustrated in Figure 4.1 for a general r,A,z coordinate

system. The same definitions for convergence and divergence used for the axisymmetric

cases also apply to these studies. For special cases where one of the principai stress direc-

tions coincides with the tunnel axis, the deflnitions of stress ratios also apply.

+z

Figure 4.1: Convention for positive stresses in trXAMINE3D
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Results from the studies are presented as characteristic radial displacement surfaces, an

adaptationof thecharacteristiclineconcept. Thez, yandzaxes correspondtonormalized

face position Xf D, rotation angle d and normaljzed radial displacemenl (Jrf U,-"ø, respec-

tively. Looking towards the tunnel face, rotation angle is measured counter-clockwise from

a point on the right sidewall at the height of the centreljne. A constant normaiizing factor

U,^o,, in this case equivalent to the maximum radial displacement induced by applying a

uniaxial far-field stress of 1 MPa orthogonai to the tunnel axis, was used to avoid depen-

dence of the results on the shear moduius G and tunnel radius ¿. For the three-dimensional

studies, Ur*o" is given by

(J,^o,: a(r: u) 
(4.6)

u

and the normalized radial and tangential displacements far from the face are given respec-

tively by

f: : *t -,) {r"' * o2) t (o1 - "'lnl -') - Sl'osze}
and

;: : - *êõ{t"' - "'l' Q - 2u) - #lsin 2P}

(4.7)

(4.8)

TIre three-dimensional characteristic radi,al displacement surfaces can be represented in

trvo-dimensions by considering the radial displacement response versus either face position

for a flxed rotation angle, or rotation angle for a frxed face position. The studies also

considered, in a qualitative manner, the tangential and axial components of displacement.

Positive normalized axial displacement is interpreted as movement of a point at the tunnel

perimeter towards the start of the tunnel, and positive normalized tangential movement is

clockwise looking towards the tunnel face.
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4.2 Ðffect of, Stness Cornponents on Ðisplacernents

The relationship between stresses and displacements can be complex depending on the ge-

ometry of the problem under consideration. In linear elasticity, stresses are related directiy

to strains, which ate, in turn, related to the partiai derivatives of displacement, i.e., the dis-

placement gradient. Displacements are therefore described by an integral function of stress

or strain. For simple geometries, such as a circular hole in an infinitely thick plate, the solu-

tion for stresses within the plate may be obtained by introducing an Airy's stress function,

then solving the biharmonic equation for a given set of boundary conditions [55]. For more

complex three-dimensional geometries, there is generally no analytical solution describing

the stress distribution. In the absence of a ciosed-form solution, a three-dimensional bound-

ary element modeling study was conducted to investigate the effect of stress components

on the displacement response at the wall of a cylindricai tunnel.

4.2.1 Modeldescription

Tlre model used in the three-dimensional study is shown in Figure 4.2. The closed cylinder

Figure 4.2: Model geometry used in EXAMINE3D to analyze effects
on tunnei wall displacements. Grid lines are located at 0 = 0,20,45,
160o and extend frve tunnel diameters either side of the face.

of stress components
60,90, 120, 135, and
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representing the tunnel is 3.5 m in diameter, with a length to diameter ratio of ten to

minimize end effects. Rather than simulating the complete displacement response at a

fixed instrument location by iterativeiy advancing the tunnel face, a gradual face advance

of ten tunnel diameters was simulated in one step by using a series of fleld grid points,

representing different relative distances between the instrument and face locations, arranged

in eight axial lines. The grid lines extend five tunnel diameters either side of the face with

fie1d points spaced 10 mm within 1 m of the face, and 100 mm outside this region. Field

grid points were located 5 mm outside the design perimeter of the tunnel, i.e., 1.755 m from

the tunnel centreline. The boundary element mesh on the cylinder surface is not shown in

Figure 4.2,brt contained 3772lsnear elements. A total of 4284 field grid points were used,

531 points per gridline.

The method of simulation, i.e., maintaining a fixed face position and considering instru-

ments at various axial locations, is at odds with the fleld condition where the instruments

are fixed and the face position changes. To reconcile the two approaches, a cartesian coor-

dinate system was chosen for the model such that the tunnel axis rvas coincident with the z

axis. In this way, the definition of face position X is consistent with the field definition given

by Equation 4.3. The region where X > 0 represents the posterior domain and the area

where X < 0 is the anterior domain. To maintain a right-handed convention, the positive

y direction is horizontal to the left looking in the positive r direction, and the positive z

direction is up.

4.2.2 T'he partitioned stress tensor

Most previous studies involving displacements around a cylindrical tunnel have considered

special stress states invoiving axial symmetry or zero antiplane shear stresses [12, 148], i.e,

the tunnel axis coincides with a principal stress direction. To assess a general elastic case

where the far-field stress components are unequal, and the tunnel axis does not coincide with

any of the principal stress directions, the principle of superposition can be used to partition
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a unit stress tensor into a set of three normal stress and three shear stress tensors [13b],

i.e.,

ii i 1l : t¿ s sl.l3 ? sl.l3 3 31.lr11l Lo'õl Lóô'j Lõõ;l-_ Y-_T
iîåsl.f3sîl.f3sålL' '.'j t, -J L; g ;l

(4.e)

o23 o73

By applying scalar multipliers to the six partitioned tensors, any general stress tensor can

be described. Hence, by describing the displacement responses for the six base cases, the

response for any combination of the six tensors can be found by adding the individuai

displacement responses. Of the six partitioned tensors, Ø11, o33 and ø13 represent plane

components of stress, i.e, oriented in the cross-sectional plane orthogonal to the tunnel

axis, while o22, or2 and o2s are antiplane components [53]. In terms of the coordinate

system used for the model (Figure 4.2), o1y is coincident with the y-axis, o22 with the

z-axis, and o33 with the z-axis.

4.2.3 Ðisplacements related to plane components of stress

The plane components of the partitioned stress tensor are illustrated in Figure 4.3. The

displacement responses produced by the o11 tensor are shown in Figure 4.4 versus face

position, and are characteristic of the harmonic responses associated with these components,

i.e., sinusoidal in terms of displacement versus rotation angle. The difference between the

displacement responses related to the various plane components is characterized by a phase

shift in the harmonic response. As shown in the plots of displacement response versus

rotation angle (Appendix B; Figures 8.1 to 8.6), the responses for the radial, axial and

tangential displacement components have a periodicity of 180' for all three of the plane

tensor components, but differ in the positions and magnitudes of their respective maxima

and minima.
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The radial displacement response produced by ort has a sigmoidal shape in the axial

direction, and shows convergence for the quadrants where -60o < d < 60o and 120o < 0 <

240o, and divergence for the quadrants where 60o < 0 < I20o and 240o < 0 < 300o. The

response is, therefore) asymmetric with respect to zero displacement, with the transition

between convergence and divergence occurring at 0 = 60, L20,240 and 300o for X f D = læ.
Near the face, the rotation angle at which this transition occurs varies slightly, as shown in

the plot of displacement versus face position. The maximum normaijzed radial displacement

is l and occurs at 0 = 0 and 180o for XID = *oo. The minimum is -0.333 and occurs at

0 :90 ar'd 270o for XID = +oo. The proportion of the radial displacement occurring in

the anterior domain, i.e., the amount missed by posterior-type instruments, was consistently

37% of the piane strain solution for displacement at the tunnel wall given by Equation4.2.

The axial displacement response versus face position for ø11 has a complicated asym-

metric shape. The displacement near Xf D = 0 is directed in the positive axial direction

into the rock mass ahead of the tunnel, resulting in axial compression of the rock in the

anterior domain, and extension in the posterior domain. Some variation in the response

with rotation angle was noted near X f D = 0, and two crossover points were apparent in the

posterior domain at XID: 0.086 and 0.486. The maximum normalized axial displacement

G:r
@

-æ.

Figure 4.3: Plane components of the
a magnitude of 1 NdPa.

&",,

partitioned stress tensol. AI1 stress components have
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is 0 and occurs at XID = too for all d. The minimum has two peaks, -0.106 and -0.107,

at XID = 0.174for 0 :0 and 180o, and XID: -0.060 for 0 :90 and 270o, respectively.

The tangentiai displacement response associated with o11 is sigmoidal in the axial direc-

tion, and symmetric about U0lU,^^" = 0. The maximum dispiacement is 0.667 and occurs

at XID : +oo for 0 : 135 and 315o. The minimum is -0.667 and occurs at Xl D = +co

for 0 : 45 and 225" . The transition between positive and negative tangential dispiacement

occurs at 0 = 0, 90, 180 and 270".

The dispiacement responses produced by the o33 tensor are identical to those for the

o11 tensor? with the exception of a phase shift of 90o in the rotation angle. Consequently,

the various maxima, minima and transition points are located 90o clockwise from those for

the o1i tensot, with the maximum radial displacement occurring at 0: 90 and 270o.

The o13 tensor represents pure plane shear. Through simple transformation, the same

stress state can be produced by combining a unit compressive normal stress component ori-

ented at 0 = 451225" and a unit tensile normal stress component oriented at 0 :135/315".

Therefore, the displacement responses can be determined by subtracting the o33 response

fromthe ø11 resporse, and adding aphase shift of 45o. Theresulting displacement responses

have a periodicity of 180" and are all symmetric about UlUr*", = 0 in the axial direction.

The radial and tangential displacement responses for o13 are both sigmoidal in the axial

direction, with maximum and minimum normaüzed displacement of t1.333, respectively,

at X I D = +oo. For the radial response, the maximum displacement occllrs at 0 : 45

and 225o, the minimum is at I : 135 and 315o, and the transition from convergence to

divergence occnrs at 0 = 0, 90, 180 and 270o. For the tangential response, the maximum

dispiacement occurs at 0 : 0 and 180o, the minimum is at á : 90 and 270o, and the

transition occurs at 0 = 45, 135, 225 and 315o.

The axial displacement response associated with o13 is relatively complex, although the

maximum absolute magnitude is only 0.045 at XID : -0.174. A smaller peak is also

evident at XID :0.174. As in the case of o11, the axiai displacement response has two
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neutral points in the posterior domain: one at XID :0.086, the other at XID = 0.486.

Positive axial displacement is associated rvith zones of radial convergence, while negative

axial displacement is related to zones of radial divergence. The axial displacement far from

X lD = 0 in both the anterior and posterior domains is zero for all rotation angles.

4.2.4 Displacements related to antiplane components of stress

The antiplane components of the partitioned stress tensor are illustrated in Figure 4.5. As

shorvn in Appendix B (Figures 8.7 to B.11), the displacement responses produced by the

antipiane stress components are more complex than those for the plane components, particu-

larly near the tunnel face. The antipiane shear components produce harmonic displacement

responses) while the antiplane normal component produces an axisymmetric response, as

shown in Figure 4.6.

The radial displacement response produced by the o22 Lensor rises in the axial direction

for all d from zero at XID = -co to a peak of 0.049 at XID - -0.343, then decljnes

through a neutral point at XID = -0.063, dropping to -0.050 at XID = 0. In the

posterior domain, the response shows a sharp transition, rising towards zero at Xf D : Iæ.
Likewise, the axial displacement response rises from zero at XID = -oo to a peak of 0.309

at XID: -0.066, then gradual-ly declines to zero again at XID = *oo. Because of the

axisymmetric nature of the response, there is no tangential displacement produced by the

axial stress component.

The o12 and o2s tensors produce displacement responses with a periodicity of 360o.

Consequently, near the tunnel face, the dispiacement pattern produced by the antiplane

shear components is antisymmetric rvith respect to the tunnel axis. The displacement

responses versus face position associated with o12 àre shown in Figure 4.7. As illustrated

in Appendix B (Figure 8.9), the displacement response for a23 is g0o out of phase with the

012 IeSPonse.

In the axial direction, the radial displacement response rises from zero at Xf D: -æ
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Figure 4.5: Antiplane
have a magnitude of 1

components of the partitioned stress tensor.
MPa.

All stress components

-3-2-10123
Normaiized Face Position (X/D)

Figure 4.6: Displacement responses versus face positionfor o22 tensor. Note that, because

of the a.xial symmetry of the applied field stress, the responses for the radial and axial
components are axisymmetric, and the response for the tangential component is zero.
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Figure 4.7: Displacement responses versus face position for o12 tensor.
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to a sharp peak of 0.654 at XID:0, then dec[nes back to zero at XID = fco. For the

d12 tensor, the maximum positive peak occurs at 0 = 0o, whereas for the o23 tensor, the

maximum peak is at 0 = 90o. The responses are neutral aI 0 = 90 and 270o for o12, ar,d at

d = 0 and 180o for o23.

The axial displacement response for the antiplane shear components has a sigmoidai

shape in the axial direction, rising from zero at XID: -oo to a maximum of 1.300 at

XID : *oo and 0 :0o for o12, and d = 90o for o23. The response is symmetric about

Uo/Ur*o" : 0, which means that the minimum axiai displacement is equal in magnitude,

but opposite in sign, to the maximum displacement. Moreover, the maximum and minimum

are antisymmetric, i.e., 180o out of phase, resulting in relative axial displacement between

opposite walls of the tunnel. This type of movement is termed "ride" displacement in the

Iiterature [1aZ], and can affect convergence measurements if the magnitudes are significant.

The response is neutral at 0 = 90 and 270o f.or o12, arrd at 0 :0 and 180o for ø23.

The tangential displacement responses for the antiplane shear components are symmetric

about Ue/U,-"" = 0 and have the same shape as the radial displacement responses except

for a 90o phase shift. The peak magnitude is 0.422 and occurs at 0 : 270o for o12, and at

0 :0o for o2s.

4.2.5 Axisymmetric cases

The axisymmetric case is typified by equal plane normal stresses, and zero plane and an-

tiplane shear stresses. Seven such cases with different normal antiplane stress components

were considered: I(o*¿ot = 0, l, Trt,2, 3 and 4. Owing to the rotational invariance of the

applied stress fi.eld, the radial displacement response versus face position is also independent

of rotation angle d. Typical responses for flve of the cases, shown in Figure 4.8, illustrate

the effect of the axial stress component on the radial displacement response. As the axial

stress ratio increases, the radial displacement response in the anterior domain changes from

a monotonically increasing response rvith positive gradient to one with a smooth reversal in
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gradient for XID ( 0 and a second sharp reversal at XID:0. In addition, the y-intercept

of the response) corresponding to the proportion of the totai radiai displacement response

occurring in the anterior domain, decreases dramatically (Table 4.1). As illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.8, the radial displacement response for the axisymmetric cases is also characterized by

a neutral point in the anterior domain that is independent of axial stress ratio. This point

corresponds to the neutral point in lhe o22 radial displacement response.

The other displacement components were also considered (Appendix B: Figures 8.12

to 8.15). In alL cases, the tangential dispiacement component is zero because of the axial

symmetry of the modei. Howevet, the axial displacement response for a fixed point on the

tunnel perimeter varies considerably with axial stress ratio. For cases of Iio"¿o¿ ( 1, the

axial displacement at the tunnel perimeter near Xf D = 0 is directed into the rock mass

arvay from the tunnel, resulting in axial compression in the anterior domain, and extension

in the posterior domain. Far from the face, the axial dispiacement approaches zero in both

domains. For the case of I(o"iot = 1, the axial displacement at the perimeter near Xf D:0

is positive, directed towards the start of the tunnel. The response illustrates extension in

the anterior domain, compression in the posterior domain between 0 < XID ( 0.4, and

extension for XID > 0.4. For higher values of axial stress, the axiai displacement at the

perimeter near X f D : 0 is positive, resulting in axial extension in the anterior domain, and

compression in the posterior domain (Figure 4.9). The axial displacement is zero far from

the face.

The total displacement response also illustrates the effect of axial stress ratio. For

Iior¡ot ( 1, the axiai displacement component accounts almost entirely for the totai dis-

placement response in the anterior domain, but has relatively little influence in the posterior

domain. For I(or¡o¡: 1, the contribution of the axial displacement component is localized

to the region around XID = 0. For larger axial stress ratios, the axial displacement compo-

nent produces a pronounced perturbation in the total displacement response in the anterior

region close to XID:0. As shown in Figure 4.9, this perturbation is very signifi.cant for
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Table 4.1: Proportion of the radial dispJ.acement response occurring in the anterior domain
for seven different axisymmetric stress conditions. Resuits are based on a three-dimensional
boundary element modei.

Face Proportion of Total
Shape in Anterior

Radial Displacement
Domain (%)

,[{=l,0,1 1,*,1 7,*,t 1,1,1 r,2,t 1,3,1 1,4,1

Flat 31.0 29.4 27.5 23.9 16.5 9.2 r.7

1.0
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0.8

0.7

0.6

-2-1 0i2
Normalized Face Position (X/D)

Figure 4.8: Radial displacement response versus face position for flve axisymmetric cases.

Note that the neutrai point is independent of the axial stress component.
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Figure 4.9: Components of displacement for I( -- I,4,L

tlre case of Iio,¿o¡ = 4, with the peak total displacement occurring at XID: -0.1 instead

of in the plane strain condition far from the tunnel face. In all cases, the contribution of the

axiai displacement component to the total displacement response is negligible for XID > 2.

4,2.6 Non-axisymmetric cases with zero antiplane shear

The general non-axisymmetric case with zero antiplane shear differs from the axisymmetric

case only in the fact that the plane normal stress components are not equal, and the plane

shear component can be non-zero if the principal stresses are not aligned with the coordinaie

axes. In total, 2I different combinations of stress ratios were considered, with I{^o" = 2,

3 and 4, and I{o,iot: 0, ä, l, I,2,3 and 4. A typical plot (Figure 8.16) is contained in

Appendix B. In addition, a numerical simulation using the estimated stress tensor for the

420 Level of the URL was conducted.

The radial displacement responses for non-axisymmetric cases are considerably more
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complex than for the axisymmetric cases owing to the introduction of rotational dependency

in the response. For example, Figure 4.10 iliustrates the radial displacement response versus

face position for nine rotation angles under stress conditions of Ii = 3.93, 3.43, 1 rvith o'1 at

0 : I4.5o . The normalizing factor U,^o" for this case was the maximum radial displacement

produced by I(^o, in the plane strain solution. The responses from this case represent a

forward prediction of displacements around the Mine-by Bxperiment test tunnel. Note that

for 0:90 and 120o, the response shows negative radial displacement (i.e., divergence) far

from the face. This effect is characteristic of I(^o" > 3.

As shown in Figure 4.10, for rotation angles not coincident with the maximum principal

stress direction, the tangential displacement component contributes significantly to the

total displacement response. In addition, the axial displacement response appears to be

Iargely independent of rotation angle, suggesting that the antiplane normal stress component

controls the axial displacement response.

4"3 Functional Relationships for l?,adial llisplacement

Functional relationships can be of two general types [82]. An approrimating functionis arr

equation that represents z, y, z data which can be used for interpolation. What is important

in this type of function is seidom the coefficient values derived from the fit or the number of

coeffi.cients, but rather the effectiveness of the fit itself. A parametric function, on the other

hand, relates the dependent variable z to the independent variables u and y via apostulated

physical relationship between them. In this case, the coeffcients may be related to physically

or theoretically real quantities. Both types are useful in analyzing displacement responses;

the approximating function for representing and interpolating individual measured data

sets, and the parametric function for establishing a general relationship between stresses,

face position, rotation angle, and displacements at the tunnel wall.
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4.3.L,A.pproximating functions

Functional relationships to describe radial displacement at the tunnel wall have focused

on the special case of axisymmetric stresses, i.e., the antiplane normal stress is parallei to

the tunnel axis, and the plane principal stresses are equal 1147,4, L481. As discussed in

Clrapter 2,Ihe solution by Panet and Guenot .1471is attractive in that each parameter in

the equation is related to physicai properties measurable in the field. It suffers, horvever

from inaccuracy within one-half tunnel radius from the face, the area ofparticular interest in

interpreting posterior-type measurements such as convergence readings. Barlow's extension

of the soiution [4] covers both the anterior and posterior domains, but is also inaccurate

near the tunnel face. The Ramberg-Osgood function suggested by Pelli [1a8] for interpreting

convergence measurements tends to show a better fit to measured data, but is unsuitable for

defining the complex radial displacement response associated with non-axisymmetric cases

or axisymmetric cases with a significant axial stress component. The Ramberg-Osgood

function is given by

u, (x) =
(S¿- S¡)r I S¡r (4.10)

l'*
where ,9¿ and ,9¡ are the initial and final slope of the curve, respectively; U,"is the y intercept

of tlre asymptote rvith slope S¡; nis a shape parameter; and r is the face position. Among

the other solutions, the sigmoid function has the desired transitional form of the radial

displacement response, but has a signiflcantly different curvatute. The sigmoid function is

given by

u, (x) : lUr*"" - Ur^r^)
(4.i1)

[1 + e{4,")1c"

where B" and C" are slope and symmetry parameters, respectively, Ur-o" is the radial

displacement far from the face in the posterior domain, ard Ur^,n is the radial displacement

far from the face in the anterior domain.

(s;-s¡)" ¡"1(*)-4;-l l
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From the resuits of numerical modeling and the earlier rvork by Barlow [4], it is ciear that

radial displacement at the tunnel rvall cannot be described by a single continuous approx-

imating function for all values of face position. For the generai case of non-axisymmetric

stress ratios and/or a signifrcant axial stress component, the radial displacement response

is best described by a piece-wise function comprising an anterior and a posterior compo-

nent. The derivation of a general approximating function, capable of describing the complex

radial displacement response associated rvith non-axisymmetric stress ratios, is given in Ap-

pendix C. The function, composed of trvo modifled flve-parameter logistic functions [82]

and their second derivatives, is referred to as the spliced logistic function, and is given by

d2u
U, (r) = lt + 

^-,+. 
CtrT"

where

a = Dt I sign(r) F

#=sisntx)"#{ ['.1ål']
sisn(r) *t*P{ ['-

[' 
- lå1"] "

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4. i4)

|-1) 
,_,1a_zt ìr¿r I-

i1le-'t tzl'ztr-rr)

and ( 1z>o
sign(x)=l 0 r=0

[ -1 ¿<0

Using X for the ¿-variabie in the above equations, D¿ is the radial dispiacement at

X : 0, À is a scaJing factor, and -F = (ù - nt) in the posterior domaìn and (D¿ - E¿) in

the anterior domain. The parameter -E¡ is deflned as the radial displacement at X - *co in

the posterior domain, and at X = -oo in the anterior domain. Likewise, the parameters A

and B, where A is the abscissa of a pivot point controiling the shape of the curve, and B is

a slope parameter, have different values in the posterior and anterior domains. To make the

function dimensionless, U" (r), Dt, and F can be normalized with respect to the maximum
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radial displacement far from the face, Ur^o,, and X can be expressed as XlD. For cases

with no significant axial stress component, the scaling factor À on the second derivative

becomes zero.

This approximating function is suitable for representing displacement responses versus

face position measured for a particular rotation angle, and is especially useful for inter-

polating sparse data sets as described by Read et ai. [i59]. However, it does not provide

a means of describing the entire radial displacement fleld at the tunnel wall. In order to

deveiop a general parametric function, the relationship between radial displacement at the

tunnel wail and rotation angle d was considered.

4.3.2 Farametric functions

Parametric functions describing characteristic radial displacement surfaces were derived by

first considering the relationship between the radial displacement response and rotation an-

gle for the six base cases, then examining the relationship between the function parameters

and the tunnei face position. As shown in Appendix B (Section 8.1), the radial displace-

ment response versus rotation angle is harmonic with a periodicity of 180o for the plane

components of stress, and 360o for the antiplane shear components. The antiplane normal

stress component produces an axisymmetric response. The normalizing factor [/,-"" in this

section is given by Equation 4.6.

Plane components

The parametric function between normalized radial displacement and rotation angle for the

plane components of stress is given by

U,

*:a*Pcosl2(o-rþ)l (4.15)

where a is the mean displacement response, p is the amplitude about the mean of the

harmonic component of the displacement response, tþ is the phase constant, and 0 is the

rotation angle.
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Based on the results from Section 4.2.3, the displacement response for the ø11 tensor can

be used to determine the equation parameters. As shown in Appendix B (Figure 8.1), the

mean displacement response for the o11 tensor occurs at 0 = 45o. Therefore, the relationship

between the parameter a in Equation 4.15 and face position can be determined by finding

a suitable function to describe the radial displacement response versus face position for d =

45o. Tlre spliced logistic function given by Ecluation 4.12, ivith the scaling parameter À : 0,

accurately describes this relationship. Likewise, the amplitude B of the harmonic component

of the displacement response is the difference betrveen the peak radial dispiacement response

at 0:0o and the mean response at 0 = 45'. The relationship between B and face position

can also be described accurately by a spliced logistic function with À = 0.

The resulting parametric equation for the characteristic radial displacement surface pro-

duced by the all tensor is given by

:tt- = û11 * Érr cos 12lo - ,þ)l
U r^o"

where

(4.16)

(4.r7)

(4.18)

er7 : Do ¡ sign(*) F"

þt = DB t sign(*) FB

tþ=0

and

( I z)0
sign(x):l 0 ¿:0

[-t ¿<o

The parameter values in the above equations are given in Table 4.2. The associated

characteristic radial displacement surface is shown in Figure 4.11.

As noted in Section 4.2.3, except for a 90o phase shift, the o33 and ø11 tensors produce

identical radial displacement responses. Therefore, the parametric function described by

[,.]å1""] 
-

['.1å1"] "
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Table 4.2: Coeffi,cients for parametric equation describing the characterdstic radial displace-
ment surface produced by the ø11 tensor. Note that for the o11 tensor, the phase shift
tþ = 0. The coefficient of determination r2 = 0.9999.

Mean Radial Displacement
Component a

Harmonic Radial Displacement
Component B

Parameter Anterior Posterior
Domain Domain

Parameter Anterior Posterior
Domain Domain

Ao
Bo
Do
Eo
Fo

0.1615
- 1.5602

0.1037
0.0

0.1037

0.2182
-1.3371

0.1037
0.3333
0.2296

AB

BB
DB
EB
FB

0.2494 0.324r
-I.4720 -I.3072
0.2063 0.2063
0.0 0.6667

0.2063 0.4603

.Ë t'o

-. 0.8
I
Ë 0.6
0)

6-)^,q u.4
E.
Ã 0.2
E
€ 0.0
ú
E -¡)
=FO
E
oz

Rotation Angle (6)
Normalized Face Position (){/D)

Figure 4.II: Characteristic radial displacernent surføce for o11 tensor.
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Equations 4.76,4.17 and 4.18 can also be used to describe the characteristic radial displace-

ment surface for o33 if a phase shiftT/ = 90o is included in Equation 4.16. Likewise, the

parametric function describing the radial displacement response produced by the ø13 tensor

can be derived from Bquations 4.16, 4.I7 and 4.18 as

ur"" 
= *,Ur^o"

where er, e2 and a3 are logistic-type functions.

domain, while a2 and a3 are restricted to the

the displacement response, the y-intercepts of

functions are given by

(4.1e)

lazlcts (4.20)

In this case, a1 is restricted to the posterior

anterior domain. To maintain continuity in

the three functions are related. The logistic

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

#: = 2þnsin (2d)

Antiplane normal component

The radial displacement response associated witir the o22 tensor is unique in that it is

independent of rotation angle. However, the complex shape of the response suggests that

a combination of functions is required to accurately describe it. The parametric function

describing the response was found to be of the form

et = Dat I sisn(")r", 
[r 

+

e2: Do, { sign(")fi, 
[i 

+

e3: Das I sígni"¡f;. fr +-L
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The parameter values for the logistic functions are given in Table 4.3. Note that the

parameter Dos -- Dot Dor. The associated characteristic radial d'isplacement surfaceis

shown in Figure 4.12.

Antiplane shear components

The parametric function between normalized radial dispiacement and rotation angle for the

antiplane shear components of stress is given by

Ur^o, -Bcos(1-rþ) (4.24)

where B is the amplitude about the mean response, r/ is the phase constant, and 0 is the

rotation angle. Note that this equation is similar to Equation 4.15, except that the mean

response is zero and the periodicity ofthe function is 360o rather than 180o.

Using the same approach as was used for the plane components, the radial displacement

response for the ø12 tensor can be used to determine the equation parameters. For this case,

the mean displacement response is zero and occurs at0 :90o. The ampi-itude B is therefore

described by the radial dispiacement response for 0 = 0o. The relationship between B and

face position can again be described by a spliced logistic function with À :0, given by

U,

u-.^

#=B12cos(0-rþ)
where

(4.25)

(4.26)

and

{ I r)0
sign(r)=l 0 r:0

[-r ¿(o
Tlre parameter values for the spliced logisti,c function are given in Table 4.4. The associ-

ated characteristic radiai displacement surface is shown in Figure 4.13. The same function

htz = Dp I sisnt"l + 
[r 

+

tþ=0

* lBafÉo
A"l 

J
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Table 4.3: Coefficients for
ment surface produced by

parametric equation
the o22 tensor. The

Parameter Radial Displacement Component
a1 A2 ag

xlD > 0 xlD <0 xlD <0

describing the characteristic radial displace-
coefficient of determinalion r2 = 0.9993.

0.9592 0.1622
-1.9329 -7.2287
0.1477 -0.1924
0.0 0.0

0.7417 -0.1924

Ao
Bo
Do
Eo
Fo

0.7032
- 1.5660
-0.0507

0.0
0.0507

^ ¡ 0.05

¡- 0.04

l. 0.03
È)Y 0.02

fr o.ot

$ o.oo

E o.oo

'-¡ -0.02

E -0.03

fl -o.o+

.$ -o.os

Ë -006
F
oz

Rotation Angle (a)
Normalized Face Position (XD)

Figure 4.I2: Characteristic radial displacernent surface for o22 tensor.
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given by Equation 4.24 can be used with a phase shift of tþ : 90o to describe the radial

displacement response produced by the o23 tensor.

4.&.& ,{pplication to axisymmetric cases

The characteristic radial displacement surfaces for axisymmetric cases can be considered

a combination of the three surfaces corresponding to the o11, cr33, and a22 tensors. In

terms of the parametric functions associated with these surfaces, the characteristic radial

displacement surface for the general axisymmetric case is given by

U^
# = ct(2an)I c2(a1+ a2 + ap)

ott*oZZ o22

(4.27)

where the coefficients c1 and c2 are the stress magnitudes of o11 and o22 (in MPa) , respec-

tively, multiplied by a conversion factor C¡. The conversion factor C¡ in these cases is the

ratio of the normalizing factor used in the partitioned stress tensor models (Equation 4.6)

artd Ur^o" used to normalize the combined axisymmetric response. The characteristic radial

displacement surface for the case 1í = I,4,1, based on results from EXAMINE3D, is shown

in Figure 4.14. The parametric function given by Equation 4.27 was compared to results

for this case, and the coefficient of determination 12 was found to be 0.9992.

4.3.4 Application to non-axisymmetric cases with zero antiplane shear

The characteristic radial displacement surface for cases where the plane stress components

are unequal and the antiplane shear stress is zero, can be considered a combination of

tlre surfaces produced by the orr, oJJ, o13, and o22. In terms of the parametric functions

associated with these surfaces, the characteristic radial displacement surface for the general

non-axisymmetric case with zero antipiane shear is given by

= cr [arr * Érr cos (20)]+ czlan - Blcos (20))
U,

+ cal2p:^rsin (20)l + c4(e1. * a2 f a3)

og3

-,-

o22

-.-

o73

Ur^o"

(4.28)
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Table 4.4: Coefrcients for parametric equation describing the characteristic radial displace-
ment surface produced by the o12 tensor. Note that for the o12 tensor, the phase shift
tþ : 0. The coeffcient of determination r2 = 0.9996.

Harmonic Radial Displacement
Component B

Parameter Anterior Posterior
Domain Domain

AB

BB

DB

EB

FB

0.6855 0.2846
-7.77 r5 - 1.1961
0.6542 0.6542
0.0 0.0

0.6542 -0.6542

LJ

(J

oo
CÚ

a.
Ø

Ê

/,
0)
N

oz

" 0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

-0.25

-0.50

-0.75

Rotation Angle (a)
Normalized Face Position (XD)

Figure 4.I3: Characteristic radial displacement surface for op tensor.
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Figure 4.14: Characteristíc radial displacement surfacefor I{ : I,4,1.
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In Equation 4.28, the coefficients c1, cz, cB and ca are equal to the stress magnitude

(in MPa) of o11,, oz3t o73 and o22, respectively, multipjìed by the conversion factor C ¡.
The conversion factor C ¡ in these cases is the ratio of the normalizing factor used in the

partitioned stress tensor models (Equation 4.6) and (J,^o" used to normalize the combined

non-axisymmetric response. The characteristic radial displacement surface for the case

1l = 3.93,3.43,1 with o1 at 0 : I4.5o, based on results from EXAIVIINE3D, is shown in

Figure 4.15. The parametric function given by Equation 4.28 was compared to results for

this case, and the coefficient of determination 12 was found to be 0.ggg8.

4.3.5 ,{pplication to general cases

The characteristic radial displacement surface for general stress cases can be considered a

combination of the surfaces produced by the atr¡ os3¡ or3t a22¡ o12, ar'd o23 tensors. In

terms of the parametric functions associated with these surfaces, the characteristic radial

displacement surface for the general case is given by

U,
U^ = gtfan * Éir cos (20)l+ czlan - B¡cos (20)l+

+ cal2p.Jsin (2d)] * ca(a1+ a2 + o.3)

o13

+ cslptzcos (d)l * ce [þnsin (d)]

-#

o12 o23

In Equation 4.29,the coeffi.cients ct¡ c2, c3¡ c4¡ c5 and c6 âr€ equal to the stress magnitude

(in MPa) of o11, o3J¡ or3¡ o22¡ o72¡ ar'd o23, respectively, multiplied by the conversion factor

C¡. The conversion factor C¡ in these cases is the ratio of the normalizing factor used in

the partitioned stress tensot models (Equation 4.6) and Ur^o" rJsed to normalize the general

combined response.

4.3.6 Back analysis of stresses using tunnel wall displacements

Traditionally, back analysis of stresses from tunnel wall displacements has involved using the

radial displacements measured in the posterior domain in combination with the plane strain

-'-

o22

(4.2e)
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solution given by Equation 4.2, or a transformed expression in terms of z, g, z components

(Chandler, pers. comm.) given by

U, : h{tr + (g - 4u) cos20) o"+ [1 - Q - au) cos20]oo * 12 Q - au)sin2llr"o] (4.30)

Equation 4.30 represents a ünear combination of three unknowns corresponding to o",

o, and rro, and is of the general form

U, : o,ft (0) t oof2(0) + r,ofsQ) (4.31)

Using a least-squares approach [118] (Appendix D), the values of the stress components

can be estimated from a minimum of three measurements of the total radial displacement

induced by excavating the tunnel, taken at different rotation angles. However, a better

estimate can be obtained if the system of equations is overdetermined.

This methodology has several limitations. First, it assumes that the tunnel wall in the

posterior domain deforms elastically, impiying no excavation damage development. It is

therefore only applicable to circular tunnels in elastic ground. Second, it assumes that

absolute displacements are either measured by anterior instruments, or estimated from

the residual displacements recorded by posterior instruments. However, as shown in Sec-

tion 4.2.5, the proportion of the absolute displacement occurring in the anterior domain (and

therefore missed by posterior instruments) is a function of the axial stress component. For

non-axisymmetric cases, the proportion is also a function of rotation angle. Consequently,

a conundrum exists where knorviedge of the anterior proportion of the radial displacement

response is required to estimate l,he in silz stresses, and knowledge of the in situ stresses is

needed to estimate the anterior proportion of the radial displacement response. Therefore,

adjustment of residual or partial displacement measurements from posterior-type instru-

ments to absolute displacements cannot be accompüshed by simply assuming a constant

proportion of the response is missed ahead of the face for all rotation angles. Finaìly, the

approach only measures the plane components of the stress tensor, and assumes that the
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tunnel is parallel to one of the principal stress directions. If ttris condition does not apply,

multiple orthogonal tunnels are required to estimate the complete stress tensor [74].

An alternative methodology is to use the expression given by Bquation 4.29 and the

least-squares method to estimate all six components of the in situ stress tensor from tunnel

rvall displacements taken near the tunnel face. Equation 4.29 represents a ljnear combination

of six unknowns of the form

U, - qft@,0) t czfz(x,0) I czfz@,0) * c+f+(r) * csfsþ:,0) -t c6f6(x,0) (4.J2)
U^

where functions fi-6 are described by the characteristic radial displacement surfaces for

the partitioned stress tensor components. If U,^o" is described by Equation 4.6, then the

coeffcients c1-6 corr€spond directly to the stress components (in MPa) or7, o33, o13¡ o22¡

o12, arLd o23, r€sp€ctively. By using rn radial displacement measurements at various values

ofr and d, a system ofrn equations can be defrned, and used with the least-squares technique

to determine the complete stress tensor.

Because the maxima and minima of the radial displacement responses for the antiplane

components occur near the tunnel face, back analysis of the antiplane stress components

is only possible if measurements from the region -1 < XID < 1 account for a large

proportion of the data set. Measurements outside this region in the posterior domain

will help establish the plane components, but rvill not constrain the estimates of antiplane

components. Supplemental equations relating the various stress components can also be

added to the analysis to provide additional constraint on the estimated tensor. \\¡eighting

of a particular measurement or constraint can be accomplished by repeating the equation

associated rviih the measurement rvithin the system of equations.

Wall displacements from anterior instruments

In highly stressed ground, measurements from anterior instruments are least likeiy to be

affected by iarge-scale excavation damage development in the posterior domain because of
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the restraint provided by the unexcavated rock mass ahead of the face. The assumption that

the rock mass behaves essentially elastically in this area is explored further in Chapter 6.

Radial displacement measurements at the design perimeter in this region, therefore, repre-

sent the best data for use with the back analysis method. In addition, by choosing values

of r corresponding approximately to the maximum, neutral and minimum points on the

radial displacement response associated with the normal antiplane stress component, the

estimate of o22 can be constrained. The spliced logi,stic function is useful in this respect for

interpolating displacement values from the measured radial displacement response versus

face position.

NEARFACE, a spreadsheet of the least-squares matrix operations (Appendix D), was

developed and tested using dispiacement results from an EXAMINE3D model of the esti-

mated stress conditions at the 420 Level of the URL. A total of 238 radial displacement

measnrements at the tunnel wall from -I < X I D ( 1 were generated. Two back analyses

of the far-field in situ stress tensor were conducted, one using all of the data, the other

using just the subset for -1 S XID ( 0. As shown in Table 4.5, the estimated far-fieid in

siúz stress tensor compares very closely to the tensor used in the model in both cases. The

coefficient of determination was further improved by constraining the otloz ratio to I.146,

and giving the constraint equation a weight of 10, i.e., it was repeated ten times. The use of

this particular constraint assumes a knowledge of the orientation of the maximum principal

stress.

Wall displacements from posterior instruments

The radial displacement response measured by posterior extensometers can be considered

a partial characteristic radial displacement surface. The functions given in Equation 4.29

can be modified to reflect this fact. In the c and B expressions describedby spliced logi,stic

functions for each component of the partitioned stress tensor, the y-intercept parameter D¡

is set to ze¡o. This change results in new functions ft"-a". For convergence measurements,
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Table 4.5: Results from stress back analyses using 238 wail displacement measurements
from anterior extensometers. shorving a comparison with the actual stress tensor used in
the model. The number of constraint equations added to each anaiysis is given as C.

Stress
Component

Stress Magnitude (MPa)
Actual
Values

Bstimated

-r<xlD<r
Values

-1 SXID<0
(c:0) (c = 10) (c:0) (c = 10)

otl,
033

ots
ozz

otz
0zs

52.43
16.57

9.94
48.00
0.00
0.00

52.36
16.65

9.86
46.23
-0.01

0.00

52.42

76.72

9.86
47.94
-0.01

0.00

52.05
16.63

9.83
45.20

0.00
0.00

51.84
16.57

9.78
47.42
0.01

0.00
0.9988 1.0000 0.9969 0.9997

the functions /r"-0" require a further modiflcation to account for the relative nature of the

measurement, i.e., the relative displacement betrveen pins on opposite sides of the tunnel

is measured rather than the absolute displacement of individual convergence pins. To this

end, the functions ft.-a" for posterior extensometers on opposite sides of the tunnel are

added to define new functions Å.-6". A direct consequence of this modification is that the

nerv functions /s"-0. associated with the antiplane shear components of the stress tensor are

zero because of the antisymmetric nature of the radial displacement responses produced by

these components. In other rvotds, convergence measurements are unaffected by antiplane

shear stresses, and therefore cannot be used to back calculate these components of the

tensor.

Although measurements of radial displacement at the tunnel wail taken with posterior

instruments can be used in a similar fashion as anterior measurements, there are some

limitations in back analyzing the in siúu stress tensor. Most notably, if excavation damage

occurs in the tunnel, the material behaviour in the damage zone may be non-Iinear and/or

non-elastic. Consequently, oniy the segment of tunnel between the face and the start of

the excavation damage can be used in the stress determination. However, there are no

Tz
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Table 4.6: Results from stress
ments, showing a comparison
of constraint equations added

back analysis using 102 posterior
with the actuai stress tensor used
to each analysis is given as C.

wall displacement measure-
in the model. The number

Stress
Component

Stress Magnitude (MPa)
Actual Estimated Values
Values 0<XlD<1

æ
ott
(fcq

ot3
(f¡q

otz
ozs

52.43
76.57

9.94
48.00
0.00

0.00

50.99
15.40
9.81

63.11
-0.01

0.00

52.18
16.58

9.82
47.74
-0.01
0.00

0.9375 1.0000

characteristic points in the posterior domain for the radial displacement response associated

with the antiplane normal stress component that allow its independent determination, i.e,

its shape is similar to that for o11 and o33. Therefore, additional information from other

orthogonal tunnels must be used to develop supplemental equations that constrain the value

of ca relative to c1 and ca.

Using the EXAMINE3D model described in the previous section, 102 posterior radial

displacement data, typical of measurements taken with extensometers installed from rvithin

the tunnel, were generated for the region 0 < XID ( 1. Results of the stress back analysis

using the data with no constraints, and with a constraint on the otloz ratio, are shorvn in

Tabie 4.6. Clearly, without the additional constraint on o2, the estimate of the antiplane

normal stress component is relatively poor compared to that for the anterior instruments.

4"4 ÐisplacerneTlt as a F\¡nctioTl of R adiaÏ Distance

As shownin the previous section, back analysis of the dn situ stress tensor can be improved

when anterior extensometets are used to measure displacement at the tunnel wail. Further

improvernent in ihe method can be achieved if the radial displacement responses versus
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radial distance measured by the extensometers are also considered. The effect of radial

distance from the tunnel centre on the measured displacement response was studied using

a three-dimensional boundary element model. Tangentiai and axial dispÌacement responses

were also considered in a qualitative manner. Employing the concept of the partitioned

stress tensor, the displacement responses versus radial distance were determined for the six

base cases. Results of the investigation are contained in Appendix B (Section 8.4).

4.4.L Modeldescription

The three-dimensional model used in the investigation is shown in Figure 4.16. The closed

cylìnder representing the tunnel is the same as in the previous study, 3.5 m in diameter,

Figure 4.16: Model geometry
on the displacement response.

and 335'.

used in EXAMINtr3D to study
Grid lines are located at 0 =

the effects of radial distance
0, 45,90, 135, 1,80, 225,270
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with a length to diameter ratio of ten to minimize end effects. The radial grid lines are

Iocated within five tunnel diameters of the face at xlD: -5, -4, -1, -0.4, -0.1, 0, 0.1,0.4,

1, 4, and 5. Field points in each radial gridline were located at rf a - 1.005, 1.075, L275,

1.50, 1.75,2.00,2.25,2.75,3.50,5.00,7.50 and 10.75. A total of 1056 field grid points were

used. The boundary element mesh on the cylinder surface is not shown in Figure 4.16, but

contained 3772ltr'ear elements. The conventions used in the study were the same as those

described in Section 4.2.I.

4.4.2 Ðisplacement responses versus radial distance

With reference to the results in Appendix B (Section 8.4), the displacement response versus

radial distance plots related to the o7t¡ ots¡ o22 arLd o12 tensors typify the responses for the

plane and antiplane components of the partitioned stress tensor. For the o11 tensor, the

radial displacement response for 0 = 0o (Figure 4.17) shows that the radial displacement

gradient near the design perimeter of the tunnelis positive, i.e., compressive, in the anterior

domain, becoming negative, i.e., extensional, in the posterior domain. The axial displace-

ment response indicates that the maximum axiai displacement occurs approximately one

tunnel radius from the wall at XID = 0.0, with opposite sign to the axial displacement

occurring at the wall. The tangential response is zero. For d = 45 and 135o, the radial

dispiacement responses are similar in shape to those for 0 : 0o, but the magnitudes are

reduced. The axial response, however, shows that the peak displacement occurs at the

tunnel wall, approaching zero with increasing radial distance. The tangeniial displacement

response also has a similar shape to the radial dispiacement response, except for a sign re-

versal for d = 45o. For d = 90o, the radial and axial responses have similar shapes, showing

the peak displacement occurring at about 0.25 tunnel radii from the tunnel wall. This result

implies a zorLe of radial extension near the tunnel wall, changing to radial compression for

rla 2 0.25. The tangential displacement for d = 90o is zero. Plots for o33 ârê identical to

those for o11, but with a phase shift of g0o.
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Figure 4.17: Displacement response versus radial distance for ø11 tensor, 0 = 0" .
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For the ø13 tensot, the piane sheat case, the plots for 0 :0 and g0o are identicai except

for a sign reversal. The same is true for the plots for 0:45 and 135o. No radial or axial

displacement responses were generated at 0 = 0 and g0o. The tangential displacement

response shows a decrease in tangential displacement with increasing radial distance from

the tunnel wall' For d : 45 and 135o, the tangential displacement is zero. For d =
45o, the radial displacement response is similar to that for the d11 tensor, with radial

compression near the design perimeter in the anterior domain, changing to radial extension

in the posterior domain. The axial displacement shows a peak at about 0.5 radii from the

tunnel wall for XID = 0.0. The opposite radial and axial displacement responses occurs at

d = 135o.

The axisymmetric displacement responses for the ø22 tensor are somewhat more com-

plicated than those for the plane components. The radial displacement response shows that

the peak displacement occurs at, or within 0.5 tunnel radii of, the tunnel wall, decreasing

with increasing radial distance. The axiai displacement response generally shows peak dis-

placement at the tunnel wall. There is no tangential displacement associated with the o22

tensor.

Tire o12 tensor produces displacement responses similar in shape to the radial displace-

ment response produced by the ø11 tensor. In contrast, though, the responses for á = 0 and

180o are identical except for a sign teversal, both producing zero tangentiai displacement.

Likewise, the responses for 0 = 90 and 270o are identical except for a sign reversal, with

zero radial and axial displacement responses. The responses for the o23 tensor are identical,

but with a phase shift of 90".

4.4.3,&pproximatingfunctions

in the plane strain condition far from the tunnel face, the equation relating radial displace-

ment and radial distance is of the general form

ur A
-R

}J+_'R3tI_ (4.33)
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wlrere '4' and B can be obtained from Equation 4.2, and -R is the radiai distance from the
tunnel centre r notmal:'zed to the tunnel radius ø. Howevel, from the modeling study,
it rvas found that, within the region -5 < x I D s 5, Equation 4.33 cannot be used to
describe the radial displacement response versus radiai distance. The compiìcated induced
stresses rvithin this region necessitate a function with more degrees of freedom to closely
approximate the displacement response. By considering Equation 4.33 as part of an inverse
polynomial series of the form

(4.34)

where A¿ are scalar coeficients, it rvas determined that n = 5 was sufficient to match the
various radial dispiacement responses around a cylindrical tunnel. In the region -0.4 <
XID < 0'4, the number of terms n car be reduced to 3 with no appreciable decrease in the
goodness-of-flt. The unique property of this type of function is that at .E : 1 the normalized
radial displacement is equal to the sum of the coefficients ,4¿.

4.4.4 Parametricfunctions

Parametric functions describing the radial displacement versus radiai distance were devel-

oped in similar fashion to those describing the tunnel walJ displacement with face position,

by investigating the displacement responses associated with individual components of the
partitioned stress tensor. From the investigation, it was found that the radial displacement

resulting from the six partitioned tensors at a particuiar position X I D relative to the tunnei
face can be described bv

tI^
- lmdî

= Sl"11|Étt cos (2d)l * czlo.n - fu1cos (20)l

-+

0L7 o33

+ cal2pnsin (2d)l * ca(a22)

o73

(J, é ¿,
Ur^o, ? n¿

?=l

U,

o22

I cs[þn cos (d)] * ca[þtzsin (d)]

-,- -,-Equation 4.35, all, þn, ozz and þn are all of the

(4.35)

form given by Equation 4.J4
In
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with n : 3 rvithin the region -0.4 < XID < 0.4. Therefore, there arc 12 coeffcients to

determine at each face position XID to describe the complete radial displacement response

versus radial distance. The coeficients related to the o11 tensor were found by recognizing

that all is given by the response at 0 = 45o, and that Bs is the difference in the responses for

0 = 0" and 0 = 45o. Likewise, o22 wãs determined by curve-fitting the axisymmetric radial

displacement response produced by the o22 tensor, and Bp was found from the difference

between the responses for 0 = 0o and d : 90o related to the o12 tensor. The six unknowns

c1-6 have the same definition as in Section 4.3.

4.4.5 tsack analysis of stresses using radial extensometer data

An attempt was made to relate the 12 coefficients at several face positions Xf D, but it was

not possible to develop a general four-dimensional function relating radial displacement,

rotation angle, face position and radial distance. As an alternative, the 12 coefficients for

the six functions in Equation 4.35 were determined at flve face positions: Xf D - -0.4,

-0.1, 0, 0.1 and 0.a (Table 4.7).

Using these coefficients and their related functions, the least-squares matrix operation

can be appJied to anterior extensometer measurements. These displacement measurements

can be treated in two rvays: either by using individual data points to evaluate the six

functions in Equation 4.35 at speciflc values of r and d, or by fi.tting a three-component

approximating function of the form given by Equation 4.34 to the radiai displacement

response versus radial distance for each extensometer string. The flrst approach generates

the same number of equations as there are data points, and weights each equation equally.

The individual data points within each extensometer can be given different weights, however,

by duplicating the equation associated with a given point in the ieast-squares operations.

The second approach generates three equations per extensometer by equating the coefficients

for like values of i, and therefore weights each extensometer equally. In this approach,

data points can be iveighted differently in the curve-fitting process to reflect the degree of
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Table 4.7: Coefficients for radial displacement versus radial distance relationship at five face
positions.

Xl D Stress
Component

Coefficient

0.16398
-0.03828

-0.31322
0.20895

A2

- 0.78082

-0.73572

A
0.36698

-0.17374

At. A2 A3o

0.16253 0.4722r
-0.12166

- 0.62975

otl-
-0.4 ozz

olz

-0.1
olt

ol-2

0.16940
-0.00979

-0.13616
-0.02801

0.01981 0.48948
0.05548

- 0.51860

0.40747 0.04770

0.38300 -0.32683

0.0
ott
ozz

ot2

0.16343 -0.05508
-0.02103 0.01009

-0.00394 0.47747
-0.03731

- 0.57078

0.18398 -0.08200

0.12493 -0.04398

0.1

ott
ozz

otz

0.77067 -0.041i9
0.00722 -0.14289

0.05548 0.47r75
0.08844

- 0.50707

0.06017 -0.08213

0.43688 -0.47057

0.4
ott
o2z

otz

0.15446 0.22335
-0.02745 -0.09091

-0.09864 0.43503 0.55103 -0.48399
0.09422

- 0.67066 -0.42177 -0.02677

confidence in the measurement, and equations for individual extensometers can be repeated

to weight them more heavily in the best-fit determination.

Using the EXAMINE3D model of the estimated stress conditions at the 420 Level of

the URL, 120 typical anterior extensometer measurements rvere generated for the region

-I < XID ( 1. Two back analyses of the far-fleld i,n situ stress tensor rvere conducted,

one using all the data, the other using just the subset for -1 S XID ( 0. As shown in

Table 4.8, the estimated far-field in situ stress tensor compares very closely to the tensor

used in the model in both cases. The use of a constraint on the oyf o2 ratio further improved

the estimate of o22, although only marginally rvhen the entire region -I < X I D ( 1 was

considered. A combined back analysis was also conducted using the measurements from

simulated anterior extensometers and posterior convergence a rays. Tire results from this

study are contained in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.8: Results from stress back analyses using 120 radiai dispiacement measurements
from anterior extensometers, showing a comparison with the actual stress tensor used in
the model. The number of constraint equations added to each analysis is given as C.

Stress Stress Magnitude (MPa)
Component

Values -ISXIDSI -1 SXID<0
(c = 0) (c:10) (c:0) (c = 10)

ott
(fcc

ots
o22

ot2
ozz

52.43

16.57
0q¿

48.00
0.00

0.00

52.16
76.37

9.96
45.78

0.02

0.03

52.52
16.77
9.95
48.04
0.02
0.03

52.40
16.56

9.92
47.05
0.00

0.02

52.50
16.67
9.91

48.00
0.00
0.02

T2 0.9981 1.0000 0.9997 1.0000

4"5 Effect of Face Shape

Most tunnel faces show some amount of curvature intermediate between the flat and hemi-

spherical cases? which can affect both the displacement response near the tunnel face

through stress redistribution, and the definiiion of face position relative to the flxed in-

strument locations. Aside from a few studies looking at hemispherically-ended boreholes,

e.g., [80, 185. 175, 101], most studies related to displacements and stresses around the

tunnel face have assumed the face to be perfectly pianar. An axisymmetric numerical mod-

eJing study rvas undertaken to assess the signiflcance of a non-planar face in the context of

conducting stress back anaiysis near the tunnel face.

4.5.L Model geometry

The study considered four face shapes (flat, fllleted, curved and hemispherical) under seven

different axial stress ratios (I(o"¿ot = 0, å, 1,L,2,3 and a). The face shapes were chosen to

cover a broad range, with the flat and hemispherical faces representing the two bounding

cases for the study. The fllleted case is a slight modification to the flat face, replacing the

sharp transition at the face edge with a curved transition of normaLized radius r f a = 0.143.
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Table 4.9: Results from stress back analyses
from anterior extensometers and convergence
stress tensor used in the model. The number
is given as C.

using 460 radial displacement measurements
arrays. showing a comparison with the actual
of constraint equations added to each analysis

Stress

Component Actual
Values

Stress Magnitude (MPa)
Ðstimated Values
0<xlD<r

(c:0) (c:10)
or:.
(Tcc

otz
(f¡¡

otz
ozz

52.43

16.57

9.94
48.00

0.00
0.00

52.36
76.62

9.87
46.85

0.00
0.01

52.38
16.65

9.87
47.85

0.00
0.01

0.9995 1.0000

The curved shape, by contrast, is characterized by a circular arc with a radius greater than

that of the tunnel, centred on the tunnel axis. Trvo curved faces were considered for the

study, one with a maximum normalized deviation between the axial position of the edge

and centre of the tunnel dlD = 0.143 (representative of typical faces in the URL shaft

excavation), the second with dlD : 0.071 (representative of the maximum deviation noted

in the Mine-by Experiment test tunnel excavation). To maintain clarity in the plots, only

dispiacement responses from the second curved case are shown.

Typical meshes used in the study, shown in Figure 4.18, were more dense near the tunnel

face to provide better resolution in the region of large displacement gradients. Quadrilateral

and triangular elements rvith constant elastic properties and a Iinear stress-strain relation-

ship rvere used in all cases. To minimize boundary effects, the horizontal and vertical

dimensions of the mesh were greater than eight tunnel diameters.

4.5.2 Boundary conditions and material properties

The boundary conditions were imposed by first initializing the stresses in the original mesh

elements to the speciflc stress state under investigation, then applying a constant stress
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Figure 4.18: Mesh geometries used in axisymmetric studies with FLAC to analyze effects
of face shape and axial stress ratio on the radial displacement response. Note that only a
portion of the entire mesh is shown in each case, and ihat the left edge of each mesh is
an axis of rotational symmetry. The cases shown are for a) flat, b) filleted, c) curved and
d) hemispherical faces.
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boundary at the vertical edge opposite the symmetry axis, and along the upper and lower

edges of the mesh. Excavation rvas simulated by removing the elements within the design

perimeter of the opening, and then allowing the stresses and displacements to equilibrate

through approximately 500 time steps. The material properties specified in the analyses

rvere bulk modulus (33 GPa), shear modulus (25 GPa) and density (26b0 kg/m3).

4.5.3 Displacement responses for different face shapes

Results from the study for each face shape under three ofthe stress conditions considered are

shown in Figure 4.19 plotted as normalized radial displacement Urf (Jr^,¡ versus normalized

face position XlD. In these cases, the deepest point on the tunnel face was used as the

reference position of the face to determine X I D.

Referring to Figure 4.19, the responses for the flat and hemispherical faces can be

considered representative of the upper and lower geometrical bounds for the problem. For

the flat shape, the radial displacement response is focused closer to the face, and has a larger

gradient in the posterior region, than the hemispherical shape. The filleted and curved faces

represent intermediate cases, with the response for the filleted face closely resembling that

for the flat face, and the curved face response approximating the average response of the

flat and hemispherical faces.

The effect of axial stress ratio is also evident in Figure 4.19. For the case of zero axial

stress ratio (1( = 1,0,1), all four face shapes produce a similar responsei but with a shift to

the right with more pronounced face curvature. The possibility that this shift is an artifact

of the choice of reference point for face position is considered in the next section. As the

axial stress ratio increases, the shapes of the different displacement responses vary. In all

cases, the gradient of the response in the near-face regime decreases with increasing axial

stress ratio, resulting in a reversal in gradient in the anterior domain close to X I D = g

above Ii : L,1,1. The reversal is most pronounced for the flat, frlleted and curved faces,

rvith the effect decreasing as the face shape approaches hemispherical. The effect becomes
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Figure 4.19: Radial displacement responses for different face shapes under axisymmetric
far-ûeld stress conditions. In all cases, the deepest point on the face was used to determine
X ID.
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Table 4.10: Proportion of radiai displacement response occurring in the anterior domain for
flve different face shapes under seven different axisymmetric stress conditions. Note that
X I D = 0 was determined relative to the deepest point on the tunnel face. Results are
from a frnite difference approach and differ sJightiy from results from the boundary element
study. The value in parentheses is df D for the curved faces.

Face

Shape
Proportion of Total Radial Displacement

in Anterior Domain (%)
.t(=l,0,1 1,*,1 1,å,1 1,1,1 r,2,7 1,3,1 L,4,7

FIat
Filleted
Curved (0.071)
Curved (0.143)
Hemispherical

26.0 23.7
27.3 25.6
22.9 22.r
2r.9 22.0
18.3 19.0

19.9 12.8
23.1, 18.6
20.6 18.6
22.0 2L.7
20.5 23.3

5.6 -1.4

13.8 9.3

15.9 13.1

2I.6 22.7

26.2 29.2

28.6
29.4
23.9
22.1
17.5

more exaggerated for all face shapes as the axial stress ratio increases.

The other major effect evident in Figure 4.19 is the variation in the proportion of the

total dispiacement response occurring in the anterior domain (Table 4.10), which appears

to be related to a combination of face shape and axial stress ratio . For the flat and fiIleted

faces, as well as the curved face with dlD = 0.071, the proportion of anterior displacement

decreases rvith increasing axial stress ratio. The converse is true for the hemispherical face.

Tlre curved face with dl D = 0.143 shows a relatively constant proportion of the total radial

displacement occurring in the anterior domain.

These results imply that, in conditions where the axial stress ratio is less than unity,

posterior-type instruments installed in a plane at the deepest point on the face would record

more of the total displacement response for a hemispherical face than for faces with less

curvature. For cases where the axial stress ratio is greater than unity, the trend is reversed.

ln reality, however, posterior-type instruments would, by necessity, be installed near the

shailowest point on a curved or hemispherical face. Thus less of the totai displacement

response rvould be recorded for the curved and hemisphericai shapes under all axial stress

conditions.
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4.5,4 Zero reference position for different face shapes

The choice of an appropriate zero reference point for a non-planar face, defining the bound-

ary between the anterior and posterior domains, is important in applying the approximating

and parametric functions to a radial displacement response. In the cases considered jn the

previous section, the reference point for face position was chosen to be the deepest point on

the face, i.e., maximum chainage for a horizontal tunnel. However, this choice was arbitrary.

To standardize the definition offace position, a characteristic reference point, corresponding

to the sharp transition in the displacement gradient near the face, was identifled for each of

the dispiacement responses. From the results described in Section 4.2.4, the characteristic

point is controlled by the minimum of the radial displacement response versus face position

produced by the antiplane normal stress component.

For the flat face, the characteristic point is at XID = 0. The results from the study of

different face shapes suggest that the characteristic point shifts to the right with increasing

face curvature when results are plotted relative to the deepest point on the face. This

effect is particularly apparent in the case of large axial stress ratio, for example Ii : I,4,7,

rvhere the sharp increase in displacement gradient for the curved and hemispherical faces

occurs at XID = 0.125 and 0.210, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.20,by translating

the dispiacement response for the curved and hemispherical faces to the left such that the

characteristic point coincides with XID:0, the responses in the regions XID < -1 and

XID > 1 overlay one another, i.e., they are independent of face shape.

A numerical modeling study was undertaken to determine a physical explanation for

the observation that, for the curved and hemispherical faces, the true zero position of the

face, defrned by the characteristic point, falls some distance inside the tunnel. An attempt

to correlate the centroid of the excavated volume represented by the curved face with the

characteristic point was unsuccessful, but suggested that the position of the characteristic

point and the strain energy associated with excavating different shaped faces might be
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related. Strain energy is given by

rvhere o¿¡ and e;¡ are the

volume.

(4.36)

dV is the differential

A routine was written for FLAC to determine the strain energy density as the dot

product of the stress and strain tensors. The strain energy distribution ahead of a flat face

in the axisymmetric model was then determined by multipiying the strain energy density

for each element by half its volume of revolution. Having establjshed the strain energy

distribution ahead of a flat face, faces of different curvature were then superimposed to

determine the amount of strain energy contained within the volume bounded by the curved

face. In this way, the amount of strain energy IJ associated with excavating 26 different

0.0

-o.2

Normalized Face Position (X/D)

Fìgure 4.20: Radial displacement responses adjusted for face position for different face
shapes under axisymmetric far-field stless conditions of 1(: I,4,L. Note that for regions
XID < -1 and XID > l the displacement responses are independent of face shape.
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faces with shapes ranging from flat to hemispherical was determined. In each case, the

edges of the curved face remained coincident with the initial flat face position. In addition,

the strain energy associated rvith advancing a flat-faced cylinder different distances was

determined. The results from the two investigations were then compared on the basis of

equivalent strain energy to match each curved face with an equivalent flat face advance.

The equivalent flat face position was taken as the true zero position of the curved face.

Figure 4.21 shows the relationship between face culvature, expressed as the variation

in axial position across the tunnel face d normalized to the tunnel diameter D, and the

normalized difference between the true zero face position and the deepest point on the face,

Lr I D. Note that the difference is always negative, meaning that the true zero position of

the face is some distance inside the tunnel, i.e., behind the advancing face. For faces with

0.2 0.4 0.5

Normalized Variation in Axial Position across Face (d/D)

Figure 4.21: Relationship between face curvature and the zero position of the tunnel face
based on the concept of equivalent strain energy. Terms are defined in the inset. Note that
for small amounts of curvature, the relationship is linear.
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curvature dl D < 0.12, the relationship between face curvature and true zero

Linear and can be written as

position is

(4.37)Izero: rdeepest - 0.9Id

where t""ro is the true face position along the tunnel axis, and rd.eepest is the position of

the deepest point on the face. Results from translating the displacement curves to match

responses in the regions XID < -1 and XID > 1 agree well with this relationship.

Using this definition of zero face position, results for the proportion of the total dis-

placement response occurring in the anterior domain were adjusted for the curved and

hemispherical faces (Table 4.7I). The results show that amuch larger proportion of the re-

sponse occurs in the adjusted anterior domain, and aiso that the proportion decreases with

increasing axial stress ratio. This result is significant, for example, in applications where

posterior-type measurements are extrapolated to the zero reference point to estimate total

displacements. Owing to the large displacement gradient near the tunnel face, an incorrect

assumption about the true zeto reference point can result in a poor estimate of the total

response.

The position of the neutral point described in Section 4.2.5 was aiso found to depend

on the shape of the face, as shown in Table 4.I2. An increase in face curvature resuits in

a shift of the neutral point to the left relative to the true reference position of the face,

i.e., the characteristic point. Note that the value associated with the flat face is identical

to the result obtained using the boundary element approach described in Section 4.2.4. Irt

conjunction with the adjusted results for the proportion of the radial dispiacement response

occurring in the anterior domain, the results for the position of the neutral point show that,

as the face curvature increases, the shape of the radial displacement response changes. Both

sets of results suggest that the radial displacement response associated with the antiplane

normal stress component, which determines the location of the neutral point and affects

the vaiue of the 3t-intercept, is sensitive to face shape. These findings suggest that, for
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Table 4.11: Adjusted proportion of the radial displacement response occurring in the ante-
rior domain for five different face shapes under seven different axisymmetric stress condi-
tions. Note that the reference point for face position has been adjusted for face curvature
to match the characteristic point with XID:0. The value in parenthesesis dlD for the
curved faces.

Face

Shape
Proportion of Totai Radial Displacement

in Anterior Domain (%)
K=1,0,1 1,1,1 r,+,1 1,1,1 r,2,I 1,3,1 1,4,1

Flat
Filleted
Curved (0.071)
Curved (0.143)
Hemispherical

28.6 26.0

38.3 35.6
36.6 33.5
42.7 39.4
50.5 49.0

23.7 19.9 L2.8 5.6 -1.4
33.4 29.7 22.7 15.5 8.5
30.7 25.2 15.5 4.9 -5.8
36.5 30.7 18.7 6.9 -4.7
47.7 43.6 36.6 29.9 23.2

Table 4.12: Position of the neutral point for various face shapes.

Face

Shape
Position relative to

Deepest Point on Face

(XID)

Position relative to
True Face Position

(XID)
Flat
Filleted
Curved (dl D :0.071)
Curved (dlD = 0.143)
Hemispherical

-0.063
-0.049
-0.033

0.000
0.089

-0.063
-0.074
-0.098
-0.125
-0.161
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cases where curvature dlD > 0.1, the coefrcient values determined for the parametric

functions describing the radial displacement response for an ideal cylindrical tunnel may

not be applicable.

4.6 Effi'ect of T}lnnel Ferimeten Geornetry

Although most studies looking at stresses and displacements around underground openings

have idealized the tunnel geometry as perfectly cylindrical in longitudinal proflle, most

tunnels excavated by traditional drill-and-blast techniques have a stepped profile owing to

the necessity to "look-out" each round to permit drilling [95]. The effect of this departure

from a smooth tunnel profile on the displacement field around a tunnel was considered in

an axisymmetric model simulation using FLAC.

4.6.L Mesh geometry

Two meshes were used for the study. The frrst was constructed to simulate a tunnel with

a longitudinal geometry comprising l-m-long rounds with a look-out of 150 mm per round.

The minimum tunnel diameter in a given round was 3.2 m, expanding linearly to 3.5 m

at the round end. The second mesh was constructed with the same far-field element con-

flguration, but with a smooth 3.5-m-diameter tunnel. The mesh geometries used for the

investigation are shown in Figure 4.22. Quadrilateral and triangular elements with constant

elastic properties and a linear stress-strain relationship were used in all cases. To minimize

boundary effects, the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the mesh were greater than ten

tunnel diameters.

4.6.2 Eoundary conditions and material properties

The boundary conditions and material properties were the same as those used in Section 4.5.

The far-field stress ratios were If = I,2,1. Each of the two simulations required between

2500 and 3000 time steps to equilibrate.
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4.6.3 Comparison of results for stepped and smooth profiles

The results of the study are shown as contour plots of normalized radial displacement

U,/(J,*o" (Figure 4.23). It is obvious from the piots that the radial displacement flelds

around the two tunnels are similar but not identical. In particular, the displacement con-

tours very near the stepped tunnel wall show a perturbation associated with the variation

in tunnel diameter over a given round. This perturbation is evident as far out as the 0.6

contour. In addition, at three tunnel diameters from the face, the normalized radiai dis-

placement exceeds 0.9 only over a small portion of the round. In contrast, the contours for

the smooth tunnel profile are very uniform, and the normalized displacement at Xf D:3
approaches 1.0 at the tunnel wall.

To illustrate the differences in the model results, the normalized radial displacement

responses versus radial distance for points 10 tunnel diameters from the face were compared.

Figure 4.24 shows five responses: the response for the smooth cylinder, and the responses

Figure 4.22: Mesh geometries used in axisymmetric studies with FLAC to
of tunnel perimeter geometry. Note thai only a portion of the entire mesh is
case, and that the left edge of each mesh is an axis of rotational symmetry.
is for a stepped proflle, and the right is for a smooth profile.

analyze effects
shown in each
The left mesh
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associated with four positions within a given round for a stepped tunnei. From the plane

strain solution, the normaüzed radial displacement response for the axisymmetric case of

I( = I,2,7 is described simply by

ura
Ur^.. T

(4.38)

where ¿ is the tunnel radius and r is the radia,l distance from the tunnel centïe. A comparison

of the model results for the smooth cyìindrical tunnel and Equation 4.38 gave a coefficient

of determination of 12 = 0.9998.

The responses for the stepped profile fall below that for the smooth cylinder, which

suggests that the stepped tunnel induces less radial displacement, and therefore has an

effective radius smaller than that for the smooth tunnel. The effective radius was determined

Figure 4.23: Contours of normalized radial displacement for stepped and smooth perimeter
geometry. Note the perturbations near the tunnel wall for the stepped profile.
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by translating the response for the stepped proflle to minimize the sum of squared residuals

between it and the response for the smooth profiie. From this approach, the effective radius,

o,efr) was found to be 1.605 m. This flnding suggests that the effective radius is described

by

o'"fl = amo" - 0.96434¿ (4.3e)

where a*o, is the maximum radius within a round, and A¿ is the difference between the

maximum and minimum radii.

Another important effect of the stepped profile, illustrated in Figure 4.25,is the variation

in radial displacement response within a stepped round. In the region 71rf a ( 1.5, the

radial displacement responses for the points within a round corresponding to the maximum

and minimum radii fall below that for the smooth cyJinder when normalized to the effective
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Comparison of radial displacement responses far from
smooth perimeter geometries. Note that the stepped
different positions within an excavation round.

the face for tunnels rvith
responses correspond to
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radius. However, the responses associated with points from the central portion of the

round are much closer to the smooth cylìnder response using the same normalizing factor.

Therefore, unless instruments are located exactly at the end points of the round, the effective

radius concept can be used to standardize the radial displacement response in the region

I 1 r I a < 1.5 for a stepped profile to that for a smooth cylinder with a radius ø-o". For the

region rla 21.5, the variation in the responses from different locations within the round

is negligible, as is the difference between the response for the smooth tunnel normalized to

its radius and the response for the stepped tunnel normalized to its effective radius.

Results from two axisymmetric stepped models with different stress ratios (I( : 1,2,I

and ,Ií = 1,0, 1) were also compared to the smooth tunnel model to assess the effect of the

stepped geometry on the radial displacement response versus face position. The comparison
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of radiai displacement responses near the tunnel wall for tunnels
with stepped and smooth perimeter geometries. Note the variation in the stepped responses
within an excavation round. The stepped response is normalized to the effective radius,
o'"ff :1'605 m'
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showed virtually no difference in the position of the neutral point for the stepped and smooth

geometries, and only about 2% differcnce in the value of (J,lU,*o, at XID:0, suggesting

that the radial displacement response ahead of the tunnel face is relatively independent of

the longitudinal geometry.

4"7 Surnrnary

The numerical modeling studies described in this chapter considered, in part, the funda-

mental relationships between stresses and displacements around a cylindrical tunnel in a

[near elastic medium. The effects of individual components of stress on displacement re-

sponses were determined by pariitioning a unit stress tensor into a set of three piane and

three antiplane components, and applying the principle of superposition. The resulting

displacement responses showed that the piane components of stress produce harmonic ra-

dial displacement responses with a periodicity of 180o. In contrast, the antipiane normal

stress component produces an axisymmetric response, and the antiplane shear components

produce harmonic responses with a periodicity of 360".

For combined cases with zero antiplane shear stress, i.e., the tunnel is coincident with a

principal stress direction, the antiplane normal stress component was found to significantly

affect the proportion of the radia.l displacement response occurring in the anterior domain,

depending on the axial stress ratio. For axisymmetric cases, this effect is rotationally invari-

ant, but for non-axisymmetric cases, the effect is a function of rotation angle d. Therefore,

the estimation of absolute radial displacements from residual measurements taken with

posterior-type instruments requires à priori knowledge of the in situ stress tensor.

Antiplane shear stresses were found to affect the radial displacement response measured

by extensometers in an antisymmetric manner, but had no effect on convergence mea-

surements. As a result, convergence measurements cannot be used on their own to back

calculate the complete stress tensor. It was further shown that the maxima and minima

in the radial displacement responses associated with these stress components occur at the
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tunnel face, and that the radiai displacements approach zero away from the face in both

domains. The same is true of the antiplane normal stress component. Consequently, radial

displacements from within the region -I < X I D ( 1 are required in order to back analyze

these components.

As an initial step in developing a back analysis technique, the spliced logistic func-

tion was developed as an approximating function for radial displacement responses versus

face position. This function is also a key element of the parametric functions developed

to describe the characteristic radial displacement surface associated with a general stress

tensor. Likewise, an inverse polynomial series function was developed as both an approxi-

mating function, and as part of the parametric functions describing the radial displacement

response versus radial distance.

Based on a least-squares technique in combination with the parametric functions de-

scribing the radial displacement response versus face position, and versus radial distance,

a stress back analysis technique was developed. Using displacements generated from a nu-

merical model, it was demonstrated that it is possible to back analyze the complete i.n situ

stress tensor using radial displacement measurements from within the region -I < X I D < L

around a singie cylindrical tunnel. Measurements typical of both anterior and posterior ex-

tensometers, and posterior convergence arrays, were incorporated into the back analysis.

It was also shown that additional constraints can be stipulated in the form of equations

relating the different stress components.

The effects of typical deviations from an ideal cylindrical geometry on displacement

responses were also investigated. It was determined that the shape of the tunnel face

affects the shape of the radial displacement response, and, in particular, the position of the

characteristic and neutral points associated with the antiplane normal stress component.

Using the principle of equivalent strain energy, a relationship between face curvature and

position of the characteristic point was developed. It was found that, for faces with curvature

d,lD < 0.1, the parametric functions for the flat-faced cylinder can be used to back analyze
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the in siúz stress tensor. However, for faces with curvatare df D ) 0.1, the parametric

functions must be adjusted to reflect the face shape.

In terms of the longitudinal geometry of the tunnel, a stepped perimeter geometry

reduces the effective tunnel radius, thus reducing the magnitude of induced radial dis-

placements. From numerical modeling, a relationship between the maximum and minimum

tunnel radii, and the effective radius, was developed. The stepped profile also causes pertur-

bations to the displacement fleld within the region I { rf a"g ( 1.5, varying with position

within the stepped excavation round. Outside this region, the radial displacement response

for a stepped tunnel, normaüzed to its effective radius, is virtually identical to that for a

smooth tunnel normalized to its radius. Ahead of the tunnel face, the radial displacement

response is relatively independent of the longitudinal geometry of the tunnel.
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As detailed in Chapter 3, the displacements measured during the monitoring phase of the

Mine-by Bxperiment represent a unique data set in that they include measurements both

from anterior extensometers and from posterior convergence arrays. An overview of the

measurements from the fleld study is presented, and the anterior and posterior displacement

measurements are compared. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the combination of these types

of measurements can be used to back analyze the in si,tu stress tensor. In this chapter, a

back analysis methodology based on the findings from the parametric study in Chapter 4

is described, and applied to the measurements from the fle1d study to estimate the in situ

stress tensor at the 420 Level of the URL. The twelve radial extensometers of particular

interest to this thesis are referred to as EXTl to EXT12, and the eight convergence arrays

as Array 415-1 to 415-8.

5.1. Methodology

The methodology for applying the back analysis technique involves seven steps, as outlined

in Figure 5.1. The flrst step is to establish the key parameters related to the tunnel geometry.

These parameters are the tunnel diameter D, the effective radius a"5 for a stepped tunnel

profile, and the curvature ofeach face described by the deviation d in face chainage between

116
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of ihe various steps involved in the near-face back analysis method-
oIogy.
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the sidewall and tunnel centre. For the fleld study, this last parameter was obtained from

a contour plot of the face for each excavation round, generated from carefully controlled

survey data. A typical face contour plot is shown in Figure 5.2. The parameter d is

calculated as the difference of the chainage at the tunnel centre and the average chainage of

the edge points of the face. Provided that the face curvature dl D does not exceed 0.1, the

correction to the face chainage can be determined using Equation 4.37. To illustrate the

relatively small amount of face curvature associated with the excavation rounds in Room

415, corrected chainages for the flrst 30 faces are contained ìn Appendix E (Table E.1).

The second step in the methodoiogy is to establish the position of the extensometer an-

chors and convergence pins in standard cylindrical coordinates r,0,r, where c is coincident

with the tunnel axis. For the field study, rotation angle d for each extensometer was based

LEGEND

Chainage Contour (m)
+ Survey Point
Contour Interval = 0.02 m

Figure 5.2: Typical face contour plot for the Mine-by Experiment (Face 17)'
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on tlÌe position of the innermost anchor.

I{aving determined the appropriate normalizing factors for a given tunnel, the third step

in the methodology is to create a data set in rvhich the face position and radial distance

from the tunnel are described in dimensionless form. Face positions in Room 415 were

normal-ized to a tunnel diameter D of 3.5 m. The effective radius in areas that did not

exhibit large-scale excavation damage rvas taken as 1.605 m as defined in Chapter 4 for a

stepped tunnel in a purely elastic medium. For areas rvhere extensive damage had removed

significant segments of the stepped profrle. the effective radius was taken as 1.75 m.

Knowing the normalized face position X I D for each excavation round, Ihe spliced logistic

function is tiren used to interpolate the radial displacement response versus face position

at XID - -0.4, -0.1,0,0.1 and 0.4 for eacir extensometer anchor position. For the field

study, this fourth step in the methodology required 120 separate interpolations, eleven

per extensometer. It was found that a combination of two spliced logistic functions in each

domain produced near perfect flts to the measured data. An example is shorvn in Figure 5.3.

The curve-fitting procedure involved first matching the response in the anterior domain

and extrapolating to XID = 0, then flxing the parameters for the anterior domain and

lepeating the curve-fit for the combined data from botli domains. In this rvay, the residuals

between the actual data and the interpolation function were on the order of 1 ¡rm in the

anterior domain. Residuals in the posterior domain rvere typically larger near the tunnel.

evidence of some degree of excavation damage near both extensometer arrays. In most

cases, a signifrcant increase in residuais was apparent near 0.1 < XID < 0.4, suggesting

that past this point, the effect of excavation damage on the radial displacement response

was significant. For the vertical extensometers, extrapolation Io XID: 0 rvas difficult in

most instances owing to the steep radial displacement gradient in the posterior domain near

XID = 0. Therefore, extrapolated values near the zero face position in these instruments

have more uncertainty associated rvith them than other measurements.

The fi.fth step in the methodology is to extrapolate the extensometer data to determine
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-3-2-10r2345678
Normalized Face Position X/D

Figure 5.3: Typical results from interpoiation of the displacement response for anchor 1

of EXT4. The residuals betiveen the measured data and the fitted curve are shorvn in the

inset. Note the increase in the value of the residuals in the posterior domain, indicating
increased variability in the measured response'
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tlrree values: the displacement at r = *oo. at , - tLefr, and at XID = -oo for each

extensometer. Because extensometer measurements are zeroed to the outermost anchor, the

displacement occurring beyond the last measurement point is not picked up. Likewise, by

taking the first measurement of radial displacement rvith the tunnel face at a frnite distance

from the instrument, a smalì. amount of the displacement response is missed. Estimating

the missed displacement in the radial direction is problematic in that the three-parameter

inverse poiynomial series function used to interpolate values from the measured response

is generally not rvell-constrained as -R goes to *oo unless measurements rvell beyond the

outer extensometer anchors are included in the data set. The same is true of the combined

spliced logistic functions used to interpolate the response versus face position.

To overcome the first of these difficulties, a procedure rvas developed whereby an inverse

polynomial function of the form

U^'tmdr
- Lgt (5. 1)

was fitted to the radial displacement response versils radial distance for each extensometer.

Using model results from Chapter 4, Ag1 provided a good estimate of the displacement

missed between the second outermost anchor and A = +co rvhen the function given by

Ecluation 5.1 was fltted to the measurements from the six outermost anchors, i.e., R > 2,

excluding the anchor furthest from the test tunnel. Except for EXTB, the outermost anchor

was exciuded because its performance was influenced by its proxìmity to the instrumentation

galleries. For trXT8, the second outermost anchor showed signs of slippage and rvas excluded

from the analysis. Howevet, because the outermost anchor in this extensometer was not

close to the instrumentation galleries, and rvas therefore not influenced substantially by

them, it rvas included. The study also showed that, if measurements from anchors closer

to the tunnel were included in the data set, the coefficient of determination between the

function and the measured data rvas reduced. The displacement at r = aefr was estimated

by linearly extrapolating from the innermost tlvo extensometer anchors to the tunnel waIL

AB
R' R3
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In order to estimate the missed displacement between XID: -oo and the first mea-

surement position, results from the model studies in Chapter 4 were revierved. It was

determined that the ratio P of displacements measured at the flrst measurement point and

at XID: -1 was reiatively constant. For instruments in the first extensometer array with

theflrstmeasuremenlatXlD- -2.S,theratioPforinstruments at0:0,45,90and135o

rvas 0.131,0.130,0.118 and 0.II4, respectively. For instruments in the second extensometer

array with the first measurement at XID - -3.4, the ratio P for instruments at 0:0,

45,90 and 135o was 0.086,0.084,0.070 and 0.074, respectively. Based on these flndings,

the amount of missed displacement in the field measurements between X I D : - co and the

first measurement point was calculated by

(5.2)

The resulting adjustments applied to the fleld data were an order of magnitude less than

those related to the radial distance response.

With respect to the fi.eld study, the final two steps in the methodology involved setting

up and solving a series of equations based on the parametric functions developed for anterior

and posterior radial displacement measurements at R) 1, and posterior convergence mea-

surements) to estimate the in sz'fz stress tensor (Section 5.3). Results from the stress back

analysis for the fie1d study were then used, in combination with in situ characterization and

numerical modeling, to establish the extent of damage around the test tunnei (Chapter 6).

5.1.1 Estimation of mean values and variability

As pointed out by Costantino [24], useful information about the physics of the rock response

may be lost by ignoring systematic deviations from a fitted curve. Scatter in measured data

can result from instrument or operator error, or, in the case of redundant instruments, it

can be the result of in situ variability in the rock mass properties or stress state. Plots

of residuals are useful to determine if this scatter represents systematic variability between

z.az = (u,*,r=-, - (J,¡,,",) (å)
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the measured response and the fitted curve. TableCurve [82], a commercial curve-fitting

softrvare package, rvas used to fit user-defrned functions to the displacement results from the

Mine-by Experiment, to determine g5 and gg% confi.dence intervals on the data sets, and

to create plots of residuals. The mean displacement response represented by the best-fit

function rvas then used in the incremental back analysis of stresses.

Ðstimating the mean value and variability of predictions of the in situ stress tensor is

complicated when independent estimates are based on different numbers of measurements

from varying locations around the tunnel. The approach taken to estimate the in se'lz stress

tensor was to consider the three types of radial dispiacement measurements (convergence,

radial displacement at A = 1, and radial displacement at À > 1) separately, then to combine

themostreliablemeasurementsofeachtypeintoafinaÌdataset. Thethreestressinvariants,

It, Iz and 13, were used as indicators of the variability in incremental predictions [17].

Where the incremental stress predictions were consistent, tire stress invariants rvere stable,

i.e., the gradient in plots of stress invariant versus number of measurements approached

zero. Where stress predictions rvere variable, the variability rvas reflected by a large degree

of scatter in the stress invariants. Those sets of data producing stable stress invariant

plots rvere considered reliable, rvhile those that produced scattered invariant plots were

considered questionable. The flnal data set rvas compiled from those measurements that

produced stable invariant plots. Various combinations of the measurements in the final data

set rvere then used to estimate the mean and standard deviatìon of the in situ stress tensor.

For second order tensors, the mean and standard deviation are determined by consid-

ering tire six independent components of each measured tensor. According to Walker et al.

[186], the mean tensor of n stress measurements in a specific reference frame is given by
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1=1

n

¿=I

n

(5.3)

lio"r, *f o"r, If,or",
i=1- i=7 z=l

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this tensor represent the mean principal stress magni-

tudes and directions, respectively. Knowing the mean stress tensor, the standard deviation

of the tensor can be determined by first transforming all stress measurements to a common

reference frame, then calculating the standard deviation tensor as

o:

c_-Jo 
-

l"

^l*I(o',, - o,,)'
\ ;=r

T
,1l t-f (orr, - orr)'

\ '-l

(5.4)

If the standard deviation in the principal stress tensor is required, the n measurements are

flrst transformed to the reference frame described by the principal stress directions before

applying Equation 5.4.

5.2 Ðisp1aceffiÌeTlt results f'rorr¡. tlne lølíne-hy Experirnent

The displacement results from the Mine-by Experiment have been documented in detail by

Read et al. 1161, 159]. An overview of the results is presented in the following sections.
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5.2.L Ðxtensometer results

Displacement measurements from extensometers are presented graphically in three ways:

versus time to provide a visual history of the response measured by each instrument, and

iliustrate any time-dependent effects, or anomalous behaviour over the monitoring period;

versus face position to show the relationship between excavation advance and the mean

measured response at each excavation step; and versus radial distance to illustrate the

effect of distance from the tunnel wall on the measured response. The conventions used

in plotting the data follow geotechnical engineering practice. For radial extensometets,

positive displacement means movement of the tunnel wall towards the tunnel centte, ol

overall extension of the extensometer string. All displacement values are cumulative results

of individual readings along the instrument string. For the time history plots, measurements

have not been adjusted for missed displacement, and are piotted relative to the outermost

anchor. For the other types of plot, the adjustments for missed displacement have been

applied, so all measurements are relative to points at R: *oo and Xf D = -æ.
As suggested in guidelines prepared for presentation of measured field data [91], esti

mation of error should be given in the form of error bars or confidence intervals on the

measured data. For non-redundant instruments (i.e., no duplication in terms of position

relative to the tunnel), the confidence intervals at best represent the measurement error

in the instrument and datalogging system, and do not reflect the in sz'úz variability in the

response being measured. Although the initial design for the instrumentation was such that

several of the extensometers would be redundant by virtue of symmetry, slight variations in

the as-built locations between instruments were noted. The extensometers were therefore

considered individually as non-redundant instruments.

For each excavation round, the measurements taken between completion of excavation

and the start of drilling for the next round were statistically suffcient to calculate a mean
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value and standard deviation. In all cases, the error bars representing one standard devia-

tion were too small to be plotted, suggesting very little variability attributable to measure-

ment error at each excavation step [161]. Consequently, the plotted results are considered

representative of the true behaviour of the rock mass at the instrument locations.

Radial displacement versus time

Typical plots for a vertical and a horizontal extensometer are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.

Additional plots for inclined extensometers are contained in Appendix E (Figures E.1

and E.2).

The plots indicate key dates in the excavation schedule for each array. The first Bof-ex

array,located at chainage 20+00 in Room 415, was exposed during excavation of round 415-

15. The excavation was considered to have passed the instruments once perimeter driiling

Figure 5.4: Radial dispiacement response versus time for a typical vertical extensometer

(409-022-EXT1).
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was complete on February 26,1992. The second Bof-ex array, located at chainage 22+50,

was exposed during excavation of round 475-17. Upon compietion of perimeter drilling on

March 5,1992, the excavation was considered to have passed the instruments in this array.

Progressive failure was observed in the upper SE and lower NW cluadrants of the test

tunnel as excavation progressed. Extensometer anchors located witirin the zone of damage

showed exaggerated convergence once the face passed the instrument location. The perfor-

mance of anchor 1 in Figure 5.4 typifies this behaviour. As shown by the depth to which

individual extensometers were affected, the damage zore produced by progressive failure

near the extensometers was more extensive in the roof than in the floor. Por instance, the

plot for EXT12 in Appendix E (Figure E.2) iilustrates damage development in the posterior

domain to the depth of the fourth anchor. In addition, horizontal extensometers on the SE

side of the tunnel closer to the damage zone in the upper SE quadrant measured larger

Figure 5.5: Radial displacement response versus time for a typical horizontal extensometer

(416-001-EXT4).
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total displacements than those on ihe NW side closer to the damage zone in the lower NW

quadrant of the tunnel. However, variations in lithology may have also contributed to the

difference in final displacement values betrveen the SE and l{W walls. This possibility is

explored in Chapter 6.

Artificial support also affected tire measured dispiacement response. For example, the

removal of rock bolts and screen. followed by scaJing, resulted in convergence of the anchors

within the damaged zone of rock. and additional convergence in horizontal and inclined ex-

tensometers. The effect of removing support was less pronounced in the floor extensometers,

producing sJight additional divergence.

Radial displacement versus face position

Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 are typical corrected plots of radial displacement versus face

position for vertical, horizontal and inclined extensometers. The displacement response

induced by Room 415 is characterized by general convergence (extension) measured in

the horizontai extensometers and the inclined extensometers in the upper NW and lower

SE quadrants, and overall divergence (contraction) in the vertical extensometers. The in-

cüned extensometers in the lorver NW and upper SE quadrants shorved a relatively neutral

response, but were affected by progressive failure in these regions. This pattern of dis-

placements suggests that the initial stress ratio Ii*o, acting in the plane orthogonal to the

tunnel axis is greater than 3:1. The orientation of the apex of the progressive failure zone

and the final displacement distribution from the extensometers indicate that the maximum

stress direction in this plane is oriented at about 10 + 5" from horizontal, plunging SE.

Results from both vertical extensometers in the flrst Bof-ex array (EXT1 and 3) indi-

cate convergence (extension) as the tunnel face approached the instrument location, then

divergence (contraction) from the point at which the face was within 1 m of the instru-

ments to the end of the exca..'ation. The final radial displacement near the tunnel rvall

was approximately -0.88 mm in both cases. Progressive failure in the upper SE quadrant
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of the tunnel produced sudden convergence of the trvo innermost anchors in ÐXT1 to a

depth of approximately 0.68 m, beginning once the tunnel face had advanced 1 m past

the instrument location. Alihough the innermost anchor in EXT3 rvas slightly damaged

during drilling, convergence of the floor associated rvith progressive failure in the lorver I'I\\/

quadrant was still evident for the trvo innermost anchors to a depth of 0.34 m. The be-

haviour of the vertical extensometers in the second Bof-ex array was similar to those from

the fi.rst. Convergence (extension) rvas recorded until the tunnel face rvas within 1m of

the instrument location, then increasing divergence (contraction) was noted to the end of

tunnel excavation. Convergence related to progressive failure was not apparent until the

excavation had advanced about 5 m past the instrument location, at rvhich point the roof

extensometer showed extension to about 0.47 m into the rock mass. The floor extensometer
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Figure 5.6: Radial displacement
someter (409-022-ÐXT1).
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showed some convergence of the first two anchors immediately after the face passed the

instrument location. The final radial dispiacement at the innermost anchor in the roof

extensometer (EXT5) was -0.67 mm, whereas the floor extensometer (EXT9) measured a

value of -0.76 mm. Removal of screen and rock bolts in the roof, and ballast in the floor

increased the innermost anchor displacement to about -0.8 mm in EXTg.

Results from the horizontal extensometers in the first Bof-ex array (EXT2 and 4) showed

increasing convergence (extension) as the tunnel face approached, and passed, the instru-

ment location. Radial displacement at the innermost anchor ranged from about 3.3 to

4.2 mm for the NW and SE sides of the tunnel, respectively. Removal of screen and rock

bolts produced an increase in radial displacement of about 0.2 mm at the SE tunnel wall.

This effect was noticeable to a depth of about 3.0 m in EXT4. A typical plot of radial

displacement versus face position for a horizontal extensometer is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Radiai dispiacement
tensometer (416-001-EXT4).
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Results from the horizontal extensometers in tire second Bof-ex array (EXT7A and

11) were very similar to those from the flrst array. although the displacement magnitudes

varied somervhat, ranging from about 2.9 to 3.8 mm for the l,l!V and SE sides of the tunnel,

respectiveiy. Removai of screen and rock bolts produced an increase in convergence of about

0.2 mm at the SE tunnel wall. This effect rvas noticeable to a depth of about 4.4 m from

the rvall in ÐXT11.

In the second Bof-ex array) incüned extensometers EXT6 and 10 in the upper NW and

lower SE cluadrants measured responses similar to those in the horizontal instruments, but

with reduced magnitudes. Prior to the removal of rock bolts and screen, the final radial

displacements were 2.2 and 2.0 mm for trXT6 and 10, respectively. An additional 0.2 and

0.1 mm, respectively, were recorded upon removal of the screen and rock bolts. The radial

-2-1 01234
Normalized Face Position X/D

Pigure 5.8: Radial displacement response versus face position for a typical 45-225" inclined
extensometer (413-00 1-BXT 1 0).
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displacement response versus face position for EXT10 is shown in Figure 5.8.

Bxtensometers EXTS and 12, instaüed at 0 :315o and 135o, respectively, in the second

Bof-ex array, illustrate the difference in the effect of progressive failure on the measured

response in the floor and roof. Both extensometers showed convergence (extension) as the

tunnel face approached to within 1 m of the instrument location, then divergence (contrac-

tion) once the face passed the instruments. Final displacement near the tunnel was only

0.002 mm for EXTB. However, owing to damage development near EXT12, the final ra-

dial dispiacement at the tunnel wall near this extensometer was 1.1 mm, and an additional

0.3 mm was recorded upon removal of the screen and rock bolts (Figure 5.9). The effect of

support removal and scaììng was apparent to 1.3 m into the rock mass.

-2-101234
Normalized Face Position X/D

Figure 5.9: Radial displacement response versus face position for a typical 135-315' inclined
extensomet er (409 -042-EXT 1 2).
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Radial displacement versus radial distance

Typical corrected piots of radial displacement versus radial distance for vertical, horizontal

and inclined extensometers are shorvn in Figures 5.10,5.11,5.12 and 5.13. These plots

illustrate the complex transient displacement response associated rvith tunnel advance. and

the diminishing response rvith increasing radial distance from the tunnel.

The responses from tire trvo vertical extensometers in the first Bof-ex array (EXT1 and

3) are very similar in appearance. In the anterior domain, they iniiially show convergence

(extension) near the tunnel 
"vall 

rvith a transition to overall divergence (contraction) as the

tunnel face passed the instrument location. The most notable feature of these responses is

thedevelopmentof azorLeof radialextensiontoadepth of Ll2mintheroof and0.78min

the floor, characterized by a negative gradient, and a sharp transition to radial contraction
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Figure 5.10: Radial displacement response versus radiai distance for a typical vertical ex-
tensometer (409 -A22-EXT i ).
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at the outer zone boundary. The responses from the vertical extensometers in the second

array (EXT5 and 9) are similar to tirose from the first, although not as smooth. They

indicate a zorre of radial extension to a depth of 1.33 m in the roof, and 0.54 m in the floor.

Aside from the final magnitude of the displacement at the tunnel wall, the trvo horizontal

extensometers in the first Bof-ex array (EXT2 and 4) also measured similar responses. In

the anterior domain, the gradient of the response was quite flat near the tunnel wall, with

the peak occurring some distance into the rock mass. Once the face was past the array

location, very smooth convergence (extension) was recorded, increasing with face advance

and decreasing with radial distance from the tunnel. The two horizontal extensometers in

the second array (BXT7A and 11) recorded displacement responses very similar to thosein

the flrst array.

0123456789101112
Normalized Radial Distance r/a

Figure 5.11: Radial displacement response versus radial distance for a typical horizontal
extensometer (41 6-00 1-EXT4).
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The responses for the extensometers in the uppel NW and lorver SE quadrants of the

second Bof-ex array (EXT6 and 10), inclined at 0 :45o and225o respectiveiy, have similar

characteristics to those from the horizontal extensometers. However, the flnal displace-

ment magnitudes are less. The radial displacement response for BXT10 is illustrated in

Figure 5.12.

The extensometers in the lower NW and upper SE quadrants of the second Bof-ex array

(trXTB and 12), inclined at0 :315o and 135o, respectively, recorded complicated responses

related to progressive failure near the instruments. BXTS shorved slight convergence (ex-

tension) in the posterior domain, then multiple reversals in gradient within 2.65 m of the

tunnel rvall, and general divergence (contraction) further into the rock mass, once the tun-

nel face advanced past the array location. EXT12 showed convergence (extension) in the

45678
Normaìized Radial Distance r/ø

Figure 5.12: Radial displacement response versus radial distance for a typical 45-225' in-
clined extensometer (413-001-trXT10).
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anterior domain, changing to divergence (contraction) rvith increasing face advance and

damage development (Figure 5.13). The effects of progressive failure are obvious to a depth

of 1.76 m into the rock mass in the posterior domain near BXT12.

Progressive failure also contributed to the time-dependent displacement response mea-

sured during a 319 h quiet period (Figure 5.14). The shapes of the individual responses

measured by the Bof-exs over this period are similar to the displacement responses measured

during advancement of the test tunnel, showing an increase in divergence in the vertical

extensometers, and an increase in convergence in the other extensometers. tr'or example, an

increase in radial displacement of 0.095 and 0.126 mm was measured at the innermost an-

chors of EXT2 and 4, respectively. These findings suggest that the time-dependent change

in tunnei geometry associated with progressive failure tends to intensify the difference in

-0.2

Tunnel Wâll

45618
Normalized Radial Distance r/a

Figure 5.13: Radial displacement response versus radial distance for a typical 135-315"

inclined extensomet er (409-042-BXT12).
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Figure 5.14: Time-dependent behaviour represented by a change in radial displacement in
Bof-ex arrays 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) during a 319 h cluiet period from March 6 to 19, 1992

for a fixed face position.
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displacement behaviour between the maximum and minimum displacement directions.

5.2.2 Convergence results

Convergence measurements are presented versus time to document the history of the instru-

ment array and any time-dependent effects in the response; versus face position to show the

relationship between excavation advance and the measured response; and versus rotation

angle to illustrate the rotational dependency of the measured response. Each of these plots

represents the cumulative change in tunnel diameter relative to a baseline reading taken

immediately following array instailation. In all cases, positive convergence means a decrease

in the relative distance between opposite sides of the tunnel.

Given that all but one of the convergence arrays \Mere arranged in the same pattern

relative to the tunnel axis, the data from the arrays can be considered redundant mea-

surements of displacement at various rotation angles around the tunnel. The variation in

these measurements reflects the in situ vaúabllity in the rock mass, e.g., geology, material

properties, and in sifz stresses, as well as instrumentation/operator error. Estimates of

error based on the variation in measurements, however, are biased somewhat by the devel-

opment of large-scale geometry changes in the tunnel section associated with progressive

failure (Figure 5.15) and the variation in the time-dependent nature of pl-Lysical processes

associated with these changes. For example, these processes tend to increase the scatter in

measurements taken close to the face during the active phase of progressive failure, but are

less prevalent once the tunnel geometry stabiiizes [159]. Therefore, the confidence limits

established for the data account for the combined effect of error and variabilitv of in situ

conditions and material behaviour.

The number of readings collected for each convergence amay was relatively small com-

pared with the number of data from the electronically data-logged extensometels. As de-

tailed in Read et al. [159], the splicedlogisitic functi,on was applied to the 48 measurement

lines from the eight arrays to determine the mean response and confidence intervals. The
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Array 415-5 (Chainage 22+60) Array 4L5-8 (Chainage 3 l.+95)

Figure 5.15: Comparison of tunnel profi.les at convergence Arrays 4I5-I,4,5 and 8. These
profiles represent a progression from a predominantly granite to a predominantly granodi-
orite region. Note that the extent of large-scale notch development is much less pronounced
for Array 415-8 located completely in granodiorite.
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exercise was repeated for combined data sets. The flnal convergence values following tunnel

excavation predicted with the approximating function rvere used to develop plots of final

convergence versus rotation angle, including confidence intervals.

Convergence versus time

Typical plots of convergence versus time for two arrays are shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17.

The plots shorv six data series associated with the diametral measurement lines for an array)

as rvel1 as the temperature variation and excavation advance) versus time. In all cases except

Array 415-8, one or more conrrergence pins rvere damaged or loosened during the course of

the excavation, owing largely to progressive failure.

The plots in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 highl-ight the differences between responses from the

first and last four arrays. The first four arrays show maximum convergence on lines 1-7 and

6-12 of betrveen 6 and 8 mm. In contrast, the last four arrays show maximum convergence

on the same Lines of between 4 and 6 mm. The results from both arrays suggest that the

maximum principal stress is oriented at approximately 10 t 5o from horizontal, plunging to

the SE. They also suggest that, in comparison with tunnel profiles at the various arrays, the

extent of progressive failure (i.e., cross-sectional shape) influences the convergence response.

As illustrated in Figure 5.15, the extent of progressive failure appears to be dependent to

some extent on geology, with less severe development in areas of predominantly granodiorite

material as opposed to areas of grey granite. Similar observations have been made elsewhere

at the URL by Everitt et al. [a5]. Consequently, the measured response is reiated to geology.

This relationship is explored further in Chapter 6.

Early parts of the curves illustrate time-dependent behaviour related to the gradual

development of excavation damage. This phenomenon is represented by a changing response

in periods rvhere no excavation occurred, for example, in the period from March 6 to 19,

1992. It is also ciear from the time history plots that the variabiJity, either due to zn

sz'fu processes and properties or operator/instrument erlor, is relatively high for this type
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Pigure 5.16: Radial convergence response versus time for a typical convergence array (Array
415-1) located in an area of predominantly granite.
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Figure 5.17: Radial convergence response versus time for a typical convergence array (Array
415-8) located in an area of predominantly granodiorite.
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of instrument, but tends to decrease rvith time. Assuming operator/instrument error and

property variability to be fairly constant with time, the results suggest that the in situ

processes responsible for the progressive failure of the tunnel account for a large proportion

of the measured variability [159].

Convergence versus face position

Plots of convergence versus face position were produced for each of the 48 measurement

iines associated with the Mine-by Experiment [159]. Each plot comprised trvo parts: 1) a

graph of convergence versus face position, showing the actual data used in the curve ût,

the mean predicted response, and the 95 and 99% confidence (prediction) intervals on the

data; and 2) a graph of residuals versus face position, illustrating the difference between

the actual and predicted values. An example is shown in Figure 5.18. Of the 48 plots,

13 were for lines that were either damaged or produced suspect data and, consequently,

were not considered representative of the true rock mass response. These 13 plots represent

measurement lines 3-9 and 4-10 for Arrays 415-I,2, 3, 4,5, and 7, and measurement line

2-8 for Array 475-7. The measurements from the remaining 35 diametral lines typify the

rock mass response as measured by convergence arrays.

The best-flt values for the parameters associated with the approximating function for

the 35 individual ljnes are presented in Table 8.2 of Appendix tr. The values of parameter

A in this table have been adjusted from those reported by Read et al. [159] so as to express

the face position in dimensioniess form, i.e., Xf D rather than X. Of particular interest

in this table are the values for parameter F, representing the total convergence in the

posterior domain, i.e.,, E¡ - D¿. The values of -F are used in Section 5.2.2to estimate the

final displacement response as a function of rotation angle. The approximating function was

simplified in most cases by the fact that À = 0 for all except three special cases involving

near-zero final convergence (transition from convergence to divergence). It appears that

only in such cases is the second-order term necessary in the spliced logistic function. The
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Figure 5.18: Typical piot of convergence versus face position for a horizonta.l measurement

Line (Array 415-1).
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Table 5.1: Parameter values for convergence versus face position (combined measurement

lines).

Array Line T2EtB
4I5-L r-7
to 2-8

415-4 5-11
6-12

-0.7 45 8.201
-0.770 5.825
-0.772 5.290
-0.849 8.007

0.000 0.975
0.000 0.947

0.000 0.963
0.000 0.987

0.294
0.419

0.449
0.355

415-5 r-7
to 2-8

415-8 3-9
4-r0
5- 11

6-12

0.208 -0.632
0.092 -0.446

r.667 -1.605

2.225 -0.969

0.007 -0.317

0.r24 -0.52r

5.544 0.000 0.926
4.885 0.000 0.864
-0.426 13.189 0.716
-0.478 -3.457 0.336
4.018 0.000 0.818
6.684 0.000 0.868

coefficient of variation was generally > 0.9 for cases other than the three specified, often

approaching 0.99 or better.

Combined data sets were generated by flrst zeroing the individual responses, then par-

titioning data from the frrst four and last four arrays into two grorlps. The distinction was

made on the basis of geology and extent of progressive failure, with those arrays in predom-

inantly grey granite (extensive failure development) selected for the flrst group, and those

in mainly granodiorite (minor failure development) in the second group. As shown in Ta-

ble 5.1, the data sets for the combined diametral measurement lines showed more variability

than the corresponding data sets for individual arrays, but generally agreed well with the

approximating function. An example of combined data from measurement üne 1-7 for the

first four arrays is shown in Figure 5.19. Note that, because the responses rvere zeroed to a

common face position, the parameter D¡ is zero in alL cases. Therefore, the parameters -Ð¡

and F are identicai. Owing to irregularities in the convergence pin performance for mea-

surement [nes 3-9 and 4-10 in the first four arrays, it was not possible to obtain meaningful

estimates of the approximating function parameters for these lines.
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Figure 5.19: Typical plot of convergence versus face position for combined horizontai mea-
surement lines (Arrays 415-1 to 4). Note the increase in variabiüty compared to the indi-
vidual data for Array 415-7.
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Convergence versus rotation angle

Three plots of total convergence in the posterior domain versus rotation angle were compiled

from the estima.tes of F in Table 5.1: two showing responses for the combined data from

Arrays 415-1to 4 (Figure 5.20), and Arrays 415-5 to 8 (Figure 5.27), respectively; the other

slrowing the combined response from all arrays (Figure 5.22). The approximating function

used in the plots of convergence versus rotation angle is given by

2(J, = a + p cosl2(0 - þ)) (5.5)

where 2Urîs the tunnel convergence) a is the mean value of the response, B is the ampìitude

of the harmonic response about the mean, and þ is a phase constant. Equation 5.5 is of

the same form as the parametric functions associated with the plane components of the

partitioned stress tensor (Chapter 4). Because convergence measurements represent the

relative displacement between opposite walls of the tunnel, they are affected only by stress

components producing either an axisymmetric radial displacement response, or those that

have a periodicity of d : 180o. The antiplane shear stress components produce radial

displacement responses with a periodicity of. 0: 360o which shorv no relative displacement

between opposite sides of the tunnel despite significant absolute displacement of each wall

near Xf D :0. Consequently, the harmonic component of Equation 5.5 is a function of

cos (20) alone.

As shown in Table 5.2, the combined data from all arrays show more scatter about the

mean response than the two separate groups representing regions of different geology and

tunnel profile. The mean response a and amplitude B of the response for the arrays in

granite are both greater than those for the arlays in granodiorite. In addition, the phase

constant ,ry' varies somervhat betrveen the two groups, although the relatively sparse data

in the separate gïoups used to estimate þ, and in particular the lack of measurements for

lines 3-9 and 4-10 in the fi.rst group, increased the uncertainty in the estimated value. The

phase constant associated with tite data set of all the arrays provides the best estimate of
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Figure 5.20: Combined flnal convergence results versus rotation angle for corìvergellce arrays

in granite (Arrays 415-1 to 4).
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Table 5.2: Patameter values for convergence versus rotation angle (combined measurement

Lines). Arrays 415-1 to 4 are in predominantly grey granite, whiie Arrays 415-5 to 8 are

in predominantly granodiorite. Note the similarity in the phase constant ry' between the

various groups.

Array a T,¿

415-1 to 415-4 4.534
415-5 to 415-8 2.735

AU 3.475

3.626 13.948 0.803

3.111 16.621 0.838

3.665 15.181 0.726

ry', suggesting that the maximum radial displacement direction for the excavation-damaged

tunnel is oriented at 15 t 2o from horizontai, plunging to the SE. The fact that the phase

constalts for the various groups are similar indicates little significant influence of geological

variability on the orientation of the maximum radial displacement direction.

5.2.3 Comparison of convergence and extensometer results

As shown in Equation 5.5, tunnel convergence is expressed as the relative radial displacement

of opposite walls of the tunnel, and, consequently, the radial displacement of each wall

contributes equally to the overall convergence response. From the study in Chapter 4'

this condition is valid even in the presence of significant antiplane stresses. As mentioned

in Chapter 4, a consequence of the relative, rather than absolute, nature of convergence

measurements is that they are unaffected by antiplane shear sttesses, and therefole cannot

be used to back analyze the complete stress tensor.

In comparing responses from extensometers and convergence arrays, two approaches

were explored. In the first, the convergence response was divided in half to approximate tire

respolse that rvould be measured by each of two opposing posterior extensometers. In the

second., the measurements from opposing extensometers were added and compared to the

convergence response. The flrst approach permits an assessment of the influence of antipiane

shear stresses on the extensometer results, and overcomes the difficulty posed by a lack of

perfect symmetry in the extensometers. The second approach provides a direct comparison
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of relative displacements rvithout the bias introduced by antiplane shear sttesses, but is

susceptible to errors associated lvith misalignment of opposing extensometers.

The flrst step in comparing responses from the trvo types of instruments involved ap-

proximating the corrected radial displacement response versus face position from each of

the twelve extensometers using th.e spliced logistic function. The two-step interpolation

techniclue employed for the initial interpolation of the unadjusted data set was used. In the

anterior domain. the best approximating function was a combination of two spliceri logistic

functions rvith the parameter À set to zero. In the posterior domain, a single spliced logistic

function with À = 0 was used to match the measured response, except for EXTB which

recluired a combination of two spliced logistic functions in the posterior domain. Although

the single approximating function in the postelior domain produced slightly decreased co-

eficients of determination compared to the initial interpolation where a combination of

two functions was used, the reduction in the number of coeffi.cients in the best-fit function

facilitated direct comparison of resuits from different instruments. The parameters asso-

ciated rvith the approximating functions for each extensometer are shorvn in Table tr'3 of

Appendix tr.

From the results in Table E.3, a summar)'' of the radial displacement occurring in the

anterior domain (D¿), the total radial displacement (E¿), the radiai displacement occurring

in the posterior domain (f'), and the proportion of the measured radial displacement re-

sponse occurring in the anterior and posterior domains (Dtlù and FIE¡), respectively, was

compiled (Table 5.3). It is clear from this table that both the anterior proportion of the

total radial clisplacement response Dtlü, and the posterior proportion FlEt, vary rvith ro-

tation angle. Because the proportion is not constant, these results imply that the antiplane

lormal component of stress contributes signifrcantly to the measured response, affecting the

amount of radial displacement missed by posterior-type instruments. In addition, the de-

velopment of excavation damage rvithin the tunnel affects the values of E¡, exaggerating the

radial displacement in areas both of convergence and divergence. Back analysis approaches
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Table 5.3: Anterior proportion and total radial displacement for the field study extensome-

ters. Note that the radial displacement at X : -oo is taken as zero instead of extrapolating

the combined anterior approximating functions. -Ðl represents the total radial displacement

at X : læ-,, D¡f E¿ is the anterior proportion of the totalradial displacement response, and

FIE¿ is the posterior proPortion.

Instrument0DtüF Dtl Et Fl Et

EXTl
EXT2
EXT3
EXT4
EXTS
EXT6
trXT7A
BXTs
EXT9
BXTlO
EXT11
EXT12

0.51
0.81
0.68
0.80
0.38
0.86
0.82

92.40
0.54

0.85
0.83
1.01

88.44 -0.348

4.r7 0.642
278.59 -0.2rr
184.81 0.880
88.BB -0.235

58.11 0.318
r.26 0.541

313.52 -0.099
272.63 -0.332

228.16 0.313
r84.64 0.674
129.78 -0.013

-0.776 -0.368 0.49

3.452 2.810 0.19
-0.651 -0.44L 0.32

4.318 3.438 0.20
-0.382 -0.147 0.62

2.243 r.925 0.14

3.000 2.458 0.i8
0.001 0.100 -91.40
-0.726 -0.394 0.46

2.040 r.726 0.15

3.989 3.314 0.77

7.226 7.239 -0.01

that assume a constant missed proportion of the total radial displacement response are'

therefore, not applicable to the fleld study'

To compare the extensometer and convergence measurements, the results for F in Ta-

ble 5.3 rvere plotted against rotation angle d, and the convergence results for all eight arrays

rvere divided in half and overlain (Figure 5.23). Because extensometer measurements are

taken relative to a distant fixed reference, they are susceptible to the influence of antiplane

shear stresses nea the tunnel face. Consequently, based on the results from the parametric

study in Chapter 4. the correct approximating function for the radial displacement response

versus rotation angle is given bY

Ur = e f B1 cos (20) + B2sin(20) + B3 cos (0) + lasin (d) (5.6 )

where a is related to a combination of the three normal stress components, B1 is related to

the combined plane normai stress components, B2is related to the pla'ne shear stress com-

ponent, and B3 aú. Ba are related to the antiplane shear stress components. The function
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of posterior radial displacement results from extensometers F and

convergence arrays. The radial displacement for the convergence arrays is taken as one-half

the total convergence. Results from ail eight convergence arrays rvere considered. Note the

asymmetry in the magnitude and rotation angle of the maxima and minima.
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Table 5.4: Function coefficients for the radial displacement response versus rotation angle
measured rvith extensometers.

Domain n
lJ4þz

n
lr2þt

0.216 -0.059 0.018 0.9599
0.667 -0.339 0.261 0.9633

coefficients associated with the best-fit approximation to the extensometer measurements

are shown in Table 5.4.

Figure 5.23 illustrates several interesting points. First, the measured results, the best-

fit function and the 99% confidence intervals for the extensometers fall completely within

the 99% confidence intervals for the convergence response. Furthermore, the convergence

best-fit function falls completely within the gg% confidence intervals for the extensometer

response. These facts suggest that the trvo responses have similar mean values, amplitudes

and phase constants, and are consistent rvithin the specified confidence interval.

The approximating function chosen to interpolate the extensometer results is composed

of an axisymmetric component, two harmonic components with a periodiciiy of 180o, and

trvo harmonic components with a periodicity of 360'. The resulting best-fit function for

the extensometer data has asymmetric maúma and minima for 0 < 0 < 360o, suggesting

that the antiplane shear stress components, with a periodicity of 360o, are non-zero. The

resulting displacement pattern shorvs the maxima at 0 : I4.Io and 189.2o, and the minima

at 0 = 98.9o and 283.5o. Consequently, the zones of maximum divergence far from the

tunnel face are located 9.2o and 13.5o counterclockwise of vertical in the roof and floor,

respectively.

In order to obtain an estimate of the relative influence of the various components of the

partitioned stress tensor that was not biased by the development of large-scale excavation

damage, the radial displacement response at XID: 0 from the extensometers (D¿) was

plotted versus rotation angle (Figure5.24). This response represents the anterior portion of

Anterior 0.205
Posterior 7.402

0.458
1.578
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radial displacement response from extensometers ,/ measured at
asymmetry in magnitude and rotation angle of the maxima and

Figure 5.24: Anterior
XID = 0. Note the
minima.
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the total radial displacement response, i.e., the portion that would be missed by posterior-

type instruments such as convergence arrays. The radial displacement response is a function

of all six stress components, and, therefore, the general approximating function given by

Equation 5.6 rvas fit to the measured data. The coefficients for the best-flt curve to the

anterior response are shown in Table 5.4.

Tlre radial displacement response at XID = 0 is asymmetric with regards to the relative

positions and magnitudes of the maxima and minima. The maxima occur at 0 : 13.3o and

191.8o, ivhile the minima occnr at 0 = 101.1o and 284.8". Therefore, the antiplane shear

stress components account for a 3.7o shift beiween the two minima, and a 1.5o shift in the

maxima. Likewise, the magnitudes of the two maxima are different, as are the magnitudes

of the trvo minima. Like the results from the posterior domain, the maximum on the SB

side of the tunnel is larger than that on the NW side. Likewise, the minimum in the

floor shorvs more divergence than that in the roof. These results suggest that, prior to

signiflcant progressive failure of the excavation, the radial displacement response associated

with the antiplane shear stresses is small, yet significant, illustrating that the tunnel axis

is not coincident with a principal stress direction. The development of excavation damage

exaggerates the asymmetry in the response, causing additional divergence in the roof and

floor, and additional convergence in the sidewalls.

These results also suggest that, in conditions where significant antiplane shear stresses

exist owing to a deviation in the orientation of the tunnel axis relative to each of the principal

stress directions, the radial displacement response versus rotation angle can potentially be

very asymmetric. This asymmetry is reflected in the stress/strain fleld around a tunnel,

and. consecluentiy, in the angular positions of the initiation points of progressive failure.

The relationship between displacements, stresses and asymmetrical breakouts is explored

in Chapter 6.

The extensometer and convergence measürements were also compared by summing the

results from opposing extensometers and overlaying the combined convergence results from
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all eight arrays (Figure 5.25). In this case, because all of the measurements are relative in

nature, i.e., independent of the effect of antiplane shear stress components, the approximat-

ing function given by Ðquatioir 5.5 rvas used for both sets of data. The resulting functions

have a periodicity of 180o, so the maxima and minima are symmetric in both rotation angle

and magnitude. From the extensometer results, the phase constant ry' rvas found to be 12.1o,

less than the 15.2o estimated from the convergence results. Both of these estimates rvere

influenced by the development of excavation damage within the tunnel, rvhich reduced the

reJìability of measurements in regions rvhere divergence was observed, and exaggerated the

maximum to minimum displacement ratio. As in the previous comparison, the measured

10
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of posterior convergence results from extensometers and conver-

gence arrays. The convergence for the extensometers is taken as the sum of measurements

from opposing instruments in the posterior domain.
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Table 5.5: Function coeffcients for the posterior portion of the convergence response versus
rotation angle measured with extensometers.

Instruments
EXTl to 12 2.799 3.475 12.101 0.9804

results, the best-frt function and the 99% confldence intervals for the extensometers fall

completely witliin the 99% confidence intervals for the convergence array data. Likewise,

the best-fit function for the convergence array data falls completely ivithin the confidence

intervals for the extensometer data, suggesting that the two measurement types are simi-

lar rvithin the specified confldence interval. The coefficients for the best-flt approximating

function for the extensometer data versus rotation angle are given in Table 5.5.

A final comparison between the extensometer and convergence responses was conducted

to assess the measured convergence response versus face position. For this component of the

study, the only reliable measurements with similar orientation were taken rvith the horizontal

extensometers and horizontal diametral measurement lines (Line 1-7) in the convergence

arrays. Although both types of instrument measured displacement in the vertical direction,

the onset of progressive failure in the tunnel reduced the reliability in the data measured

in this direction. The best-fit approximation to the combined convergence data from the

flrst four convergence arrays, and the best-fit convergence responses associated rvith the two

extensometer arrays, are shown in Figure 5.26. The extensometer responses were produced

by summing the approximating functions for the posterior radial displacement response

(Table 8.3) of opposing horizontai extensometers in each array: trXT2 and 4 in the first

array, and EXTTA and 11 in the second. As part of the comparison, the curvature rc of

each response, given by
Itil
I )^2 IIU¿ I

r-__________r_____ _ (b.Z), , ;312

L'* (#)"1

was also determined from the spliced logistic Juncti.on used to approximate the combined
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Pigure 5.26: Comparison of convergence results for horizontal instruments from extensome-

ter and convergence arrays located in granite. The convergence for the extensometers is

taken as the sum of approximating functions for opposing instruments. Note that the peak

magnitudes of the curvatule functions for the responses differ, but that the e-coordinate of
ihe peaks are similar.
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Table 5.6: Function coefficients for the anterior portion of the radial displacement response
versus face position measured rvith extensometers.

Instruments A T,¿FB
BXT2 .T 4
BXTTA & 11

Array 415-L to 4

(Line 1-7)

0.290 -1.156 6.247 1.0000
0.239 -1.005 5.757 1.0000
0.294 -0.745 8.201 0.9750

extensometer results, and the convergence results. The derivation of the curvature function

¡; for the spliced logistic function is given in Appendix C. The coefrcients for the ap-

proximating function for the combined extensometer results and for the convergence array

measurements are given in Table 5.6.

The plot of convergence versus face position illustrates that there is no significant dif-

ference between the responses from the extensometers and convergence arrays within the

region 0 < XID < 0.1. Horvever, past this point, the responses show the effects of exca-

vation damage development within the tunnel, and the associated variability it introduces

into the displacement responses. Despite the different peak magnitudes for the respective

curvature functions, the r-coordinates of the peaks are similar. The point of maximum cur-

vature for the extensometer responses occurs at XID :0.457 and 0.395 for the horizontal

extensometers in the first and second array, repectively. The peak occurs at XID = 0.425

for the combined horizontal diametral measurements from convergence Arrays 415-1 to 4.

From Table 5.6 it is obvious that the radial displacement at XID = *oo, given by .F, is

signiflcantly greater for the convergence arrays than for the extensometers. This flnding

is likely reiated to the progressive deterioration of the convergence pin installations as the

tunnel. deforms. Overall, the responses from the two instrument types are very similar for

XID < 1, suggesting that displacement results from each type can be used in combination

for stress back analysis.
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5.3 tsack ,&nalysis of t}i'e In,9z,úz Stress Tensor

Having applìed the first five steps of the back anal-vsis methodology, and having confirmed

that extensometers and convergence arrays for the fie1d study produced consistent displace-

ment measurements, the sixth step rvas to establish the ecluations reiating the measured

displacements and the in s¿lz stress components. To this end, the corrected results from the

NIine-by Experiment were imported into NBARFACE, the spreadsÌreet used in Chapter 4

(Apendix D). The spreadsheet incorporates the equations and coefficients determined from

the partitioned tensor studies, and is set up to handle measurements of convergence, radial

displacement at A = 1, and radial displacement at À ) 1. Each of the three measure-

ment types has its own associated set of equations and coefficients. Tire adjusted data set

included 665 measurements of radial displacement at A > I, 442 measurements of radial

displacement at -Ê : 1, and 138 convergence measurements. Only measurements from con-

vergence array 415-B were included in the data set because it rvas the only array that did

not experience large-scale geometry changes associated rvith progressive failure.

Bach entry in the data set included the measurement type, the cylindrical coordinates

of the measurement point, and the measured displacement. The values of the six functions

h to fa in Bquation 4.32 were calculated from the parametric equations at the coordinates

associated rvith each measurement. The data rvere tiren ciassifled according to the per-

formance of each instrument, and those data from instruments that either malfunctioned

or that rvere obviousiy affected bv progressive failure of the tunnel rvere excluded from the

analysis. The plots of radial displacement response versus time rvere relied upon as the basis

for this classiflcation. Data rvere sorted into subsets by instrument type and location, and

incremental analyses were performed to estimate the in sifu stress tensor. These analyses

involved flrst considering individual subse¡s of data grouperi by measurement type. then

combinations of subsets for different types of measurements. TI-Le results of these analyses

are summarize<i in Tabie 5.7 anri are discussed in the sections that fo1lorv.
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Table 5.7: summary of stress back analysis results from the fleld study.

Typ" X lD Range Number
From To of Data

ozzo7t ot3(fqcotzø33

Radiai
R1

Rz

R3

R+

Rs

Rr-z
Rr-s
Rr-¿
Rr-s
rt-z
It -3
f1 -¿
rt-s

7.52 -4.75
5.4r -3.59

13.37 -3.29

5.60 -5.80
,r\ È7t a r.a
LL.T¿ -1.¿I

6.60 -4.01
5.99 -3.73
8.18 -4.19

10.29 -4.52
11.02 -4.00
10.18 -3.7 5

L3.22 -4.29
15.38 -4.77

2.72 12.88
q JÉ. 1Ð t.)L. t ù atj.ùÐ

2.59 72.36
I.75 i3.78
2.26 14.04
2.79 13.20
2.75 12.73
2.49 13.39
2.44 13.98
3.32 13.19

3.77 12.74
4.09 13.20
4.72 13.51

Displacement for R> I
-0.40 -0.40 t32
-0.i0 -0.10 1.32

0.00 0.00 r32
0.10 0.i0 I24
0.40 0.40 119

-0.40 -0.i0 264
-0.40 0.00 396
-0.40 0.i0 520
-0.40 0.40 639
-0.40 -0.10 220
-0.40 0.00 308
-0.40 0.10 390

-0.40 0.40 467

57.52 44.82

58.03 -6.68
63.13 106.36
60.32 1.13

76.82 173.81
58.55 42.98
56.75 49.25

60.87 40.16
63.73 45.18
60.22 39.75
57.95 48.18
62.27 38.63
65.11 42.57

Radial Displacement for R = 7

w1 -1.00 0.00 84

wz -1.00 0.10 103

w3 -1.00 0.40 136

wa -1.00 1.00 164
w1 -1.00 0.00 56

52.99 39.79
67.36 35.73
71.89 47.84
73.57 46.63

54.21 42.8I

7.77 -2.86
11.33 -3.65
14.r5 -5.00
14.81 -5.60
8.20 -2.85

2.57 71.46
2.33 13.03
2.66 13.87
2.75 14.10
3.08 L7.54

Convergence plus Results for ,R

174
350

767

.l+.)

>1
CRr
Crr-¡
cRr
crl -3

-0.40 1.19
-0.40 1.19

-0.40 1.19

-0.40 1.19

56.96 43.34

57.01 45.85
57.40 44.26
57.26 45.70

11.11 -4.57 2.92 i0.70
10.82 -3.85 3.77 11.16
L2.rr -4.96 2.73 9.93
17.44 -3.87 3.69 10.81

Combined
rt -g
CRr
cRl
CWr
cWi
cw1

RrCWr
R1 Cw1

R1cW1
R1cw1

l1-3 Clv1

Results
-0.40
-0.40
-0.40
- 1.00
- 1.00

- 1.00

- 1.00

- 1.00

-1.00
- 1.00
- 1.00

0.00
1.19

1.19

1.19

i.19
1.19

1.19

1.19

1.19

f. i9
1.19

308

r74
t67
725
118

91

257

230
250
223

399

57.95 48.18

56.96 43.34

57.40 44.26

56.66 46.42

57.02 46.46

57.75 46.30
56.81 45.29

56.85 44.92
57.72 45.08
57.29 44.44
57.19 45.38

10.18 -3.75

11.11 -4.51
72.77 -4.96
10.39 -2.79
11.31 -2.82
12.20 -2.69
10.35 -3.47
10.83 -3.39
11.08 -3.49
rr.92 -3.47
11.37 -3.56

3.77 12.74
2.92 10.70
2.73 9.93
2.47 70.72
2.48 10.07
2.96 9.82
2.55 10.80
2.87 10.78
2.56 10.30
2.85 10.08
3.52 10.86

Best Overall Estimate
R1cw1 - 1.00 1.19 223 57.29 44.44 17.92 -3.47 2.85 10.08
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The conventions used for the measurement types shorvn in Table 5.7 are as follows:

R
T

radial displacement for .R

radial displacement for A
measurementsfor XID>
radial displacement for -R

radial displacement for A
measurements,

W
w

> 1 including all
) 1 excluding ail

-0.4,
= 1 inciuding all

= 1 excluding all

extensometer measurements,
vertical extensometer

extensometer measurements,
vertical extensometer

C convergence measurements at the tunnel rvall, and
c convergence measurements at the tunnel rvall exciuding diametrai line 3-9.

Tire subscripts identify the individual or combined subsets from which the stress tensor

was estimated. Stress components are given rvith respect to the tunnei coordinate system,

rvhere o11 is orthogonal to the tunnel axis at 0 : 0 and 180o, o22 is coincident with the

tunnel axis, and o33 is orthogonal to the tunnel axis at 0 : 90 and 270o.

5.3.1 Radial displacement measurenr.ents for Ã > 1

In keeping with the model studies in Chapter .1, the radial displacement data for A > 1 were

normaüzed to the maximum radial displacement resulting from a uniaxial far-field compres-

sive stress of 1 MPa appiied orthogonai to the axis of a circular tunnel. The normaLizing

factor Ur^o" is given by

(5.8 )

For this type of measurement, a"g rvas 1.75 m orving to the development of damage in the

tunnei near the extensometer arravs, / was 0.25, and G was 26 GPa.

The data set included measurements from 11 r'adial positions and 8 rotation angles at 5

axial locations aiong the tunnel. These data rvere sorted by ascendin g X I D and descending

-8. At each value of Xf D, data rvere grouped into subsets associated with the 11 anchor

positions. These subsets rvere combined incrementally starting from the outermost ring of

anchors, and successive back analyses of the in situ stress tensor were performed. Plots

of tlre six stress components and tire three stress invariants It, Iz and 13 rvere produced

to assess the results of the incremental analyses rvith the addition of each subset. Those

a"¡+ (l - u\
Tf LJJ \ /

(¡
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results showing stable invariant plots, i.e., horizontally asymptotic with increasing number

of measurements, were considered reliabie estimates of the in situ stress tensor. and were

used as part of the combined analysis described in Section 5.3.4.

Tlre incremental analysis results ftom Xf D: -0.4 are shown in Figure 5.27. Analysis

of measurements from the outermost ring of anchors (12 measurements) produced uncon-

strained estimates of o11, o22 and o33, but well-constrained estimates of the plane shear

component and antiplane components of the tensor. By considering the outer two rings

of anchors (24 measurements), the estimates of ø11 , o22 aîd o33 improved, although the
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Figure 5.27: Incrementai stress back analysis results from radial extensometers for -R > 1

at XID = -0.4. Note how the invariant plots stabilize as the number of measurements is
increased. The estimale of o22,, horvever, is less stable than for the other components.
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estimated value of ø22 exceeded that for ø11. \4/ith increasing number of measurements.

the invariant plots shorved a gradually decreasing gradient. with Little change once approxi-

mately 84 measurements were used in the estimate. The most reliable estimate of tire tensor

from data at this location, as judged from the invariant plots, included all 132 measurements

( j-aDie Ð. / J.

Incremental analyses of results ftom XID - -0.1, 0, 0.1 and 0.4 produced unstable

invariant piois. The results for XID = -0.1 shorved rvidely varying estimates, and apparent

interdependence, of o22 aîd os. Despite poorly constrained estimates of o22 and o33,

estimates of the other components of the stress tensor were relatively stable, particuiarly

the shear components of the stress tensor. For -\/D = 0, estimates of all three normal

stress components varied widely, especially the estimate of o22. Estimates of the shear

components, howevet, rvere nearly constant. t\I XID - 0.1, only the estimate of o22 varied

substantially. The estimates of all and o33 rvere affected by the development of excavation

damage, rvith o11 increasing and o33 decreasing as measurements from anchors near the

tunnel perimeter were added to the analysis. AI XID - 0.4, the development of excavation

damage had a large impact on all estimates except those for the antiplane shear stress

components. The estimates sh.orvn in Table 5.7 for these four axiai positions include all the

measurements at each position and reflect the effect of progressive failure of the tunnel at

positions for XlDl0.

Incremental back analysis of stresses rvas also conducted on the combined data sets from

the five axial positions, adding the data for each position sequentially. The incremental

predictionsforthecombineddatafrom XID= -0.4and-0.1,andfromXf D =-0.4,-0.1

and 0 produced similar results to those for XID - -0.4, with the most notable difference

occurring in the estimate of o22. Combinations including data from the posterior domain

resulted in signiflcantly larger estimates of o11, and variable estimates of o22, il-lustrative of

the effect of progressive failure in this region on stress predictions.
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As noted in Section 5.1, during the initial interpolation to establish the values of displace-

ment at XID = -0.1 and 0. it rvas noted ihat the responses for the vertical extensometers

shorved very steep gradients near X/D = 0. Consequently, the values extrapolated for

XID = -0.1 and 0 were highly sensitive to the choice of XID:0, and have more uncer-

tainty associated with them than for other locatjons. As part of a sensitivity study, stresses

rvere re-estimated from the combined radial displacement responses for -R > 1, excluding

the data from the vertical extensometers for -0.1 < XID < 0.4. The resulting estimates

(Table 5.7) showed a marked change in the normal stress components, particularly o'33. The

most reliable combined estimate rvas obtained from the data for XID - -0.4, -0.1 and 0,

excluding the vertical extensometer resuits for the last two positions. Based on the invari-

ant piots, the most reliable estimate of the stress tensor from this type of measurement was

that given as R1 in Table 5.7.

5.3.2 Radial displacement measurements for Æ: 1

Radial displacements at the tunnel wall, i.e., R = I, were extrapolated from the measure-

ments at the two innermost anchors. However, in most cases, the innermost anchor was

rvithin 10 to 15 cm of the design perimeter of the tunnel, so the extrapolation process in-

troduced only marginal uncertainty into the data set. Only measurements from the region

XID > -1 rvere considered because the magnitudes of measuïements for XID < -1 rvere

too small to use in the back analysis. Datawere normaljzed to (J,*o" given by Equation 5.8,

with ar7 = 1.75 trr,L/ = 0.25, and G = 26 GPa.

An incremental analysis, adding subsets of measurements sorted by ascendin g X f D , was

attempted for data from - 1 S X I D ( 0, but the relatively small number of measurements

produced wideiy scattered results for all except the flnal increment (Table 5.7). Compared

to tlre results obtained in Section 5.3.1, the estimates of o11 , o22 arrd d33 w€r€ smaller in

magnitude. By adding results from the posterior domain, the estimated stress magnitudes

shorved a steady increase in magnitude, reflecting the effect of changing tunnel geometry and
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progressive failure on the radial displacement response in this region. Figure 5.28 illustrates

the trend in estimated stresses and the associated stress invariant plots.

The stress back analysis for the data from -1 S XID ( 0 in the anterior domain

rvas repeated rvithout the extrapolated results from the vertical extensometers. Altirough

compared to estimate W1 the magnitudes of the resulting estimates rvere larger for the

normal stress components, in particular the estimate of o33, the estimates of the antiplane

shear stress components were relativell,' unchanged. Owing to the uncertainty associated

t2lù)
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Figure 5.28: Incremental stress back anal¡'sis results from radial extensometers at -R = 1

for -1 < XID < 1. The invariant plots stabilize near XID = -0.1, then increase in the
posterior domain as a result of progressive failure. Note that results for o11 , o22 arrd a33 in
the region X I D < -0.4 are not shown.
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rvith the extrapolated resuits from the vertical extensometers, the best estimate from this

type of measurement, as judged from the invariant piots, is given by rv1 in Table 5.7.

5.3.3 Convergence measurements

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, convergence measurements are, by their nature, lim-

ited to estimating only the plane components of the in situ stress tensor, although they

are affected by the antipiane normal component of the tensor. However, in combination

with other types of measurements, convergence measurements can be used to constrain the

magnitudes of the piane components, providing the convergence array is located in a region

rvhere large-scale excavation damage is not an issue. For the Mine-by Experiment, Ar-

ray 415-8 was located in a region of predominantly granodiorite, which showed oniy minor

changes in tunnel profile over the course of excavation. As noted during excavation, these

changes in geometry initiated several tunnel diameters from the advancing face, so measure-

ments within about one tunnel diameter were relatively unaffected by excavation damage,

rvith the possible exception of measurement üne 3-9 which was located in the eventual apex

of the damaged zone.

The data from Array 415-8 rvere normalized using Equation 5.8 with an effective radius

o, 
"ff = 1.605 m, based on the model study of a stepped tunnel profile in elastic (undamaged)

ground conducted in Chapter 4. The values of z and G were the same as those used for the

other types of measurements. Convergence measurements were sorted by ascending XlD,

and rvere analyzed incrementally by adding them in subsets to the data set for Rr and r1-3

in Table 5.7. In this way, all six components of the stress tensor were estimated rather

than just the plane components. Results of the incremental analysis using convergence

measurements combined with r1-3 ar€ shown in Figure 5.29.

The back analysis results from the convergence measurements in combination rvith the

radiai displacement data from the anterior domain produced remarkably consistent esti-

mates of all the components of the stress tensor. However, convergence results past about
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Figure 5.29: Incremental stress back analysis results from combined convergence and radial
displacements at -R > 1 for -0.4 S XID ( 0. l{ote the stability of the stress components
and the invariant plots.
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XID = 1.2 appear to show some effect of excavation damage in the estimates of o11 and

d33 as evidenced by the graduai change in slope in each response.

To assess the reljability of individual instruments used in the fleld study, a sensitivity

study lvas undertaken. Measurements from individual extensometers and convergence lines

rvere dropped one at a time from the data set, and the stress tensor rvas re-estimated. The

study showed that the maximum standard deviation for the resulting 18 predictions was

only 1.72 MPa on the estimate of o22. Exclusion of diametral line 3-9 in the convergence

array had the biggest influence on the estimate, resulting in a larger estimate of o33. The

estimate from the combined convergence measurements and anterior radial displacements

showing the most stable invariant plots is given by cr1_3 in Table 5.7.

5.3.4 Combined results

In order to arrive at the best overall estimate of the in si,tu stress tensor and the variability

associated with the estimate, eleven combinations of the most reliable data for each mea-

surement type were used in separate back analyses. Subsets of data ranged in size from

91 to 399 measurements. Results from the eleven back analyses are shown in Table b.7.

Using the technique described in Section 5.1.1, the mean and standard deviation tensors

were calcuiated from the eleven predicted tensors, weighting each prediction by the number

of measurements upon which it rvas based. The calculated tensors, expressed in terms of

the tunnel coordinate system rvith values in MPa, are

Aitirough the mean tensor ã is a good approximation to the best overall estimate of the

in situ stress tensor, it was difrcult to deflne appropriate weights for the eleven estimates

used in its determination given that the estimates were not completeiy independ.ent i.e.,

I sz.rs -3.60 10.81 I
o = | -s.oo 4b.bo J.oo 

I

I ro.sr s.oo 11.08 l
I o.rs o.B2 o.zo I

sa = I o.sz r.T4 0.21 I

I o.zo o.2r 0.42 )
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individual subsets of data rvere used in more than one estimate. An alternative to using

the mean tensor as the best estimate of the in -sittL stress tensor rvas to use the most

reliable combined estimate of the eleven used to calculate the meair. Based on the results

of the individual back analyses, the most reliable estimate incorporates all three types of

measurement, and excludes potentially inaccurate extrapolated values. The data set used

for the best overall estimate, shown as R1 crvl in Table 5.7, comprised 223 measurements,

including radial dispiacement results for A > I at XID - -0.4, radial displacement results

atR= lfor-1 <XlD (0(excludingextrapolateddatafromverticalextensometers) and

convergence results from 0 < XID < 1.19 (excluding diametral line 3-g).

The principal stress magnitudes and directions associated with the estimates from the

eleven combined data sets used to calculate the mean and standard deviation tensors are

shorvn in Table 5.8. The magnitudes of the plincipal stress components are very consistent

betrveentheelevenestimates,rviththemostvariabilitynotedintheestimateofo2. Asmen-

tioned previously, the estimates of o2 and a3 appear to be interdependent, with estimates

showing a high value of o2 having an associated low value for ø3.

What is particularly striking about the estimates is the consistency in tlie orientations

of the principal stress components. Results from the eieven estimates using combined data

sets, as rvell as the mean and best overall estimate, show very little variability rvhen plotted

on a lorver hemisphere stereonet (Figure 5.30). The estimates that did not include radial

displacement measurements at R = 1 tended to deviate most from the cluster around

the mean orientations. The best overall estimate in terms of principai stresses is given in

Table 5.8 as R1cw1, and is shown in Figure 5.30 not as a point, but as a tabulated value.

5.3.5 Comparison with previous results

As discussed in Chapter 3, the initial estimate of the in situ stress tensor at tire 420 Level of

the URL rvas based on results from a variety of stress measurement techniclues. Traditional

small-scale techniques, such as overcoring, were unsuccessful at this level owing to the high
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Table 5.8: Summary of principal
ment measurements from the freld
magnitude and orientation.

stresses and directions from
study. Note the consistency

back analysis of displace-
between estimates, both in

Data
Typu

O1

MPa Trend Plunge MPa
02

Trend Plunge

(fc

MPa Trend Plunge
rr-3 61.70 147.00
cRr 60.19 148.08
cRr 60.63 150.19
cwr 59.40 744.93
cWr 59.53 145.09
cw1 59.52 744.03
RrCWr 59.76 146.46

RiCwl 59.74 145.65
RrclVr 59.89 146.37
R1cw1 59.93 745.47

11-3cw1 60.i4 145.85

12.77 48.12

11.25 42.90
i0.36 43.51
11.68 46.28

11.13 46.31
1i.04 46.37

11.53 45.01
11.63 44.77

1,7.72 44.80
11.08 44.29
11.59 45.36

54.98 8.87
56.31 8.86
58.53 9.00
53.60 6.43
53.81 6.51
52.65 7.09
54.99 7.27

54.07 7.60
54.93 7.26
53.89 7.70
54.06 8.68

6.50 297.07 74.37
8.32 288.89 75.67
9.63 288.33 76.27
7.79 295.30 76.62
8.94 294.01 77.07
9.82 290.53 76.83
7.68 293.58 76.35
8.09 291.58 76.04
8.59 292.40 76.67
9.43 289.76 76.45
8.44 288.06 75.45

Mean Estimate
60.16 146.48 11.51 45.30 54.84 7.99 8.30 290.80 75.92

Best Overall Estimate
R1cw1 59.93 745.47 11.08 44.29 53.89 7.70 9.43 289.76 76.45
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Tunnel

oið#
..,

Figure 5'30: Lower hemisphere stereoplot of principal stresses estimated from back analysis
of the fleld study displacement measurements. With the exception of those estimates ex-
cluding data at A : 1 in the anterior domain, estimates cluster very tigirtly about the best
estimate shown in the legend.
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stress magnitudes. Other studies at the URL used convergence measurements to establjsh

or confirm the in silz stresses [125], but the effects discussed in Chapter 4 associated with
face shape and antiplane sttesses were not accounted for in the analysis. In addiiion,

providing these effects could be taken into consideration, convergence measurements give

only an estimate of the components of the stress tensor in ihe measurement plane. An

under-excavation study using CSIRO cells around the bored vent raise from the 420 to

240 LeveI [190] provided an estimate of the complete tensor, but results were affected by

uncertainty in the CSIRO cell locations and orientations, small induced strains in the axial

direction, and non-ljnear behaviour around the instrument boreholes once the advancing

face was rvithin 1 diameter of the instruments. Of the stress measurement techniques

described in Chapter 3, no single method provided a reliabie estimate of all six components

of the stress tensot, and the resuiting tensor was, therefore, a composite of the most reliable

components of each technique. The composite nature of the tensor posed some difficulties,

however, in constraining the relative magnitudes of the various components, as reflected

by the differences in the stress ratios associated with the initial estimate of the tensor in

Chapter 3, and associated with that presented in this chapter.

In comparing the best overall estimate from the field study R1cw1 to the initial composite

estimate, one of the most notable differences is that o'2 in the new estimate is not parallel

to the test tunnel axis. In fact, the tunnel axis deviates 8.9o in trend, and T.To in plunge

ftom o2. This condition implies that antiplane shear stresses near the tunnel face in the

anterior <iomain are distributed in an asymmetric manner with respect to the tunnel axis,

and precludes back analysis techniques based on the assumption of parallelism betrveen the

tunnel axis and a principal stress direction. The implications of this difference are explored

in Chapter 6.

The other significant difference betrveen the estimates is the magnitude of a3. In the

initial estimate in Chapter 3, o3 was based primarily on results of hydraulic fracturing tests

conducted in horizontal boreholes at the 420 Level of the URL. Doe [3b] interpreted the
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shut-in pressure in tests producing subhorizontal fractures in horizontal boreholes as ø3,

based on the assumption that the fractures formed orthogonal to the minimum principai

stress direction. I{owever, Haimson et al. [62] siror,ved that, i1 avertical borehole in the same

region of the rock mass near the 420 Level, nine h¡rdraulically-produced fractures had dips

ranging from 15 to 39o and dip directions ranging from 068 to 245o , illustrating that the

induced fractures do not necessarilv form orthogonal to a3. They further showed that, by

assuming the vertical stress to be equal to the calculated lithostatic stress, the best estimate

of the maximum horizontal stress near the 420 Level of the URL rvas approximately 54 Mpa.

The calculated lithostatic stress at the 420 Level of the IIRL is approximately 11 Mpa.

The magnitudes of the vertical stress o33 in both the best combined estimate and the mean

estimate of the in situ stress tensor based on results from the field study compare favourably

with this value. The fact that no additional constraint equations rvere required to achieve

this value provides a degree of confldence in the estimated tensor and the elastic constants

used in the back analysis (E = 65 GPa and u = 0.25).The values of the elastic constants

are in keeping with those shorvn in Chapter 3 from previous laboratory testing, and are

believed representative of the portion of the rock mass from rvhich the measurements used

in the back analysis were taken, i.e.. primarilS' from the anterior domain and remote from the

excavation. The estimated stress components are directly proportional to Young's modulus,

and inversely proportional to (I - ,).

In addition to predicting a vertical stress component close to lithostatic, the orientation

of o1 is aimost parallel to the average orientation of the fracture zones identified at the

URL. The fact that o1 is not horizontal can be attributed to a reduction in shear stress

parallel to the dip direction of the fracture zones. Observed large-scale shear displacement

in the upper portion of the Lac du Bonnet batholith, such as reverse thrusting of up to

7.3 m along Fracture Zone 2[44), is evidence for tiris type of stress relief. Using trvo simple

numerical models, Chandler and N'Iartin [16] shorved that stress redistribution associated

with shearing along the major fracture zones also accounts for perturbations in the stresses
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in the upper part of the batholith. This process generates high stresses in the dip direction

of the fracture zones, which results in rotation of the azimuth of the maximum principal

stress. Further confirmation of the estimated stress tensor is undertaken in Chapter 6.

5.4 Sunnrnany

In this chapter, it was shown that by following a structured methodology which incorporates

procedures for interpolating and extrapolating from a measured data set, it is possible to

use the back analysis method described in Chapter 4 to back analyze the in siúz stress

tensor from measured displacements. It is important, howevel, to account for displacements

that occur beyond the outermost extensometer anchor, as these can be up to abotú 20%

of the total radial displacement response depending on rotation angle. In contrast, missed

displacement resulting from the fi.rst measurement being taken a finite distance ahead of the

advancing face is negligible if the distance between the instrument and the face associated

with the flrst measurement is greater than about 3 tunnel diameters.

Extensometer and convergence measurements from the Mine-by Experiment both indi-

cated convergence in the sidewails of the tunnel, and divergence in the roof and floor as

excavation progressed. Progressive failure of the tunnel tended to exaggerate this dispiace-

ment pattern, and was evident in the displacement measurements. In particular, instru-

ments located in the areas that eventually failed showed significant convergence (dilation)

related to the damage associated rvith the failure process.

A comparison of extensometer and convergence results revealed that the two instru-

ment types produced similar estimates of the posterior portion of the tunnel convergence

response, but that convergence measurements did not capture the asymmetry in the radial

displacement response caused by antiplane shear stress components. As noted in Chapter 4,

convergence measurements cannot be used on their own to back analyze the complete zn

siúz stress tensor. Bxtensometer results at X I D : 0 showed that the amount of the radial

displacement response occurring in the anterior domain was not a constant proportion of
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the total displacement, suggesting that the antipiane normal stress component contributes

significantly to the radial displacement response.

Results from back analysis of tire in situ stress tensor showed that the tunnel axis is not

aligned with a principal stress direction, and that the magnitudes of the principai stress

components, particularly o3, differ from those in the initial estimate of the tensor shown

in Chapter 3. However, the new estimate of the tensor suggests that the vertical stress

component is very close to the üthostatic stress at the 420 Level, and that the rotation of o1

from horizontal reflects the relief of shear stress along the major fracture zones in the Lac du

Bonnet batholjth. In addition, the back analysis results provide the only reliable estimate of

all six components of the stress tensor at the 420Leve| using asingle measurement method.
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Numerical modeling was undertaken to establish the link between displacements, excavation

damage, and the material behaviour near the tunnel periphery. To this end, observations

of progressive failure during the excavation of the test tunnel were combined with results

of in situ fleld characterization and previous work summarized by Martin [125] to develop

an understanding of the failure process and its relationship to stress and displacement

patterns. Using the measured displacements and estimated in se'úu stresses from the field

study as caübration data, and in situ characterization data regarding the shape and extent

of the damaged zone around the Mine-by Experiment test tunnel, the material behaviour

near the tunnel in the posterior domain was investigated through a series of two-dimensional

model simulations.

6.1- T.he Frocess of Frogressi.x¡e Failure

Progressive failure was observed in the upper SE and lower NW quadrants of the test

tunnel during its excavation, resulting in well-developed v-shaped notches typical of borehole

breakouts (Figure 6.1). The processes associated with progressive failure in Lac du Bonnet

granite have been described by Martin [125]. In general, the steps invoived are: 1) crushing

at a point on the tunnel periphery approximately 0.5 to 1 m back from the face; 2) dilation

178
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Figure 6'1: Final profile of the Mine-by Experiment test tunnel as of August 1gg2 showing
weli-developed v-shaped breakouts in the upper sE and lower NW quadrants.
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and small-scale flaking at alocalned area resulting in the formation of thin slabs; 3) buckling

of long thin slabs on the flanks of the developing notch, becoming shorter and localized

near the notch tip as slabbing progresses; 4) further crushing at the notch tip with dilation,
resulting in reinitiation of the slabbing process. The process continues until the geometry

stabilizes in a convex-in shape. The geometry of the notch re-orients the maximum principal

stress trajectory radially outward into the rock mass, which resu-lts in high localized values

of o1 under high confinement conditions at the notch tip [125, 1g6]. Cook [21] showed

through triaúal laboratory tests on Witswaterand quartzite that dilatancy in brittle rocks

is a pervasive volumetric property. Likewise, it is clear from observations in the test tunnel

and recent constitutive model development (Cundall, pers. comm.) that dilation at the

notch tip is a key component of the failure process (Figure 6.2). The process differs slightly

in granodiorite, with the initiation of the stabbing process starting more than two tunnel

,"11issiìi

iiìrffi

Figure 6.2: Remnants of slabs in siúz showing dilation near the notch tip. This structure is
referred to as having a t'deck of cards', appearance.
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diameters behind the tunnel face, and the frnal extent of the notch much diminished.

6.1.1 T'he role of crack initiation stress

Martin [i25] noted that the breakouts in regions of granite in Room 475 of the Nfine-by

Experiment initiated within 1 m of the tunnel face where the maximum tangential stress at

the tunnel wall is about 120 to 130 MPa (using the tensor estimated in Chapter 5). This

apparent low in szfu strength was przzltng given tirat ø", the peak uniaxial compressive

strength, of the Lac du Bonnet granite is over 200 MPa [tt3], and o"¿, the "long term"

strength [7] or crack damage stress [114], is approximateiy 0.7 to 0.8 o" [110, 7] or about

160 MPa. Martin [125] showed that, for cy1-indrical sampies, ocd. could be reduced by

inducing permanent volumetric strain, i.e., damage, through cycüc loading. However, he

found that in order to cause damage significant enough to reduce ocd.¡ à loading cycle had to

exceed the crack damage stress of the rock. In situhe found that o"¿ was not exceeded in the

portion of the rock mass ahead of the breakouts. Based on work by Wu and Pollard [194],

Martin [125] attributed the reduction of o"¿ in situ to damage resulting from stress rotation

ahead of the tunnel face in regions where the crack initiation stress oci was exceeded. The

combination of stress rotation and loading above øcr resulted in a reduction in the cohesion

component of the rock strength [125].

The crack initiation stress ø"¿ is the start of stable crack growth parallel to the maximum

appìied load [114]. This point typically occurs at 0.3 to 0.4 o" l7l, although Lajtai et al.

[114] illustrated that oc¿ carL be quite variable between different constituent minerals in

granite. Lajtai [113] showed that o"¿ from uniaxial and triaxial laboratory tests on Lac du

Bonnet granite was dependent on confining stress 03, aûd could be expressed as a linear

relationship given by

o,; :3.24os * 72.8 MPa (6.1)

Consequently, for unconfined laboratory samples of granite, a"¿ is about 73 MPa. Samples of

granodiorite from the 420 Level of the URL typically exhibit vaiues of ø"¿ closer to 100 MPa

181
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in unconfrned laboratory tests, as shown in Figure 8.3 in Chapter 3.

Results from acoustic emission/microseismic (AE/MS) monitoring conducted during

quiet periods in the excavation cycle of Room 415 showed microseismic activity clustering

ahead of the face in the regions where breakouts eventually occurred as the tunnel was

advanced (Figure 6.3). These regions correspond to zones of shear stress (or deviatoric

stress) concentrations caused by the advancing face, with o3 close Lo zero and rotated to

SE

End View A-A
&ogo oo oots 

Side View looking NW

Figure 6.3: Typical pattern of microseismic activity for Round 8 in the Mine-by Experiment
test tunnel. Events were monitored over a 12 hour period following completion of the round.
Note how they cluster in the upper SE and lower NW quadrants, and occur up to 1 m ahead
of the face.
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an acute angle rvith the tunnel axis. Martin [125] shorved that the principal stresses at the

microseismic sources could be described by a Mohr-Coulomb-type relationship given by

ot = ctun (+s - *) - osïan2 (* - *) rc.2)

where C is a constant related to crack parameters and þ, the mobiüzed friction angle, is zero.

The condition S - 0 impJies that the mode of cracking at the microseismic sources is exten-

sionai, and involves reducing cohesion rather than mobiüzing friction [125]. Equation 6.2

can be rewritten as a simple linear relationship given by

(o1- os) = Ç (6.3)

At the leading edge of the region of AE/MS activity ahead of the face, (o1 - o3) is 73 MPa,

suggesting that the microseismic events are indicators of in s'itu crack initiation. Based on

the Atr/MS resuJts, the in situ crackinitiation threshold in the 420 Level granite corresponds

to a maximum deviatoric stress of 73 MPa.

6.L.2 The influence of geology

Extensive underground mapping [46] and laboratory analyses of drill core samples from

representative ateas of the test tunnel were conducted as part of the post-excavation char-

acterization. During the excavation of Room 415, six closed fractures were encountered,

each with an areal extent on the order of 1 m2. These types of fractures are interpreted

as cooüng fractures associated with the margins of a granodiorite dyke, and are tight with

minor inflllings of chiorite, serecite, hematite and carbonate [46]. They do not constitute

paths of increased hydraul-ic conductivity because they are not connected, and are of very

limited size.

As originally expected from exploratory drilling and excavation of the access tunnels

for the Mine-by Experiment, the test tunnel rvas excavated in an area of mixed granite-

granodiorite lithology. A typical face photograph is shown in Figrire 6.4, iilustrating the

difference in appearance of grey granite (light) and granodiorite (dark) on the macroscopic

183
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scaJe' The distribution of grey granite and granod-iorite is depicted on an unfolded perimeter

map of the tunnel in Figure 6.5' Note that, with increasing chainage, the proportion of
granodiorite increases to a maximum of !00% near chainage 80+00, then decreases again

towards the end of the tunnel. In comparing the geology perimeter map to similar maps of
overbreak contours and of microseismic activity occurring outside the design perimeter of
the tunnel, it is clear that there is a correlation between geology, microseismic activity, and

breakout development' Regions of predominantiy granite showed more microseismic activity
during excavation, and developed more pronounced breakouts as the tunnel advanced, than
regions of granodiorite.

Figure 6.4: Typical tunnel face
Jithology. The darker material
granite.

exposed during excavation of Room 415 showing mixed
is described as granodiorite, the lighter material as grey
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10+00 2O+OO 30+00

Figure 6.5: Perimeter maps of geology, overbreak and microseismic activity. Granite is

shown as the light regions and granodiorite as the dark regions on the geology map. Note
the correlation between areas of grey granite, overbreak and concentrated microseismic

activity. Distance is shown as chainage (m) from the start of Room 415.
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Table 6.1: Mineralogical composition of
et ai. [96]). Samples .L87,2,3, 5 and 9

nine samples from the field
are grey granite, the others

study area (after Kelly
granodiorite.

Mineral Mineralogic Percent age

AE1 AE2 4tr3 AE4 AE5 AE6 Atr7 AE8 AEg
Alkalj Feldspar
Plagioclase

Quartz
Biotite
Muscovite
Chlorite
Opaques
Apatite
Sphene
Zircon
Allanite
Rutile
Epidote

48.1 47.6 44.r
16.6 10.8 20.0
28.6 33.1 33.9

5.3 7.8 1.8

0.9 0.1 tr.
0.3
0.2 0.3 0.2
tr. - tr.
- 0.3

tr.

29.7 37 .5 37 .I
27.7 29.5 20.8

30.7 26.2 33.4
10.2 6.0 7.6

0.7 0.6 0.3
0.1

0.4
tr.

0.7 - tr.
0.2 - 0.2
tr.
tr.

0.1

40.1 33.9 33.0
r9.2 28.4 35.9
29.3 22.6 25.4

10.1 I3.2 4.7
0.3 0.5 0.1

0.4 0.2 0.2

0.6 0.9 0.7
- tr. tr.
tr. 0.1
- 0.1

tr. tr. tr.

- 0.1

0.2

0.5

Petrographic analysis of nine samples carried out at Laurentian University [96] showed

that, although the rock types had previously been identified as granite and granodiorite, all

rock types within the test tunnel volume fall within the International Union of Geologicai

Sciences (IUGS) granite classification. However, to avoid confusion, the terms granite and

granodiorite have been retained. The results of the petrographic anaiysis are summarized

in Table 6.1.

Mineralogically, the samples are similar, with minor variations in minerai proportions.

According to l(elly et al. 196], the samples originally described as granodiorite contain

between 7.6 and 13.2% biotite, while samples initially classified as grey granite contain

between 1.8 and 7.8% biotite. This difference in biotite content accounts for the darker

appearance of the granodiorite. Mineralogical alteration was found to be minor, and con-

sistent throughout the sample set. Biotite was faintly to slightly altered to chlorite, and the

feldspars were faintly sericitized. Minor abundances of epidote and carbonate rvere noted

in the granodiorite samples.
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Table 6.2: Grain sizes of the main minerals in nine samples from the field study area (after
Kelly et al. [96]). Samples AEI,2,3, 5 and 9 are granite, the others granodiorite.

Mineral
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Grain Size

Alkali Feldspar
Min. 1.0

Max. 8.0
Mean 4.0

Plagioclase
Min. 0.5

Max. 6.0

Mean 4.0

Quartz
Min. 0.5
Max. 4.0
Mean 2.0

Biotite

0.5 1.0

3.5 7.0

3.0 4.0

0.5 1.0

6.0 5.0
3.5 3.0

0.25 0.25
3.0 4.0
1.5 2.5

<0.25 <0.25
2.0 2.0
0.75 1.0

0.25 1.0

2.0 7.0

1.0 4.5

0.5 0.5

2.0 4.0
1.5 2.0

<0.25 <0.25
1.0 4.0
0.75 2.0

<0.25 <0.25
1.0 2.5
0.25 1.0

0.5 0.5
2.5 3.0
i.0 1.0

0.5 0.5
2.0 2.5
1.0 1.0

<0.25 <0.25
1.5 1.5

0.5 0.75

<0.25 <0.25
0.5 1.5

0.5 0.5

0.5 1.0

2.5 6.0

1.0 3.0

<0.5 2.0

1.5 5.0
1.0 3.0

<0.5 <0.25
1.5 3.0
0.75 0.75

<0.25 <0.25
2.0 2.0
1.0 0.75

Min.
Max.
Mean

0.25
2.0
1.0

As shown in the petrofabric analysis conducted by Keliy et aJ. [96], the main differ-

ence between the two lithologic units is related to grain size and texture. The grey granite

samples are generally coarsely crystalline, and inequigranular, containing large metamor-

phosed crystals of both alkali feldspar and plagioclase. The granodiorite, by contrast, is

finely crystalline, and equigranular by comparison. Table 6.2 presents the range and av-

erage grain sizes for the main minerals in each sample. The analysis further showed that

"the existence of strained quartz with undulatory extinction, annealed textures and char-

acteristic cuspate-lobate grain boundaries suggests that a,ll of the samples have undergone

metamorphism". The large feldspars characteristic of the grey granite were noted to be

often significantly more fractured than finer-grained crystals, indicative of more brittle be-

haviour. It was concluded that differences in the rock mass characteristics of the two rock
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types are probably reiated to their grain size and textura.l characteristics rather than com-

positional differences [96]. Figure 6.6 shows core samples of granite (left) and granodiorite
(right), illustrating the obvious differences in their grain structure. The granite shows more
visible signs of damage related to cracking of the larger feldspar crystals caused by stress

relief during sampling.

In uniaxiai tests of Lac du Bonnet granite using 43 strain gauges per sample, Lajtai [113]
showed that the crack initiation stress varies for the different constitutive grains of the Lac

du Bonnet granite, with bimodal peaks at 75-90 and 105-120 Mpa attributed to dilation
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Figure 6.6: Core sampies of grey granite (left) and granodiorite (right), illustrating the
difference in petrofabric. Note the much larger crystals and inequigrarmlar structure in the
granite sample compared to the equigranular granodiorite sample. The small divisions at
the bottom of the photograph are millimetres.
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aiong feldspar cleavage (lower peak) and fracturing in qtaúz (upper peak), respectively

(Figure 6.7). Martin [t25] shoived that the craclc damage stress is related to the crack

length: longer cracks imply more damage, and result in a greater reduction in the rock

strength. He also noted that the crack length rvas related to the grain size of the granite.

Owing to the inequigranular structure of the grey granite and the abundance of large feldspar

crystals, the grey granite would be expected to experience more damage closer to the lower

peak of about 75 MPa. The threshold for granodiorite, on the other hand, would be higher

owing to its smaller grain size and equigranular structure. Laboratory results suggest that

the average crack initiation threshold for granodiorite is about 100 MPa. Consequently,

regions of granodioúte in siúz would sustain less initial damage related to shear stress (or

deviatoric stress) concentrations ahead of the advancing face, and would therefore develop

Crack Initiation Stress (MPa)

Figure 6.7: Crack initiation stress in Lac du Bonnet granite (after Lajtai [113]). Note

the bimodal distribution wiih peaks corresponding to dilation along feldspar cleavage (75-

90 MPa) and fracture in quartz (105-120 MPa).
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less pronounced breakouts behind the advancing face, than regions ofgranite under identical

stress conditions.

6,2 R.elationship hetween stness, llisplacelment and Ðxca-
vation Ðamage

The maximum deviatoric stress ahead of the tunnel face plays an important role in the

development of damage, and the subsequent reduction in effective strength near the tunnel

wall. Because the patterns of maximum deviatoric stress and radial displacement are re-

lated, the radial displacement pattern should reflect the development of excavation damage

around the tunnel.

6.2.I Stress rotation near the tunnel face

The stress history of a point on the design perimeter of a cylindrical tunnel can be complex

depending on the in situ stress tensor, and the orientation of the tunnel relative to the

principal stress directions. Consider, for example, a tunnel in a standard r , 0, z cylindrical

coordinate system with its axis parallel to the or" principa,l stress direction as shown in

Figure 6.8. Far ahead of the tunnel face (point A), the principal stresses are al-igned parallel

and orthogonal to the tunnel axis. As the tunnel advances, the principal stress trajectories

are perturbed ahead of the face. Close to the tunnel face (point B), the principal stresses

have rotated in the r - z plane, creating antiplane shear stress or". The magnitude of the

induced shear stress is related, in part, to the magnitude of the axial stress component or".

Figure 6.9 shows the antiplane shear stress induced by an axial stress of 1 MPa acting alone,

i.e., uniaxiai conditions. Note that the pattern is axisymmetric with respect to the tunnel

axis. The addition of unequal stress components ø", and ogg to the uniaxial case changes

the pattern of shear stresses from one of axisymmetry to one of quarter symmetry about

the o, - z ar.d oq - z planes, where oo and oq are) respectively, the maximum and minimum

stresses in the plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis. Behind the tunnel face in the posterior

190
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domain (points C and D), the principal stress directions are parallel and orthogonal to the

tunnel wall.

For a tunnel that is not aligned with a principal stress direction, the symmetric near-fleld

stress distribution around the tunnel is distorted. Ahead of the face (point B), the far-field

antiplane shear stresses are superimposed on the induced shear stress pattern caused by

stress redistribution near the face. As shown in Chapter 4, the antiplane shear stresses are

antisymmetric with respect to a cutting plane through the tunnel axis parallel to the plane

in which they act, i.e., they have a periodicity of 360o. Consequentiy, they affect points

on opposite sides of the tunnel in an antisymmetric manner, increasing the shear stress on

one side while decreasing it on the other. In the most general case, where the stress tensor

defined in the tunnel reference frame has unequal antiplane shear stress components, the

'' . ,, . : .

Vertical section in i;z planê

q
L lJ"*|'o* I

Figure 6.8: Stress rotation occurring ahead of the face, resuJting in the development of shear
stresses. Note that the tunnel is aìigned with the ør, principal stress direction, and that
the far-field principal stresses in the plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis are incJined, i.e.,
there is a plane shear stress component when considering stresses in a vertica.l-horizontal
reference frame.
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shear stress (or deviatoric stress) distribution ahead of the tunnel face can be expected to be

asymmetric. If the failure process is influenced by damage associated with crack initiation,

as postulated by Martin [tZ5], and this damage is caused by the maximum deviatoric stress

ahead of the tunnel face, then the pattern of breakouts inside the tunnel should show

evidence of this asymmetric distribution of damage.

6.2.2 Displacement as a diagnostic tool

In linear elasticity, the relationship between stress, strain and displacement can be expressed

in terms of twelve equations and two elastic constants, E and u. In standard cylindrical

coordinates r,0 and z, these equations are:

E
orr =

ooo =

(1+u)(r-2u)
E

[(t - r) €,, * u (e,,o I e,")]

l(t - r) e6e * u (e,, i e 
"")l

lG-r)€,"Iu(e*+eee)l

(6.4)
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(6.6)
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(6.8)
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( 6. 11)
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(6.15)
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Substitutingfor er" in Equation 6.8, the antiplane shear comp oîent or"
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in terms of displacements as

194

(6.16)

The dispiacement gradients þ and þ ut. the slopes of the radial displacement response

versus face position and the axial displacement response versus radial distance, respec-

tively (Appendix B). Although the component o,, does not necessarily correspond to the

maximum shear strest å (ot - ø¡), the displacement gradients that define it are indicators

of regions of antiplane shear stress. Consequently, these types of plots can be used in a

qualitative way to identify potentially high antiptane shear stresses.. An expression for the

maximum deviatoric stress can be derived in terms of displacements by considering the

difference in the eigenvalues associated with the near-field stress tensor, but the resulting

equations are complex and are difrcult to use in a diagnostic sense. A thorough investiga-

tion into the relationship between displacement gradients and progressive faiiure is beyond

the scope of this thesis.

Plots of radial displacement response versus rotation angle are also useful in diagnosing

the existence of far-field antiplane shear stress components. For example, as shown in

Chapter 5 and as demonstrated by Everitt et al. [46], the breakout pattern for the Mine-by

Experiment test tunnel was slightly asymmetric, with the apex of the breakout in the roof

occurring at 11o counterclockwise of vertical, while the apex of the floor notch averaged

16o counterclockwise of vertical. Far from the tunnel face, the asymmetry diminished,

with the orientation of the tips of the roof and floor notches both averaging about 12o

counterclockwise from vertical. The radial displacement pattern within the region -1 <

X I D S 1 reflects the overall distribution of stresses near the face, and is sensitive to

the development of antiplane shear stresses. The points of minimum radial displacement

correspond to regions ofstress concentrations, and these, in turn, coincide with the eventual

locations of large-scaie excavation damage. The initial pattern of asymmetry displayed by

the breakouts was apparent in the radia.l displacement plots, affecting the magnitudes and
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rotation angles of the minima and maxima.

6"3 {Jsing Ðxcavation Ðar¡lage to verify tlr,e In,Sz¿z stress
Tensor

Asymmetry in the development of excavation damage can be influenced by anisotropy

and/or heterogeneity of the tock mass, variations in gravitational effects, and the exca-

vation sequence or method. For instance, differences in the development of breakouts in the

roof and floor of a horizontal tunnel could be affected in the short term by small confining

pressures' as shown by the influence of untensioned roof support in Chapter 5. In order to

verify the in siúu stress tensot, and, in particular, the existence of antipiane shear stresses in

situ, it is first necessary to rule out other factors that might bias the development of break-

outs' The ideai case against which to compare the tensor is a vertical, perfectiy cylindrical

excavation in homogeneous rock showing breakouts, excavated using an axially symmetric

full-face method.

6.3.1 Excavation damage in Room 405

As part of the Mine-by Experiment, a \.24-m-diameter borehole was diamond drilled ver-

tically to a depth of 5 m in the floor of Room 405, one of the instrumentation gaileries for

the Mine-by Experiment [a6]. The horizontal horse-shoe shaped room was 3.5 m high by

5.0 m wide and aligned with azimuth 225". Excavation damage related to the development

of the room \Mas evident to a depth of 0.76 m beiow the concrete floor, characterized by

multiple subhorizontal fractures. Below this zone of damage, breakouts were evident in

the borehole during the drilling process, and followed the advancing face as the hole was

deepened. As shown in Figure 6.10, the pattern of breakouts was asymmetrical, with the

tips of the breakouts at azimuth 048o and 245o at 1.5 m depth below the damaged floor of

Room 405. In addition, the NE breakout extended to a depth of 2.g4 m below the dam-

aged zone, while i;he SlV breakout extended only to 2.46 m. The hole was cylìndrical and
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Azimuth
137

Figure 6.10: Perimeter map showing borehole breakouts in 1.24-m diameter borehole in
Room 405 (after Everitt et al. [a6]). Note the asymmetry in the azimuth and depth of
breakouts on opposite sides of the borehoie. The contour interval is 33 mm, and the borehole
location reiative to Room 405 is shown in the inset.
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diamond dril-led verticaì1y in homogeneous granite, thus ruling out the effects of gravity

and excavation method that might contribute to asymmetry in the development of borehole

breakouts. Howevet, the pattern of stresses and displacements around the borehole were

affected by the proximiiy of the borehole to Room 405.

6.3.2 Model description

A three-dimensional boundary element model of Room 405 and the large-diameter borehole

was consttucted using EXAMINE3D. Three borehole depths (7.5, 2.6 and 4.3 m) were

chosen to assess the conditions ahead of the face at: a) a point where the breakouts formed

on both sides of the borehole, b) a poínt where the borehoie breakout occurred on one side

only, and c) a point where no breakouts were evident. Figure 6.11 shows a typical model,

wiih the floor representing the lower boundary of the zone of excavation-induced damage,

and the borehole extending 2.6m below this boundary. The in si,tu stress tensor estimated

in Chapter 5 was used for the model runs.

Despite the zone of excavation damage beneath the floor of Room 405, and the influence

of the Room on the stress and displacement fields, f,he l.24-m-diameter borehole provides

a good field case for verifying the in situ stress tensor. If correct, the estimated tensor

should produce a pattern of maximum deviatoric stress ahead of the face consistent with

the observed pattern of breakouts. In particular, the azimuth of each breakout, the dif-

ference in their extent, and their eventual termination points should be explained by the

maximum deviatoric stress pattern. To this end, the maximum deviatoric stress ahead of

the face at the design perimeter was plotted versus azimuth to determine if the peaks in

the response correlated with the apex of each breakout. In addition, the magnitudes of the

maximum deviatoric stress concentrations were compared with the crack initiation thresh-

old to determine if they were indeed high enough to initiate damage ahead of the face,

and whether or not there was any asymmetry in their values. The relationship between

the radial displacement response and the breakout pattern was also considered in a similar
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Pigure 6.11: Boundary element model of Room 405 and 1.24-m-diameter borehole.
borehoie is 2.6 m deep.
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manner,

In order to capture the stress and dispiacement effects associated with advancing the

hole, eleven rings of 72freld points each were used at positions 0,0.1, 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and

t hole diameter either side of the face at the design radius of 0.62 m. Two additional rings,

with depths corresponding to the termination points of each breakout, were added to the

model of a 4'3-m-deep borehole. The borehoie perimeter was discretized into 64 elements

in the region near the field points. As the borehoie was deepened in subsequent models, the

number of elements varied from 3396 to 6340. The elastic constants E and u were 65 Gpa

and 0.25, respectively.

6.3.3 Maximum deviatoric stress pattern

The maximum deviatoric stress pattern ahead of the advancing face at the design perimeter

is shown in Figure 6.12. The mean breakout azimuths, 48o and 245o for the NB and SW

breakout, respectively, ate shown on each of the three plots for reference. Owing to the

singularity in stresses at the edge of the face, the closest position to the face in the anterior

domain at which the maximum deviatoric stress was calculated was X I D = -0.1. As shown

in each of the plots, the periodicity of the maximum deviatoric stress response changes from

360o to 180o as Xf D goes from -1 to -0.1.

The plot for a 1.5-m-deep hole corresponds to a position in the fully-excavated hole

where breakouts were evident on both sides of the borehole. using (o, - o¡) = 7J Mpa for

the crack initiation threshold, it is clear that, at this depth, both peaks in the maximum

deviatoric stress response ahead of the face exceed the threshold. In addition, the peak for

the Ntr wall of the tunnel has a larger magnitude than that for the SW side. In terms of

azimuth, the peaks in the maximum deviatoric stress response evolve as XID approaches

zero' converging approximately to the positions shown for XID: -0.1. As shown in

Figure 6.12, these positions correlate well with those of the borehole breakouts at this

depth.
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135 180

Azimuth
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Figure 6.12: Maximum deviatoric stress pattern ahead of the Room 405 borehole face at
three depths: 1.5, 2.6 and 4.3 m below the top of intact rock in the tunnel floor. Note the
asymmetry of the peaks, both in magnitude and azimuth. The crack initiation threshoid
(ot - o") = 73 MPa is shown as a horizontal line.
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The second plot in Figure 6.72 for a 2.6-m-deep borehoie corresponds to a depth in the

fully-excavated hole where breakouts were evident on only the l{E side of the borehole, i.e.,

the SW breakout had terminated at 2.46 m. At this depth, the NE peak in the maximum

deviatoric stress response exceeds the crack initiation threshold, albeit only marginally,

but the SW peak does not. This pattern suggests that strength reduction associated with

damage ahead of the face occurs only on the NE side of the borehole at this depth. The

positions of the peaks again correlate well with the azimuths of the borehole breakouts.

The third plot in Figure 6.I2for a 4.3-m-deep hole represents the completed borehole.

The breakouts in the hole terminated at 2.46 and 2.94 m, so at this depth there were no

breakouts near the face. The peaks in the maximum deviatoric stress response ahead of

the face confirm that at no point on the tunnel periphery at this depth is the threshold for

crack initiation exceeded. In keeping with the results from the other depths, there is a good

correlation between the azimuths of the peaks in the maximum deviatoric stress response

and of the breakouts further up the borehole.

The maximum deviatoric stress at the borehole wall behind the face in the posterior

domain corresponds to the tangential stress, i.e., the radial stress is zero. Figure 6.13 shows

the pattern of the maximum deviatoric stress at depths corresponding to the termination

points of the breakouts (2.46 and 2.94 m, respectively) and an intermediate depth, with the

borehole at 4.3-m depth. Clearly the peaks of each response correspond with the azimuth

of Room 405, and do not coincide with the position of the SW breakout. In addition, the

magnitudes of the peaks are the same for both the NE and SW sides of hole. The results

suggest that, at the termination point of the breakout on the SW side of the tunnel, the

maximum tangential stress reaches about 158 MPa. This value corresponds to the initiai

crack damage stress o.¿ of Lac du Bonnet granite [125], and suggests that past this point

on the SW side of the borehole, no signiflcant damage has been done to the rock by stresses

ahead of the advancing borehole face. On the NE side, the maximum tangential stress at

the point of breakout termination is about 150 MPa, slightly below the initial crack damage
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0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Azimuth

Figure 6.13: Maximum deviatoric stress pattern behind the Room 405 borehole face at
depths corresponding to the termination points of the breakouts (2.+A and 2.g4 rn, respec-
tively) and an intermediate depth with the borehole at 4.3 m depth. The plane strain
solution for an infinitely long vertical borehole out of the influence of Room 405 (Kirsch) is
shown for reference.
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stress. This value suggests that excavation damage ahead of the face has reduced the rock

strength at this location by about 10 MPa.

As shown by the intermediate response in Figure 6.13, the maximum tangential stress

decreases with distance from Room 405. For an infinitely long vertical borehole, the tan-

gential stress pattern far from the influence of Room 405 would correspond to the plane

strain solution of Kirsch [99], given by

(6.17)

where o, and oq are the maximum and minimum far-fleld plane normal stresses, respectively,

and 0 is the rotation angle measured relative to the o, direction. This response, based on

the estimated in situ tensor from Chapter 5, is also shown in Figure 6.13. Note that the

maximum tangential stress for the plane strain case is 133 MPa, oriented towards azimuth

062o. The effect of Room 405 is to distort the pattern of tangential stress at the borehole

wall, and the shear stress distribution away from the wall.

6.3.4 Radial displacement pattern

The radial displacement pattern at the design perimeter of the Room 405 borehole in the

region -1 < XID < 1is shown in Figure 6.14 for hole depths of 1.b,2.6 and 4.3 m,

respectively' As demonstrated in Chapter 4, this pattern can be considered a superposition

of the responses associated with the plane and antiplane components of the stress tensor.

The radial displacement response resulting from the plane components has a periodicity of

180o, and is related directly to the relative magnitudes of the principai plane components

of tlre stress tensor. The relationship between the principal plane stress ratio orf on and the

principal radia'l displacement ratio U,^,n/Ur*", is illustrated in Figure 6.1b. In the absence

of antiplane stress components, the amount of radial displacement occurring at Xf D = 0

is 31% of the response at X I D : +oo.

The plot for a hole depth of 1.5 m illustrates that the displacement patterns around

the borehole are signiflcantly different from plane strain conditions, with the maxima and

oeo = "+* (, - 5) - T(' - #) cos2o
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Figure 6.14: Radial displacement pattern near the Room 405 borehole face at depths of 1.b,
2.6 and 4.3 m below the top of intact rock in the tunnel floor. Note the asymmetry of the
minima, both in magnitude and azimuth.
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minima becoming more asymmetric in the posterior domain with distance from the face.

This effect complicates the interpretation of the relationship between the displacement

gradients and breakouts in the borehole. It is clear, though, that the positions of the minima

within the region 0 < XID < 0.1 correspond to the positions of the breakout notches.

Further from the face in the posterior domain, the position of the minima shifi slightly to

match the regional stress field near Room 405. At XID :0, the radial displacement at

the NÐ minimum is greater than that at the SW minimum, suggesting that the maximum

deviatoric stress is greater at the NE side of the borehole at this depth.

The second plot shows a similar response to the first, although the magnitudes of the

maxima are less, suggesting a less severe stress ratio acting in the plane of the borehole. The

tangential stress at the minima is therefore less than in the previous case. The locations

of the minima for 0 < XID < 0.1 again correspond very well with the locations of the

breakouts in the borehole. Further from the face, the maxima and minima tend to align with

the regional tensor. The minimum in the radial displacement response correspond.ing to the

NE side of the borehoie is greater in magnitude than that on the SW side, again indicating

greater maximum deviatoric stress on the NE side of the borehole. The magnitude of the

maximum deviatoric stress is, however, less than in the first case owing to the decrease in the

tangential stress at this depth. This reduction in tangential stress prevents the occurrence

of breakout on the SW side of the borehole.

The third plot shows that the response at XID: 1is aimost symmetric, indicating

that the influence of Room 405 on the displacement response is diminished at this depth.

The maxima show areduction in magnitude from those at 2.6-m depth, so the tangential

stress at the minima is less than at the previous depths. The NE minimum at X I D = 0 has

a greater magnitude associated with it than the SW minimum, implying greater maximum

deviatoric stresses at this location. However, the reduction in the tangential stress at this

location is apparently sufficient to prevent breakouts to occur on both the NE and SW sides

of theborehole. TheminimaatXlD =0.1 coincidewiththelocationsof thebreakoutsin
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the borehoie. In the absence of the perturbation caused by the presence of Room 405, it is
anticipated that the azimuths of the minima at X I D = 0 would correspond to the positions

of the breakouts in the borehole. This hypothesis is explored in Section 6.5.1. Figure 6.16

shows the displacement patterns at three depths in the Room 405 borehole compared to

the plane strain solution for an infinite borehoie unaffected by the pïesence of Room 405.

In the absence of Room 405, the maxima align with the maximum plane stress direction.

The effect of Room 405 is to shift the maxima towards an azimuth orthogonal to the room

axis.

o 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360

Azimuth

Figure 6.16: Radial displacement pattern behind the Room 405 borehole face at depths
corresponding to the termination points of the breakouts (2.46 and 2.94 m, respectively)
and an intermediate depth with the borehole at 4.3 m depth. The plane strain solution for
an infinitely long verticai borehole out of the influence of Room 405 (Kirsch) is shown for
reference.
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6.3.5 Conclusions from Room 405

From the Room 405 simulations, it can be concluded that the estimated in situ stress

tensor is consistent with the observed pattern of excavation damage in the large-diameter

borehole. In particular, the pattern of maximum deviatoric stress ahead of the face provides

an explanation of the observed asymmetric breakout pattern. The radial displacement

pattern reflects the stress distribution around the tunnel, and also provides evidence that

the minima in the response display asymmetry in their position and magnitude consistent

with ihe observed breakout pattern.

6"4 In Si,tu Chanacterizatíorx of ExcavatÍon Ðarnage in Roorn
4'l.,5

Having established that the stress tensor estimated in Chapter 5 is consistent with the

breakout patterns observed in the Room 405 borehole, the same approach was planned for

Room 415' As a preliminary step, a detailed field investigation was undertaken to determine

the visible extent of damage around the tunnel. To this end, a series of trenches, slots and

boreholes were completed to provide a cross-sectional view of possible damage beyond the

tunnel perimeter.

6.4.L Connected permeability trench

A large trench was excavated between chainages 31f20 and 35*g0 in the test tunnel as

part of a connected permeability experiment [155]. The iithology in this area of the test

tunnel was predominantly granodiorite, so notch development was not as extensive as in

other parts ofthe tunnel. The trench provided an excellent sectional view ofthe floor notch

in the plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis. The upper photograph in Figure 6.12 shows the

shape of the breakout zone in the floor, iilustrating the characteristic convex-in geometry

observed in all breakouts at the 420 Level of the URL. The flanks of the notch were sounded

using a scal-ing bar, and were found to be drummy within about 300 mm of the notch tip.
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Figure 6.17: Exposure of the floor notch in the connected permeability trench. Note the
convex-in shape of the breakout notch in the upper photograph, and the localized dilation
at the notch tip in the lower photograph extending less than 100 mm into the rock mass.
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A close-up view of the notch tip is shown in the iower photograph illustrating the localized

diiation associated with the active process zone, extending less than 100 mm into the rock

mass at the notch tip.

6.4.2 Roof and floor observation slots

Two slots of connected 150-mm-diameter boreholes were drilled orthogonal to the tunnel

axis at chainage 16+00 in the test tunnel across the notch apex in the roof and floor. The

roof slot, shown in the upper photograph in Figure 6.18, was 360 mm long and was located

in predominantly grey granite. Remnants of slabs associated with the development of the

roof notch showed slickensides up to 380 mm from the notch tip. The exposed walls of

the slot showed a crushed, dilated zone at the notch tip approximately 300 mm wide and

110 mm deep (lower photograph, Figure 6.18). Cracks oriented parallel to the notch flanks

extended to 180 mm depth, at which point the slot developed significant breakouts. The

fact that the breakouts started beyond the observed fracturing suggests that the cracked

material carried no load during drilling of the slot, indicating that the damage predates the

slot. The start of the breakout at 180 mm, therefore, coincides with the transition from

damaged to intact rock.

The floor slot was 960 mm long and ctosscut the notch tip in the floor of the tunnel

(Figure 6.19). As in the roof, the lithology was predominantly grey granite, and slickensides

were noted on the flanks of the notch. Material in the notch tip area had been removed

during earlier scaling activities, so much of the dilated material noticeable in the connected

permeability slot was removed. However, significant fracturing was sti1l visible in the slot,

extending to 200-mm depth at the notch tip, and dying out rapidly on the flanks of the

notch. At the extreme NW side of the slot, only two discrete fractures, 60 mm from the

wall, wete visible. However, when sounded with a scaiing bar, the walls were drummy over

the entire notch area.
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Figure 6.18: Details of damage in the roof slot drilled across the notch tip. The roof
slot, shown in the upper photograph, was drilled as a series of connected 15O-mm-diameter
borehoies. Fracturing extends 180 mm into the rock mass at the notch tip.
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Figure 6'19: Damage in the floo¡ slot drilled across the notch tip. Note that the fractures
extend 200 mm into the rock mass, and show significant dilation. Fracturing diminishes on
the flanks of the notch away from the apex.
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6.4.3 0bservation boreholes

In order to assess the extent of the damage, and rvhether or not it was pervasive along the

test tunnel, four 510-mm-deep observation boreholes were drilied along the apex of thefloor

notch between chainages 16+50 and22105. Two of the extensometer boreholes drilled prior

to the excavation of the test tunnel provided additional information. A summary of the

fracturing found in the observation holes is shown in Figure 6.20. Fracturing was observed

in tlre observation holes parallel to the notch flanks to a maximum depth of 240 mm, and in

all cases, borehole breakouts started at the point where the fracturing ended. This flnding

again suggests that the observed fracturing is independent of the borehole drilling, and is

Chainage 20+40 Chainage 2l+50

Figure 6.20: Extent of damage in the observation boreholes drilled along the apex of the
floor notch. Note how the fractures parallel the free surface in ail cases.
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related to in situ damage at the notch tip. The start of the breakout zone is coincident

with the transition from damaged to competent rock around the tunnel.

In the extensometer boreholes, breakouts extended to f.oor level, suggesting that they

formed prior to development of damage around the tunnei. Borehole EXT9 showed two

distinct fractures at 40 and 100 mm below, and parallel to, the floor. As shown in Fig-

ure 6.21, both fractures showed shear offsets of up to 1.5 mm, indicating movement of the

upper slabs towards the notch tip.

Figure 6.21: Shear offset in extensometer boreholes drilled prior to tunnel excavation. Move-
ment is on the order of 1.5 mm, with the upper slabs moving towards the notch tip.
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6.4.4 Observation trench

2r5

A wedge-shaped observation trench (Figure 6.22) was excavated between chainages iZ+08

and 19*50 by first drilling two longitudinal cut-off slots to reduce the stresses in the area,

then line-drilling a wedge from the destressed region. The lithoiogy in this area was mixed

granite and granodiorite. On the vertical face of the exposure, large-scale cracking was

observed, believed to be related to widening of the first 16 m of Room 415. Like the floor

slot, the process zone at the notch tip was disturbed prior to the trench excavation, and only

a small remnant of the dilated material was left in place (upper photograph, Figure 6.28).

However, the face of the trench that was inclined at 30o provided a good inclined section

Figure 6.22: wedge-shaped observation trench in the test tunner.
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Figure 6.23: Extent of damage in the observation trench. Remnants of the dilated materia.l
at the notch tip in the floor of the test tunnel are shown in the upper photograph. Damage
in the inclined face of the trench extends 22b mm into the rock mass.
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through the damaged zone at the notch tip (lower photograph, Figure 6.23). Measurements

of the damage showed that it extended to a maximum depth of.225 mm at the notch tip,

and was characterized by fracturing parallel to the free surface.

6.4.5 Summary of observed damage

The observed damage around the test tunnel is concentrated near the notch tip in the

roof and floor. In the roof, the damage extends about 180 mm into the rock mass, and

occurs up to about 500 mm either side of the notch tip in the flanks of the notch. In

the floor, the damage extends to about 240 mm depth, dying out within 500 mm on the

NW flank, and within 800 mm on the SE flank. The damaged zone comprises a series of

ciosely spaced fractures that are parallel to the free surface. Consequently, the rock in the

damaged zones has a much lower elastic modulus than the intact rock as supported by the

fact that breakouts do not occur in sections of boreholes or slots penetrating these regions.

Figure 6.24 shows the observable extent of excavation damage on a typicai tunnel profile

taken at chainage 20+40.

6.5 Modeling of Excavatíon Ðarnage ir¡ Room 415

Numerical modeling was conducted using EXAMINE3D to assess the efect of the change in

tunnel geometry associated with progressive failure on the stress and displacement patterns

around the test tunnel. FLAC was then used to conduct a series of model simulations to

assess tlre material behaviour in the posterior domain, incorporating the results ftom in situ

characterization of excavation damage, and the stress tensor estimated in Chapter 5.

6.5.1 Ðisplacements and stresses without notched geometry

Following the same procedure used to investigate the relationship between the stress and

displacement patterns around the borehole in Room 405 and borehole breakouts, the Mine-

by Experiment test tunnel was simulated using a cyündricai modei constructed using
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Figure 6.24: Typical proflle at chainage 20+40 showing the extent of observable excavation-
induced damage around Room 415. The damaged zonein the roof is about 180 mm thick,
while that in the floor is 240 mm thick.
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EXAMINE3D. The model, shown in Figure 6.25, comprised 3772 elements, and had eleven

rings of 72 fr,eId points each, positioned at the face and at 1. 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2,0.1 tun-

nel diameters either side of the face. The elastic constants used in the simulation rvere

E : 65 GPa and u = 0.25.

The pattern of maximum deviatoric stress ahead of the tunnel face in the region -1 (

XID S -0.1 is shown in Figure 6.26. The response is slightly asymmetric, both in the

magnitudes and positions of the maxima and minima. The response corresponding to

XID = -0.2 indicates both maxima are just below the crack initiation threshold. At this

location, the rotation angles of the maxima correspond well with the eventual location

of the breakouts in the tunnel, shown on the plot as 1010 and 286o. Closer to the face,

the proximity to the stress singularity at the edge of the tunnel face causes a shift in

the positions and a change in the shape of the response. The minimum in the response
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EXAMINE 3D - A 3D BOUNDARY ELEMENT STRESS ANALYSIS PROGRAM

Figure 6.25: Boundary element model of Room 415 without notched geometry.
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Figure 6.26: Pattern of maximum deviatoric stresses ahead of the face in Room 415. The
threshold for crack initiation (ot - o") = 73 MPa is shown as a horizontal line.
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corresponding to the roof of the tunnel is larger in magnitude than that corresponding to

the floor, suggesting that higher maximum deviatoric stress, and therefore more damage,

occtlrs in the roof ahead of the advancing tunnel face. This observation was confi.rmed by

the patterns of AE/MS activity recorded during the Mine-by Experiment [129] which show

more activity in the upper SE quadrant ahead of the face than in the lower NW quadrant.

The radial displacement pattern for the test tunnel is shown in Figure 6.27. The response

for XID:1is almost symmetric, indicating that the stresses around the tunnel approach

plane strain conditions at this location. Closer to the face, however, there is marked asym-

metry in the responses, particularly at XID:0. The rotation angles associated with the

90 135 180 22s 270 315 360

Rotation Angte (")

Figure 6.27: Pattern of radia.l displacement around Room 415 for the region -I < X I D < I.
Note the asymmetry in the magnitude and positions of the maxima and minima in the
response at Xf D = 0.
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minima in the response at this location (i.e., 101o and 286") correspond exactly with the

measured breakout angles observed in the test tunnel. As shown on the plot, the rotation

angles of the minima tend to converge to 12o counterclockwise of vertical as the distance

from the face increases, corresponding with the plunge of the minimum principal stress com-

ponent in the plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis. It was noted that, during progressive

failure of the tunnel, the positions of the breakouts were initiaily asymmetric, but tended

to converge to I2o counterclockwise of vertical as the tunnel advanced [a6]. The magnitude

of the radial displacement at the minimum corresponding to the roof is greater than that

for the minimum associated with ihe floor. As shown in the Room 405 investigation, this

pattern indicates higher maximum deviatoric stresses in the roof, and lower stresses in the

floor, as a result of antiplane components of of the far-fleld in si,tu stress tensor. Therefore,

microseismic activity and notch development in the roof would be expected to be more

pronounced in the roof than in the floor.

6.5.2 Ðisplacements and stresses with notched tunnel geometry

The same model simulation was repeated using a cylindrical tunnel incorporating a notched

geometry starting 1 m back from the tunnel face (Figure 6.28). The shape of the notches was

based on the measured profile for excavation round 13. The model comprised 4058 elements,

and 936 fleld points arranged in the same manner as the cylindrical tunnel simulation.

However, only those field points ahead of the notch were considered in the study. An

additional ring of 72 points at the start of the notch geometry was interpolated from the

surface elements.

The maximum deviatoric stress pattern associated with the notched geometry is shown

in Figure 6.29. In comparison to the responses for the cyJ-indrical tunnel, the maximum

deviatoric stress responses for the notched geometry are identicai in shape and marginally

higher in magnitude. For example, the peak at 101o has a magnitude of slightly over

82 MPa as opposed to 81 MPa for the cylindrical geometry. The difference in magnitudes
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Figure 6.28: Boundary element model of Room 415 with a notch starting 1 m back from
the face.

EXAMINE 3D - A 3D BOUNDARY ELEMENT STRESS ANALYSIS PROGRAM
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Figure 6.29: Pattern of maximum deviatoric stresses
ing breakouts 1 m from the face. The threshold for
shorvn as a horizontal line.
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diminishes with distance from the face. The main significance of the difference is that the

crack initiation threshold is exceeded in the roof at X I D = -0.2. Otherwise, the conclusions

are the same as those for the cylindrical tunnel.

The radial displacement pattern for the notched tunnel geometry is shown in Figure 6.30.

Like the maximum deviatoric stress response, there is only a marginal difference between

the anterior responses for the notched and cylindrical tunnels. However, in the posterior

domain, the notch geometry serves to increase the magnitudes of the maxima, and slightly

decrease those of the minima, thus increasing the difference in the maximum and minimum

displacements. Consequently, if these values were used in a stress back analysis, they would

0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360

Rotation Angle (')

Figure 6.30: Pattern of radial displacement around Room 415 incorporating a notched
geometry for the region -1 < XID < I. Note the asymmetry in the magnitude and
positions of the maxima and minima in the response at Xf D = 0.
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greatly overestimate the in situ stress components acting in the plane orthogonai to the

tunnel axis. The other observations regarding the coincidence of the breakout locations

and the minima, and the relative magnitudes of the minima, are the same as those for the

cylindrical tunnel. In short, only in the posterior domain does the existence of a notched

geometry significantly affect the radial displacement pattern. Furthermore, it affects only

the magnitudes of the displacements, not the orientation of the maxima and minima with

respect to the tunnel.

6.5.3 Comparison of measured and modeled displacements

The radial displacement responses measured with the twelve Bof-ex extensometers in the

Mine-by Experiment were compared to those from the cyìindrical and notched geometry

models at four locations: XID = -0.4, -0.1,0 and 0.1. The model results represent

the displacements predicted using the in situ tensor estimated in Chapter 5, which was

based on measurements taken both close to, and remote from, the design perimeter of the

tunnel. Owing to the potentiai for damage and other nonlinear phenomenon near the tunnel,

differences between the measured and modeied results, if present, would be most pronounced

at the design perimeter. Consequently, results were compared at a radial distance rf a:7.
For XID ) 0.3, the tunnei geometry deviated from a cylinder, so results could not be

compared at rf a = l past this locaiion for all rotation angies.

The radial displacement responses versus rotation angle at XID = -0.4 and,0.1 are

shown in Figure 6.31. In both cases, the notched geometry model produced slightly more

convergence in the sidewalls than the cylindrical model, but similar amounts of divergence

in the roof and floor. In comparison to the measured results, the modeled results at both

locations fall completely within the 99% conf.dence (prediction) interval determined for the

measured response. At XID - -0.4, however, the modeled results compare more closely to

the mean measured response than at XID: -0.1. In addition, the positions and pattern

of asymmetry in the minima and maxima of the measured and modeied results coincide in
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Figure 6.31: Comparison of measured
domain at XID = -0.4 and -0.1.
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both cases.

The radial displacement responses versus rotation angle at XID = 0 and 0.1 are shown

in Figure 6.32. Ãt XID :0, there is only a minor difference in the results from the two

numerical models, and both compare favourably with the mean measured response. The

modeled responses fall completely within the 99% conf.dence (prediction) interval for the

measured response, and there is very little difference in the positions and pattern of asym-

metry of the maxima and minima. 
^t 

X I D - 0.1, however, there are signiflcant diferences

between the displacement results from the two numerical models, and between the mod-

eled and measured results. In comparing the responses from the two models, the effect of

the notched geometry is apparent, causing an increase in convergence of the sidewalls of

the tunnel whiie having relatively little effect on the response in the roof and floor. The

measured results indicate that, even accounting for the notched geometry of the tunnel,

the radial displacement at the sidewalls is much greater than the models would predict.

Although the notched modei response falls within the 99% conf.dence (prediction) inter-

val of the measured response, the pattern of asymmetry of the maxima is different. The

measured response at 0 :192o, for instance, deviates more from the model results than at

0 = I2o. For the cylindrical tunnel, the response falls outside the 99% confidence (predic-

tion) interval, suggesting that the effect of geometry change in the tunnel is significant at

this point.

From these cases, it can be concluded that the results from the cyJ-indrical model com-

pare well with the measured responses in the anterior domain, but deviate significantiy for

XID > 0.1 in the posterior domain where the tunnel shows a well-developed notch geom-

etry within 1 m of the tunnel face. The notched geometry model captures some of the

effects of the geometry change in the actual tunnel, but there are still significant differences

between the measured and modeled radial displacement responses that cannot be explained

with a simple linear elastic model incorporating the measured tunnel profile. The effect

of excavation damage beyond the measured profile, variations in geology, and deviations
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of measured and modeled radial displacements in
domain at XID: 0.1 and at the tunnel face.
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from linear elastic material behaviour on the radial displacement response in the posterior

domain are considered in the next section.

6.6 Ðxcavatíon Darnage in tkre Fosterion Ðornain

A series of two-dimensional flnite difference model simulations were conducted using FLAC

to investigate the observed difference in the measured and modeled radial displacement

responses in the posterior domain. A computer routine written by Read [tS+] was modi-

fied to produce control programs containing user-defined algorithms for FLAC for different

choices of materiai properties, constitutive models, and failure criteria. An important fea-

ture of these programs is an algorithm that produces a radial flnite difference grid with an

inner boundary that matches the shape of the actual tunnei profile, and a circular outer

boundary. Figure 6.33 is an example of the inner 4 m by 4 m portion of a typical radial

Figure 6.33: FLAC grid used in the analysis of material behaviour in the posterior domain.
Note that only the centre portion of the complete grid is shown.
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grid based on the tunnel proflle at chainage 2t+40 in Room 415 (Figure 6.24). The radiai

geometry facilitates the calculation of radial displacement along individual gridlines, and

avoids irregularly-shaped elements near the inner boundary. The complete grid comprised

9720 elements.

A staged approach was used in the numerical modeüng exercise, starting with a simple

elastic model, then progressively adding details consistent with observations from the in

situ chatacterization of the test tunnel. Table 6.3 summarizes the various cases that were

considered in the study. The main modifications made to the elastic model included: 1) a

low modulus zone beyond the notch tips to account for observed i,n s.itu cracking in these

regions, 2) a uniaxial tensile failure criterion using ubiquitous joints to simulate a unidi-

rectional reduction in tensile strength in regions where os I o¿r3) a softening criterion to

account for reduction of the shear modulus for regions where o31o¡, and 4) two different

materiai types, each with unique properties and failure characteristics, to account for the

variations in geology near the extensometer a rays. A plasticity model, using a Hoek-Brown

failure criterion based on long-term strength and non-associated plastic flow, was used to

illustrate that a phenomenological approach could prodüce reasonable agreement between

observed and modeled displacements, but because the goal of the modeling study was to

determine possible mechanisms responsible for the observed diference in the responses,

general plasticity models were avoided.

As a base case, the radial displacement responses versus normalized radial distance for

a purely elastic model were generated for eight rotation angles (Figure 6.34). To assess the

effect of the damage beyond the notch tip shown in Figure 6.24, zones of reduced eiastic

moduius were added to the model in these regions. The damaged modulus in these zones

was taken as I0% and I% of the intact modulus in separate simuiations. The resulting radial

displacement responses using a damaged modulus equal to I0% of the intact modulus, are

compared to the base elastic case in Figure 6.34. It is readily apparent from these plots

that the damage observed in situ in the roof and floor of the tunnel has no significant effect
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Tabie 6.3: Summary of models used to simulate radial displacement patterns observed in
the posterior domain of the test tunnel.

Model Material Model Yield Criterion Post-Yield Behaviour Comments
Elastic None Elastic Base case with

notch geometry
Elasiic None Elastic Reduced -Ð at

notch tips
Elastic/
Ubiq/Mohr

Hoek-
Brown

Non-associated
plastic flow

Reduced E at
notch tips

Elastic Tension

Cutoff
Elastic Reduced -E at

notch tips,
reduced G for
oslo¿

Elastic/
Ubiq

Tension
Cutoff

Ðlastic Reduced E at
notch tips,
reduced G for
o3 1 o¿,

uniaxial reduction
in tensile strength

Elastic/
Ubiq

Tension
Cutoff

Blastic Reduced Æ at
notch tips,
reduced G for
o3 1 a¿,

uniaxial reduction
in tensile strength,
two materiai types

Note:
UBIQ - Ubiquitous Joint
MOHR - Mohr-Coulomb
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Figure 6.34: Radial displacement responses for elastic models exciuding and including dam-
age beyond the notch tip. Note that there is only a marginai difference in the responses
resulting from the inclusion of additional damage at the notch tips.
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on the radiai displacement responses, producing only a marginai increase in displacement

in the sidewalls. The same was true of the results using a damaged modulus equal to 1%

of the intact modulus. The major roie of the damage beyond the notch tip is to drive the

point of maximum tangential stress into the rock mass away from the tunnel boundary, thus

aliowing suficient confining stress to develop at that point to prevent further faiiure, i.e.,

the stresses at the point of maximum tangential stress rvould fall inside the failure envelope

in principal stress space.

The measured radial displacement responses for the two extensometer arrays used in

the Mine-by Bxperiment are shown in Figure 6.35. The responses represent the measured

displacements at the end of excavation round 36, when the tunnel face was almost five

tunnel diameters past the second instrument array. In comparison to the results in Fig-

ure 6.34, the measured dispiacement responses deviate from the elastic responses starting
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Figure 6.35: Radial dispiacement responses for the two extensometer arrays in the fleld
study. Results from Array 1 are shaded in grey. Note the differences in these responses

within one radius of the tunnel wall compared to the elastic case.
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about one tunnel radius from the wall. The most notable differences are for instruments

oriented at 0 :0, 135, 180 and 315o. For the horizontal instruments, the gradient of the

measured radial displacement responses is much steeper within one radius of the tunnel wall

than for the elastic case. In the regions containing these instruments, the tangential stress

near the tunnel is highly tensile, exceeding the tensile strength of the rock (approximately

10 MPa [125]) within about 200 mm of the wall. Lajtai [113] and Srimpson and Chen [174]

have shown that the elastic behaviour of Lac du Bonnet granite is different under tensile

loading than it is for compressive loading. In addition, Martin 1125] has shown that the

crack damage stress in tension for Lac du Bonnet granite is approxim ately 7 .4 MPa, close to

80% of. the Brazilian strength measured in a suite of tests he conducted. He further showed

that accumuiated damage in the rock results in an increase in Poisson's ratio and a decrease

in the Young's modulus, effectively reducing the shear modulus G of the damaged materia,l.

Comparing the results from the elastic model and the measured results, the difference in

the horizontal responses is consistent with a reduction in the shear modulus in the zone

within one radius of the sidewalls. Likewise, the large increase in radial displacement in

EXT12 in the upper SE quadrant of the tunnel indicates a similar change in the material

properties in this region.

Velocity surveys conducted between the various galleries for the Mine-by Experiment

prior to excavation of the test tunnel confirmed that the rock mass is homogeneous, with a

compressional velocity of 5880*60 m/s [51]. From cross-hole tomography studies between

the extensometer holes in the Mine-by Experiment conducted before and after excavation

of Room 415, Hayles et al. [66] have reported a reduction of about I0% in seismic velocities

in the sidewa^lls of the tunnel, and an increase in induced anisotropy in these regions. These

low velocity zones are concentrated within 1 m of the tunnel wall, but on the SE sid"e of the

tunnel the zone extends further into the rock mass near EXT12. An acoustic emission (AE)

study conducted by Carlson and Young [13] in Room 415 showed extensive high frequency,

i.e., 1 MHz, activity in the sidewalls close to the extensometer arrays (Figure 6.J6). Most

.\t ILòt)
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of the AE activity was concentrated 0.3 m into the wall. This study further illustrated that

the compressional velocity in this region was strongly anisotropic as a result of induced

damage in the tunnel wal.l. According to Carlson and Young 113], the principal directions

of the velocity anisotropy suggest open crack porosity within the flrst one metre of the wall.

The studies by Hayles et al. [66] and Carlson and Young [13] support the idea of damage

deveiopment in the tensile regions around the test tunnel, resulting in induced anisotropy,

i.e., directional cracking, and reduced shear modulus. Several relatively simple models were

used to simulate this process, and the resulting radial displacement responses. A simple

elastic model, (case 4 in Table 6.3), using a softening criterion to reduce the shear mod-

ulus in zones where 03 ( or, produced only marginal changes in the radial displacement

response, even when the shear modulus was reduced by an order of magnitude. To ac-

count for the reduction in tensile load bearing capacity orthogonal to the induced cracking

in the damaged material, ubiquitous joint elements were introduced into the zones where

os 1 o¿ (case 5). Stress redistribution associated with the reduction in tensile stresses

near the tunnei wa"ll was captured by iteratively checking for new zones where o3 { o¡,

substituting ubiquitous joint elements for those elastic elements that violated the tensile

Figure 6.36: AE events in the sidewall of Room 415 (after Carlson and Young [13]).
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cutoff criterion' then allowing the model to equilibrate. In this way, the zone of damaged

material propagated away from the tunnel wall until equilibrium was reached. Depending

on the value selected for o¿, the flnai extent of the zone of extensional damage could be

significantly larger than the region that initiaJly exceeded the tension cutoff. The redis-

tribution of stresses increased the radial displacement measured near the tunnel wall by

the horizontal instruments. By incorporating a reduced shear modulus in the ubiquitous

joint eiements, the resulting displacement response from the model was very similar to the

measured response.

Using this approach, it was found that differences in radial displacements between the

two sides of the tunnel were more pronounced in the measured results than in the model

results. As determined from in situ characterization of the test tunnel near extensometer

attay 2 [46], the upper SE quadrant and part of the upper NW quadrant are primariiy

grey granite, while the other quadrants are granodiorite (Figure 6.24). Differences have

been noted in the appearance [125] and behaviour 145, 461 of granite and granodiorite

from the 420 Level. The granite typically shows more visible signs of cracking along grain

boundaries than the granodiorite upon stress-reüef, both in situ and in laboratory samples.

The difference in their behaviour is evident in uniaxial testing of samples from the 420

Level. Compared to samples taken from lower stress domains, samples of granite show a

marked reduction in compressive strength, but samples of granodiorite do not.

Lajtai et al. [110] noted that in tension, stresses at fracture nucieation and failure are

assumed ideniical. Although tensile testing was not conducted on samples of granodiorite

from the 420 Level, the Hoek-Brown envelope for crack initiation (o"¿), start of unstable

crack growth (o"¿), and the peak strength (ø") summarized in Chapter 3 predict that the

tensile strength is between 8 and 11 MPa. The crack damage stress for granite in tension

was measured as 7.4MPa from Brazilian tests, and as low as 1.5 MPa from direct tension

tests on damaged samples from the 420 Level of the URL [125]. The results in Chapter J

predict values as low as 5.5 MPa.
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The elastic/ubiquitous joint modeL was modified to account for the trvo material types

in the vicinity of the second extensometer array. A sensitivity study was then conducted,

considering different tensile cutoffstresses and reduced shear moduli for the two rock types.

As shown in Figure 6.37, reasonabie agreement with the measured radial displacement

response was obtained when tensile cutoff stresses of 6 and 11 MPa, and reduced shear

moduli of 5 and 10 GPa, were used respectively for granite and granodiorite. The values of

shear moduìi represent reductions of 81 and 62% for granite and granodiorite, respectively.

The extent of ihe zone of extensional damage is shown in Figure 6.38.

While this modeling approach appears to capture some of the mechanistic features

observed in situ, it has several limitations. The most significant of these is that a tension

cutoff in FLAC implies that, once a stress component falls below the tensile Jimit, it is

cut to zero and cannot be tensile from that point on. In reality, the reduction in tensile

strength related to the development of induced anisotropy as directional cracking along

grain boundaries is directly related to the amount of damage sustained by the material [125].

Because the cracking is at the grain scale [13], and the cracks are not necessarily connected,

damaged material would still be able to sustain tensile loading, albeit at a reduced level.

The tensile limit of the material would therefore increase towards the boundary of the

tensile region, and, consequently, the stress redistribution in siúz would be less extensive

than suggested by the model. Nevertheless, the model illustrates that stress redistribution

and a reduction in shear modulus resulting from induced cracking in the tensile region can

account for the difference between the measured and modeled radial displacement responses.

6 "7 Surnrmary

In this chapter, numerical modeling and i,n situ ch.aracterization were undertaken to establish

the relationship between displacements, excavation damage, and the material behaviour

near the tunnel periphery. A review of the work by Martin [125] showed tirat induced

damage ahead of the tunnel face accounts for a reduction in the strength of the rock mass

238
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Figure 6'38: Extent of the zone of extensional damage in the tension cutoff model. Because
of limitations in the model, the extent of the damaged region is overestimated.
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near the tunnel. It was determined that the crack initiation threshold near the face is

related to the maximum deviatoric stress. For granite, this threshold is about 73 MPa, and

for granodiorite it is about 100 MPa.

Petrographic and petrofabric analysis showed that the granite and granodiorite from

the 420 Level have similar compositions, but differ in their grain size and structure. The

granite is coarsely crystalline and inequigranular, while the granodiorite is finer-grained and

equigranular. The difference in their petrofabric accounts for the higher crack initiation

threshold in granodiorite, and results in less damage and less pronounced breakouts in the

granodiorite in situ compared to the granite. Similar observations were made regarding the

crack initiation threshold in tension for the two rock types.

By considering a uniaxial stress component aligned with the tunnel axis, it was demon-

strated that stress rotation near the tunnel face induces antiplane shear stress concentra-

tions. In conditions where the tunnel axis is not coincident with a principal stress direction,

the combination of far-field antiplane shear stress components and those induced near the

face result in an asymmetric distribution of antiplane shear stresses near the face. This

asymmetric pattern was evident in plots of maximum deviatoric stress and radial displace-

ment versus rotation angle. Using these types of plots, it was shown that the in si,tu stress

tensor estimated in Chapter 5 produced maximum deviatoric stress and radial displacement

patterns consistent with the observed asymmetric breakouts in the Room 405 borehole, and

those in the test tunnel. In particular, the reiative magnitudes and positions of the minima

in the radial displacement response versus rotation angle plots reflected the position and

intensity of breakouts.

In si,tu characterization of the extent of damage around the test tunnel showed that

zones of intense fracturing exist up to about 240 mm beyond the tips of the breakout

notches in Room 415. This damage dies out on the flanks of the notch within 1 m of the

notch tip. Numerical modeling showed that the damage in these areas only slightly affects

the radial displacement response, but stabilizes the notch area by forcing the maximum
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stress concentration away from the tunnel wall into the rock mass where confining stresses

are high enough to prevent further progressive failure.

Comparison of radial displacement responses from cyJindrical models of Room 415 with

and without a notched geometry showed negligible difference for positions in the anterior

domain, i.e.,, XID ( 0. In addition, the measured displacement responses in this region

compared closely to those predicted by elastic theory using the estimated in sdtu stress

tensor. In the posterior domain, the notched geometry had the effect of increasing the

convergence in the sidewalls of the tunnel, but did not significantly affect the divergence in

the roof. In both cases) the patterns of maximum deviatoric stress and radial displacements

near the face were consistent with the observed breakouts in Room 415.

In comparing the measured and predicted radial displacement responses for a tunnel

profile typical of regions with pronounced breakouts, it was shown that the measured dis-

placements exceeded those predicted in the horizontal and 135' directions within a radius of

the tunnel wall. A numerical modeling study of materiai behaviour in the posterior domain

showed that stress redistribution and material softening resulting from induced cracking

in the tensile region around Room 415 could account for the difference between the two

responses. Tensile strength and reduction in shear modulus resulting from induced damage

were found to depend on lithoiogy, and differences in the measured radial displacement

responses for opposite sides of the tunnel were attributed to variations in üthology.
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This thesis was undertaken to investigate the hypothesis that, in an unjointed, highly

stressed, brittle rock mass that has sustained signiflcant damage through excavation-induced

stress redistribution, it is possible to use dispiacements measured near the face of a cylin-

drical tunnel to determine the in siúz stress tensor, and the extent and characteristics of

the excavation-induced damage around the tunnel. Using AECL's Mine-by Experiment as

the field study, both objectives were achieved.

7"L T'he In Situ Stress Tensor

As a result of the highly stressed condition of the rock mass, standard stress measurement

techniques were unsuccessful in estimating the complete in situ stress tensor at the 420

Level of the Underground Research Laboratory, the freld study location for the thesis. The

initial estimate of the tensot prior to the fleld study \Mas a composite of partial results from

different techniques. The composite nature of the estimate, however, precluded the use of

rigorous statistical methods in determining the mean value and confidence intervals of each

of the stress components, and their respective orientations. Consequently, a new method

for interpreting stresses from fleid measurements rvas required. To this end, functional rela-

tionships between the components of the stress tensor and the radial displacement response

within the region -I < XID ( l were developed, both for the radial displacement response
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versus normalized face position and versus radial distance, and were incorporated into a

back analysis method.

The spliced logistic function was developed as an approximating function for the radial

displacement response versus face position, and it was shown that this type of function

could be used to develop general parametric equations for radial displacement at the tunnel

wall for all face positions and rotation angles. It was found that the radial displacement

response at the tunnel wall can be considered the resul.t of superposition of six characteristic

radi,al displacement surfaces, each described by a combination of spliced logistic functions.

Of these, there are only three unique surfaces, the others being surfaces of the same shape,

but with a phase shift associated with them.

Using the same developmental approach, a general approximating function comprising

an inverse polynomial series was developed to describe the radial displacement response

versus radial distance. This approximating function was, in turn, used to develop general

parametric equations describing the relationship between the components of the stress tensor

and the radial displacement response versus radial distance for a,11 rotation angles at flve

axial positions in the tunnel. These equations represent characteristic radial di,splacement

surfaces in the r - 0 plane.

Having developed the equations relating the various stress components and their corre-

sponding radial displacement responses, it was shown that a least-squares technique can be

used to back calculate the in situ stress tensor from measurements of radial displacement

in the region -I < XID ( 1. The method incorporated the parametric equations for mea-

surements taken at the wall, and at increasing radial distance from it, in both the anterior

and posterior domains. Using simulated measurements from a numerical model, it was

demonstrated that these different types of measurements can be combined to accurately

estimate the six components of the stress tensor. The best estimate was obtained when

measurements from both the anterior and posterior domains were used, as this tended to
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constrain the estimate of the antiplane normal stress component. I'Ievertheless, good esti-

mates were obtained even rvhen only one type of measurement was used, although anterior

measurements produced better results than posterior measurements. Convergence mea-

surements, however, were found to be independent of the antiplane shear components, and

therefore required additional measurements of other types to estimate the complete stress

tensor. It was also demonstrated that constraint equations could be added to the analysis

if additional information regarding the relative magnitudes of the stress components were

known. The model simulation clearly showed that radial displacement measurements from

the region -I < X I D S 1 produce accurate estimates of the in situ stress tensor providing

the rock mass ahead of the face can be considered a homogeneous, linear elastic medium.

The estimate can be improved if measurements from portions of the tunnel in the posterior

domain unaffected by excavation damage are included in the analysis.

Following development of the back analysis technique, a methodology was estabüshed

to standardize field measurements of radiai displacement in an enhanced dataset, where

the vaiues of displacement at speciflc axial positions were interpolated, and the amount of

displacement missed by each instrument was estimated. To illustrate the process, it was

applied to results from the field study. It was found that a two-part interpolation method,

considering the anterior and posterior domains separately, produced near-perfect matches

between the measured displacements and combinations of spliced logistic functions. From

numerical modeling, an extrapolation procedure, based on an inverse poiynomial series

function, was also developed to account for dispiacements occurring beyond the outermost

extensometer anchors. It rvas found that these missed dispiacements could be a significant

proportion of the measured response. Displacements missed ahead of the tunnel face, in

contrast, were found to be negligible if the first measurement was taken approximately three

tunnel diameters ahead of the face.

As part of the analysis of measurements from the field study, results from extensome-

ters rvere compared directly to those from convergence arrays. It was found that the two
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measurement types produced consistent results, but that convergence measurements were,

by their nature, unaffected by antiplane shear components of the stress tensor. Conse-

quentiy, plots of convergence versus rotation angle have symmetric maxima and minima

for 0 ( d < 360o. Extensometer results, on the other hand, were shown to be sensitive to

antiplane shear stresses near the tunnel face, resulting in asymmetry in the magnitude and

angular positions of the maxima and minima of the radial displacement response versus

rotation angie for 0 < 0 < 360'. Contrary to previous pubücations, the amount of radial

displacement occurring ahead of the advancing tunnel face is a constant 3I% only in the

case of a flat face under conditions of zero antiplane stress components. For the general

case, the proportion varies with the shape of the tunnel face, and the magnitude of the

antiplane components of the stress tensor.

Once the field data from the Mine-by Experiment were standardized, back analysis of

the in siúz stress tensor was conducted. Because of the large number of measurements, data

were gronped systematically by measurement type, and incremental predictions of the in

siúz stress tensor were made. Using plots of stress invariants as an indicator of the reliability

of the individual estimates, the most reliable data from the different measurement types

were combined to refine the stress predictions. The best estimate of the tensor was based

on data from three different types of measurements.

Based on results from the stress back analysis described in this thesis, the estimated

stress tensor at the 420 LeveI of the URL is similar, but not identical, to composite tensor

estimated prior to the fleld study. In particular, the orientations of the principal stresses

indicate that antipiane shear stress components are animportant aspect of the stress tensor,

i.e., the test tunnel is not aligned with a principal stress direction. In terms of magnitudes,

the oniy principal component that falis outside the estimated confidence intervals on the

composite estimate is 43. However, it was shown that the vertical component of the esti-

mated stress tensor compares closely with the lithostatic stress calculated for the 420 Level.

In addition, the estimated tensor was shown to be consistent with observed shearing on
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Fracture Zone 2, and observations of asymmetric breakouts in the Room 405 borehole and

in the test tunnel. In terms of principal stresses, the best estimate of the tensor is

o1 02

MPa Trend Plunge MPa Trend Plunge

(fa

MPa Trend Plunge
59.93 r45.4L 11.08 44.29 53.89 7.70 9.43 289.76 76.45

From comparison of the predicted and measured displacement responses in the anterior

domain, the initial estimates of E (65 GPa) and u (0.25) were found to be satisfactory.

7 "2 Chanacterizatíon of Ðxcavation Darnage

Having determined a reliable estimate of ail six components of the stress tensor, numerical

modeling and i,n situ characterization were undertaken to investigate the extent and char-

acteristics of excavation-induced damage around the test tunnel. The relationship between

the measured radial displacement response and the development of damage was investigated

using observations of borehoie breakouts in a vertical \.24-m diameter borehole in Room

405, and in the test tunnel. It was shown that conditions where the tunnei or borehole

axis is not parallel to a principal stress direction can result in asymmetric breakout pat-

terns. In these conditions, the far-field antiplane shear stresses distort the shear stress (or

deviatoric stress) pattern ahead of the face, causing an increase in magnitude on one side

of the tunnel, and a decrease on the other. This effect also causes a shift in the rotational

position of the maximum deviatoric stress concentration ahead of the face. It was shown

that this pattern of asymmetry is evident in the radial dispiacement response. character-

ized by asymmetry of the maxima and minima, both in terms of magnitude and rotational

position, for 0 ( 0 < 360". The minima in the radial displacement response correspond

to the locations of maximum deviatoric stress concentration, and were shown to match the

locations of breakouts in the test tunnel. The minimum point showing the largest positive

distortion in magnitude as a result of the antiplane shear stresses corresponds to the point
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of highest maximum deviatoric stress concentration, and consequently represents the region

where most damage is incurred during tunnel advance. In both Room 405 and the test

tunnel, this minimum point corresponded with the most pronounced breakout.

Pield characterization was conducted using a series of trenches, slots and boreholes

to determine the extent of observable damage beyond the stable tunnel profi.le in Room

475. Highly fractured zones were discovered near the apex of each breakout, extending

approximately 180 mm into the rock mass in the roof, and 240 mm into the floor. These

zones were localized within 1 m of the notch tip. Observations showed that breakouts

in the slots and boreholes started at the outer boundary of the highly fractured zone,

indicating that the rock outside the damaged zone was intact and highly stressed, and that

the damaged material had undergone a reduction in modulus. This finding is consistent

with modeling results showing that the damaged material forces the maximum tangential

stress concentration into the rock mass where confining stresses develop to prevent further

failure.

Using the estimated stress tensor, the displacement patterns predicted from linear elastic

models were compared to the measured fleld results at different locations in the test tunnel.

It was found that the results in the anterior domain, and at the tunnel face, compared

closely, with the model predictions falling within the 99% confldence (prediction) intervals

for the measured data. In the posterior domain, however, it was found that past X f D : 0.I,

the results from numerical modeljng underestimated the magnitude of convergence observed

in the sidewalls, even when the damage beyond the notch tip was taken into account. It was

concluded that, in areas of the posterior doma.in exhibiting large-scale excavation-damage,

the rock mass behaves non-linearly within about a radius of the tunnel wall in regions where

one or more components of the near-field stress tensor are tensile. A series of model studies

using FLAC illustrated that stress redistribution and a reduction in shear modulus resulting

from induced cracking in the tensile region around Room 415 can account for the difference

between the measured radiai displacement response and that predicted by iinear elasticity.
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The tensile crack initiation threshold and reduction in shear modulus resulting from induced

damage rvere found to depend on lithoiogy, rvith granodiorite being less susceptible to

induced damage than granite at the 420 Level. Differences in the radial displacement

responses on opposite sides of the tunnel in the posterior domain rvere attributed, in part,

to variations in üthoiogy.

7.3 Factors affiecting Ðisplacement Responses

The main factors that were identified in the course of this thesis that affect the displacement

response around a tunnel in highly stressed granite are as follows:

ø Face shape - the shape of the face affects the deflnition of the zero reference position,

the shape of the displacement responses, and the amount of displacement occurring

in the anterior domain. A correction methodology for the zero reference position was

developed for faces with dlD < 0.1.

ø Longitudinal geometry - a stepped tunnel geometry in the longitudinal direction was

found to reduce the magnitude of the radial displacement response in the posterior

domain, effectively reducing the radius of the tunnel. However, the effect was neg-

ligible in the anterior domain. Variations in the response within a given excavation

round for a stepped tunnel were also noted ',vithin 0.5 radii of the wal1. A relationship

between the maximum and minimum radii, and the effective radius was developed.

ø Geology - differences in the grain size and structure of the granite and granodiorite at

the420 Level of the URL resulted in significant differences in their in situ behaviour.

In particular, regions of granodiorite exhibited a higher crack initiation threshold in

both compression and tension, which resulted in less damage and less pronounced

breakouts in these areas compared to regions of granite.
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Antiplane stress components - antiplane components of stress were shown to produce

asymmetric radial displacement and maximum deviatoric stress responses versus ïo-

tation angle. The antiplane normal component was also shown to signiflcantly affect

the shape of the displacement response, and the proportion of the response occurring

in the anterior domain.

Progressive failure - the development of pronounced breakout notches in the test tun-

nel exaggerated the difference between the maximum and minimum radial dispiace-

ments. Time-dependent behaviour associated with the progressive failure process also

resuited in increased scatter in convergence data measured near the tunnel face.

Materiai behaviour - a departure from linear elastic material behaviour in the pos-

terior domain produced significantly more radial displacement within one radius of

the tunnel than would be predicted by linear elasticity. Material behaviour ahead of

the tunnel face, however, was shown to be linear elastic, and therefore suitable for

application of the stress back analysis technique.

7 "4 ,&pplicabítíty of Findings

Although the field study for this thesis is unusual in terms of the level of instrumentation

and the fact that the instruments were installed in the anterior domain, similar experiments

have been undertaken elsewhere [73]. In addition, because the Mine-by Experiment was

conducted, in part, to assess its usefulness as a large-scale characterization test in the

Canadian concept for nuclear fuel waste disposal, there is the possibil-ity of similar tests in

the future. Consequently, the analysis techniques developed in this thesis may be directly

applicable to other studies. An important aspect of any such experiment in highly stressed

rock, however, is the insta,llation of instruments in the anterior domain.

In a specifi.c context, the estimate of stresses and the extent of excavation damage around

the test tunnel are important contributions to the understanding of rock mass behaviour
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at the 420 Level of the URL, and sites in similar geological and stress conditions. The

findings show that interpretation of conveïgence measurements are subject to much more

uncertainty than was previously recognized, particularly in conditions where the tunnel is

not aligned with a principal stress direction, and the antipiane components of the stress

tensor are significant. It was observed in the course of the field study that significant

differences in the failure characteristics of different rock types may not be obvious from

laboratory testing. As shown in the field study, petrofabric i.e., grain size and structure,

can affect the crack initiation threshoid of a material, and is consequently an important

consideration in the design and interpretation of similar experiments. The findings also

show that, although the zones of maximum tangential stress around the tunnel experience

the most dramatic development of damage, excavation-induced damage is also evident at

a smaller scale in other regions around the tunnel, particularly in zones of tension in the

sidewalls of the test tunnel.

7.4.L Fractical implications

In most practical situations, it is not possible to achieve the quantity or quality of data that

was obtained from the field study. Nonetheless, there are some specific findings from the

fi.eld study that are applicable to practical tunneling situations.

In terms of i,n situ stress determination, high resolution instruments such as the borehole

f¡acture monitor extensometers (Bof-exs) used for the Mine-by Experiment are essential in

hard brittle rock masses. Ahead of the tunnel face, radial displacements may be only a

fraction of a millimetre, requiring instruments with a resolution of better than 10 ¡^rm.

For softer rock masses with potentially larger displacements, other types of extensometers,

i.e., sonic probe or rod extensometers, may provide adequate resolution. Eight radiatly-

oriented extensometers installed in the anterior domain are recommended if the measured

displacements are to be used in the back analysis technique. These instruments should

be installed greater than three tunnel diameters ahead of the tunnel face, and should be
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continuously datalogged to obtain as many data points as possible as the face is advanced.

The tunnel should be excavated using either a continuous mining method, e.g., a tunnei

boring machine (TBM), or a non-explosive step-wise method, such as that described in

Chapter 3, employing O.5-m-long excavation rounds. Although much more costly than

other methods, the advantages of using a TBM are a near-perfect cyJìndrical geometry, a

uniformly flat face, and continuous advance of the tunnel. For non-circular tunnels, radial

displacements induced by advancing a circular pilot tunnel can be used to back analyze the

in situ stress tensor.

In strictly elastic ground, three orthogonal tunnels instrumented with convergence arrays

can also provide an estimate of the complete in situ stress tensor provided the correct

parametric functions are used in the back analysis to account for the effect of the axial

stress component. These arrays should contain a minimum of six diametral measurement

lines, and should be installed as close as possible to the tunnel face using a template to

ensure the measurement plane is orthogonal to the tunnel axis. As shown in the field study,

posterior measurements of this type cannot be used to back atalyze in si,tu stresses if there

is evidence of excavation-induced damage or non-linear behaviour in the region of the tunnel

where the measurements are taken.

Instrument placement is a major consideration in using this technique, both in terms

of surveying accuracy and the high cost of excavating access and instrumentation galleries

to install instruments in the anterior domain. For a typical civil engineering tunnel, if

the depth of rock cover is less than about 25 m,long instrumentation boreholes could be

drilled from surface into the anterior domain ahead of the tunnel face. These boreholes

would intersect the design centreline ahead of the tunnel, and extend approximately 25 m

beyond the intersection point. Using four such boreholes incüned at different angles in

the plane orthogonal to the tunnel axis, eight extensometer strings could be installed, two

per borehole on opposite sides of the design centreline. This array would provide radial

displacement measurements as the face approached the instruments, but would, by virtue of
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the rviring arrangement, require removal prior to being intersected by the advancing tunnel.

Hole alignment could be verified once the tunnel had advanced past the array location,

exposing the ends of the instrumentation boreholes. In a muiti-level mining operation,

access development costs could be eliminated by using different production ievels to provide

drilling access for instrumentation boreholes. If designed properly, the experiment could be

incorporated into the overall mine development plan.

Aside from the radial instruments considered in the fleld study, the tangential and

axial displacement responses described in Chapter 4 also have characteristic shapes. Axial

or tangential instruments might therefore provide additional information that could be

used to characterize damage around a tunnel. In particular, they might help to verify the

mechanisms responsible for non-linear behaviour in the posterior domain. However, because

the interpretation of tangential and axial displacements rvas not considered in detail, specific

recommendations for these types of instruments are beyond the scope of this thesis.

7 .5 R ecornmendations for F uture R esearch

Several areas of additional research were identifled in the course of this thesis. For example,

the relationship between displacement gradients and progressive failure was touched on in

Chapter 6, but was not explored in detail. Further investigation of this reiationship might

provide a better understanding of the mechanics of failure around underground openings.

In addition, the behaviour of the granite and granodiorite under conditions where one

or more of the applìed stresses are tensile was found from numerical modeling to affect the

observed displacement responses measured in the sidewalls of the test tunnel. Laboratory

tests on the different rock types to refine the estimates of the crack initiation threshold

under these types of stress conditions, and the resulting changes in the material properties

of the samples, would help characterize the damage in the tensile regions around the tunnel.

It was also noted in the model study of excavation damage in the posterior domain

that the numerical models used in the investigation irad several limitations. Alternate
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methods or models might be better suited for simulating the mechanics of excavation damage

development in these regions. Specifrcaily, a generai constitutive model that captures all

of the observed elements associated with both large- and small-scale excavation-induced

damage has not been developed.

Finally, to make the stress determination approach more applicable as a field char-

acterization tool, the parametric equations for the radia.l displacement response could be

expanded to incorporate the axial displacement response. In this way, boreholes could be

drilled at 45o to the tunnel axis in the r - z plane from the wall of a large drift, and a

large-diameter borehole could be drilled through the centre of the instrument array. This

approach would eliminate the need for access drifts to drill the boreholes, and could be done

on a smaller scale than the Mine-by Experiment. However, because of the reduced scale

of the test, the location and resolution of instrumentation would be of paramount impor-

tance to interpreting the results. Nevertheless, this modified approach might prove valuable

in characterizing highly stressed, brittle rock masses where standard stress measurement

techniques cannot be applied.
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APPENDIX A. SOLUTIONS TO THE AXISYMMETRIC TUNNEL PROBLEM 271,

Table 4.1: Summary of solutions to the axisymmetric tunnel problem (modified after Brown
et al. [12]).

Author and Year Strength/Yield
Criterion

Stress-Strain
Model

T¡eatment of Plastic
Volumetric Strains

Special Featu¡es
of Analvsis

Fenner 193B [52]
I{astner 1949 [93]

Labasse 1949 [106]

Morrison and
Coates 1955 [132]

Diest 1965 [34]

Hobbs 1966 [75]

Bray 1967 [9]

Salencon 1969

[167]

Daemen and
Fairhurst
reTL Í281

Lombardi 1970

[120, 1, r2l,122]

Hendron and
Aiyer 1972 167l

Ladanyi 1974

[107]

Egger 1974

[39, 40]

Mohr-Uoulomb
Mohr-Coulomb

Mohr-Coulomb wiih
zero cohesion

Mohr-Coulomb peak
and residual with
constant þ, zero
residual cohesion
Mohr-Coulomb with
zero residual
strength
nonlinear power law
with reduced strength
in plastic zone
Mohr-Coulomb

Tresca and Mohr-
Coulomb

bilnear with dif-
ferent peak and res-
idua^l strengths

Mohr-Couìomb with
different peak and
residual cohesion
and /

Mohr-Coulomb rvith
constant { and
either constant,
varying or zero
cohesion in plastic
zotte
nonlinear Fairhurst
criteria [s0] for
original and b¡oken
rock in short and
long term
Mohr-Coulomb peak
and residual rvith
constant þ, zero
residual cohesion

elastic-plastic
elastic-plastic

elastic-plastic

elastic-brittle-
plastic

elastic-strain
softening

elasiic-brittle-
plasiic

elastic-plastic

elastic-plastic

elastic-st¡a.in
softening

elastic-brittle-
plastic

elastic-plastic,
elastic-brittle-
plastic, and a
special case of
elastic-strain
softening
elasiic-brittle-
plastic

elastic-strain
softening

none
none

evaluated average
volumetric strain
in plastic zone
none

none, but different
E and v used
fo¡ plastic zone

used associated fl.ow
rule; rate of plastic
volume change in-
dependent of strain
plastic volume
change constant or
varying li.nearly
with radial strain
average volumetric
st¡ain in plastic
zone estimated; dif-
ferentEandvin
plastic zone
associated flow rule
applied over entire
plastic zone; differ-
ent -Ð and v in
plastic zone in some
solutions
associated flow rule
applied over limited
range of post-peak
strain

major and minor
principal plastic
strains linearly
related by variable
parameter þ

nonhydrostatic
stress field
nonhydrostatic
stress field

corrected er¡ors
made by Fenner

l52l

sìip on log
spiral surfaces
in plastic zone

closed-form
soÌutions not
presented

severa.l different
cases soìved; all
featu¡es not in-
cluded in one
solution
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Table 4.1 (continued).

Author and Year Strength/Yield
Crite¡ion

Stress-Strain
Model

Treatment of Plastic
Volumetric Strains

Special Features
of AnaJysis

Panet 7974

1146, 1441

I(orbin 1976 [102]

Kennedy and
Lindberg 1978

Is8]

Fìorence and
Schwer 1978

[54]

Nguyen Minh
and Be¡est
1e7e [134]

Schwa¡tz and
Einstein 1980

[170]

Hoek and
Brown 1980

[78]

Moh¡-Coulomb peak
and residual with
constant þ, zero
residual cohesion

piecewise linear
Coulomb approxima-
tion of nonlinea¡
Mohr envelope
piecewise linea.r
Coulomb approxima-
tion of nonlinear
Mohr envelope

Mohr-Coulomb

Mohr-Coulomb peak
and residual with
constant ó

Mohr-Coulomb

empirical non-
linear peak and
residual c¡i-
teria [77]

elastic-stra.in
softening

nonlinear strain-
softening

elastic-plastic

elastic-plastic

elastic-strain
softening with
possible Class 2

behaviour [180]

elastic-plastic

elastic-brit tIe-
plastic

major and minor
principal plastic
strains linearly
related by variable
parameter /
uses Hendron and
Aiyer's [67] appìi-
cation of the as-

sociated flow rule
associated flow
ruìe applied over
entire plastic
zone; an a^lternative
incompressible flow
solution presented
associated flow
rule applied over
entire plastic zone

major and minor
principal plastic
strains linearly
¡elated by variable
parameter B

zero total vol-
ume change in
plastic zone
(nonassociated
flow rule)
associated flow
rule applied
over a limited
range of post-
peak strain

allows for in-
fluence of tun-
nel face

a-llows for in-
fluence of axia.l

stress resulting
in up to three
diffe¡ent plastic
zones depending
on values of z
and / and rel-
ative magnitudes
of tangential,
¡adial and axia.l
stresses
allows for in-
fluence of axial
stress resulting
in two different
plastic zones
depending on
relative magni-
tudes of radiaì,
tangential and
axia.l stresses
allows for in-
fluence of tun-
nel face

calculation
steps given for
complete
ground-support
interaction
ca.lculations
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Table 4.1 (continued).

Author and Year Strength/Yield
Criterion

Stress-Strain
Model

Treatment of Plastic
Volumetric Strains

Specia.l Features
of Analvsis

I{aiser 1981 [84]

Brown et al.

1e83 [12]

rate-de pe ent
Mohr-Coulomb peak

and residual

empirical non-
linear peak and
residual cri-
teria [77]

elastic-brittle-
plastic; stiff-
ness and
strength loss
rate-dependent
elastic-b¡ittle-
plastic and
elastic-strai¡r
softening

major and minor
principal plastic
sl¡¡ins li_nearly

related by variable
parameter B
post-peak stra.in
increments in two
different regimes
related by experi-
mental parameters
or by the associ-
ated flow rule

closed-form sol-
ution for simple
case; stepwise
numerica^l solu-
tion for more
complex material
behaviour model
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Figure 8.7: Displacement response versus face position for o12 tensor.
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Figure B.9: Displacement response versus face positionfor o2s tensor.
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Figure 8.11: Displacement response versus face positionf.or o22 tensor.
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Figure 8.13: Components of displacement for I( : I,7,I.
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Figure 8.14: Components of displacement for I( : I,2,7.
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Figure 8.17: Displacement response versus radial distance for o11 tensor, 0 = 0o
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Figure 8.23: Displacement lesponse velsus radia,l distance for o33 tensor, d : 90o.
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Figure 8.25: Displacement response versus radia,l distance for 413 tensor, 0 : 0o.
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Figure 8.26: Displacement response versus radial distance for o13 tensot, 0 : 45o
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Figure 8.27: Displacement response versus radiai distance for o13 tensot, d : 90o.
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Figure 8.30: Displacement response versus radia"l distance for op tensot, 0 =90o.
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Figure 8.33: Displacement lesponse velsus radial distance for o2s tensor, 0 =0o
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Figure 8.36: Displacement response versus radial distance for o2s tensot, 0 : 270o.
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The spliced logistic function, an approximating function for radial displacement responses

at the wall of a cylindrical tunnel, was derived from the general fi.ve-parameter logistic

function [82]. The general form of the function in the positive u domain is given by

U, (*): U, (0) + lu" (+*; - u,. (0)l
,ø ) 0 (c.1)

i' * (;)']"
where U, (*) is ihe radial displacement of the tunnel wall when the advancing face is a

distance z past the measurement point, U" (0) is the radial displacement at z = A, (J, (+-)

is the maximum radial displacement when the tunnel face is an infinite distance past the

measurement point, L is the hinge point of the curve (i.e., L is the c-value about which

the curve pivots for different values of B), -B is a slope parameter, and C is a symmetry

parameter. The properties of this function are such that it is easily differentiable, and has

an upper asymptote of U, (*oo), and a g-intercept of U,' (0).

For the sake of continuity, the function can be extended into the anterior domain, i.e.,

r { 0, by modifying Equation C.1 to

U, (r) : t/, (0) * si.gn (r)

where

It¡" (+oo) - r¡, (o)l

l' * l*l']"

313
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( I î>0
sign(r)={ 0 ¿=0

[-t z(o
In Equation C.2,, Y,(+*) is used in ihe numerator for r ) 0, and U,.(--) is used for

r 10. In all cases, Ur(-*): 0. Bquation C.2 can be rearranged to express the various

parameters in dimensionless form by letting

u, (*)
¡¡ _ _"U

-̂ IñdT

u. (o)
D. - 

-',\'u
-̂ tmar

U, (+oo)
Et- ''' '.¿)0'u_

" tmar

¿/' (-*)Itt:--;Ï,¿(U
U^
- Imdî

F=Et-D¡,x)Q

F=Dt-E¡,r10

Consequently,

ffi : rl+ # ^"-rl 
= -#1,-r"*,r r(B-1)]

consequentrv' the t"- 

ä'l':;;:,-il: 
u', 

z 1Br -(c+r, .,r-,,ì.*= -Ë ilt - (i) I '*"-"1 (c'4)

a = Dt+ r 
[r 

- (å) "l-" ,r ) o (c.s)

The first, second and third derivatives of this function are important in determining the

inflection points, the peak in the second derivative curve, and a curvature function rc. The

first derivative of Equation C.3 is determined as follows:

# = ,*{ ['- (å)']-'] ,r r o

Let lr-(å)uf:,, #=#r(B-1)
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The second derivative of Equation C.3 is determined as follows:

ry _ -F2c o Í1,* lglBl-(c+1) u(B-l)l¿r"=--F-*lL'-\7i.1 - I

Let [, r r:, B1-(c+1)

, 
- (å)"] = 11'; r@-7) - u

duu du du

n:ud,*lod,*'

#:--!#! {[,.(å)'] 
-(c+2),,'-,,] 

,

du?=(B-r)x@-z)dr\

Therefore,

# : -JE#={ 
[, 
. (å)'] 

-(c+1),e-zt] 
+

r!#.e{ ['. (å)"] 
-(c+2) *@-Ð\ (c 5)

To determine the inflection points, Equation C.5 is set to zeto, and terms are rearranged as

follows:

(B - r) 
{ [, 

- (å)']-(c+1) r@-z)\ = #t{ [' 
- (å)'] 

-(c+2) 

",ru-,r]

Rearranging

@-ÐAB :r" lt z¡':rBl-1 ABxB

B(c+I) ¡+(z,)l=F+æ

Inuerting

B(C +r) 1 1

@-Ðæ: *B- ¿.8
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Combining terms

BC + 1 1
=..:(B-I)AB rb

Therefore,

(c.6)

From numerical modeling, the infl.ection point in the radial displacement response versus

face position coincides with ¿ : 0, which constrains the exponents B and C for A l0 such

that either B:1,or C = -$ with B < 0' Assuming B + I and A f 0, Equations C'3,

r=tA(#)-

C.4, and C.5 then become, respectively:

f ,-tBlå
e=Dt+rL1 +(;,) I ,'-o

# : ry{ [, 
- (å)"](å-') r(B-,)] -

r(B_= 1) f l, * f 
g)"1 G-') 

#@-L)Ì ,, > oA2B lL' \¿/ I - )' --
Making these equations continuous functions for all ¿:

u : Dt I si'sn(") 
" [, 

- lå1"]* ,o "

#= #{ ['- (å)'](å-') r@-r)] '" = 
o

(c.7)

(c.8)

(c.e)

(c.10)

(c.11)#=#{ ['-lål'](å-') ru¡(a-r)] '0"

: sisn(,) 1Ë { [' 
- lå1"](å-') t't,u-',] -

sisn(x)ffiP{ [' 
- lå1"](å-') l2¡z(n-r¡],0"

tad-y
d"'

(c.12)
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From comparison with responses from numerical modeling, it was found that most radial

displacement responses versus face position could be approximated using a function of the

form

(c.13)

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

-J a -1 0

Normalized Face Position )7D

Figure C.1: Comparison of spliced logi,stic functi,on to the radial displacement response

for ¡f = L,2,1. Note that in the anterior domain, À = 0.45, but in the posterior domain,

À : 0. The responses associated with the function E and its second derivative in the anterior

domain are shown in the inset. The coefficient of determination r2 is 0.99999 for XID < 0
and 0.9994Ifor XlD20.

where the function g and its second derivative are given respectively by Equations C.10

and C.12. Equation C.13 is the spliced logi,stic functi,on. An example of such a function,

fit to modelling results for an axisymmetric case with stress ratios I( = I,2,1, is shown

in Figure C.1. For more complicated cases, combinations of spli,ced logistic functions with

À = 0 were found. to provide near-perfect matches to the radial displacement response. The

curvature function ií was found to be usefuL in comparing the shapes of different responses.

Knowing the first and second derivatives of the original function, the curvature rc of the

x
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À
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function is given by:

The peaks in the second derivative curve are also useful for matching

^ 
I 0. The third derivative of Equation c.3 is determined as follows:

(c.14)

responses involving

# = \#*{ ['- (å)"](å-'),,"-,,] -

\æ*,{l'- (å)r1 
{å-') 

*@-t) },, 
- o

For the first part of the equation

Let 
[t 

- (å)"]tu-'' = ,, r(B-2) - a

duu du du

d,* = u 
d,, 

l' 
d,* '

#:'#{ ['.(å)'] 
(È-') 

''"-"] '

# = tu - z) r@-s)

#: @ -z) {l'- (å)"](å-') "("-')} +

æ{ [,. (å)"] 
(È-'),r,"-,,]

For the second part of the equation

Let [t-(å) 
")'r-''=,, rz(B-L)-s
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#:rffi+n{,,

#:,#{ [,.(å)'](å-') ,,'-,r] ,

9* : r(B - 1) rQB-3)

# = 2@ -', {['- (å)11{å-') ,t'"-ur} +

æ{ [, 
- (å)"] 

(å-'),,r'-,r]

Combining the results for two parts of the derivation, the third derivative is given by:

# : ry{ [, 
- (å)'] 

(å-'),,"-,,] 
-

ry %! { [' 
- (å)"] 

(å-')'t'"-'r] 
-

To find the peaks in the second derivative function, Equation C.1-5 is set to zero, and terms

are rearranged as follows:

(B -2) {[,. (å)"](å-') r@-3)] {fr! {['- (å)"] 
(È-'),,,'-,r] 

-

W{ [' 
- (å)"](å-') 

"1Þ-'¡] 
= o

Lettins 
[t 

- (å)'] =,

(B - 2) {i(å-') r@-3)1 - 3tå; u 
{i{È-ù "tzr-ar} -
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(r - 2B) 
.l ;(*-3) r3(B-1)ì - n

¡zn \J'' /r' 'J=u

Diuid.ins by .7(å-:) ÁB-3)

..o 3(B-1). o (1-28) 1B
lB - 2)'t - -::r7--i x" - -4;e-r'" = t)

Substituting for i
' l.1\".l' 

-s@ -^t) L* l9)"1 ," -(r-28),28 -o(B-2)Lt*(¡/ I --=tu-,- \A/ 1 -*ø-¿--=u

Erpanding

(B - 2\ l, *, (i)" - (å)'"f -3(B -') (å)' -\ / 
L 

,-r2B trt2B
3(B - ') (;)-- -(1 -28)l;) - o

Collecting terms

(B-2)-(B+t) (å)" =o

Therefore, the peaks of the second derivative curve ale defrned by

r =xl[ff3]" (c 16)
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The least-squares matrix operations used in the stress back analysis approach were incor-

porated into a spreadsheet, NEARFACE. For rn equations with known values of F and B,

and n unknowns X, t.e.,

trl {x} = {B} (D.1)

Y"Y Y*',
the solution for the n values of X is given by

|. 
.r -'

{x}=ltrlrirl I trl r{B} (D.2)
\; l\./ \,/l \.-/
nxl Ln** ,nxn) Tlxna mxlffi

In the case of the field study, the matrix ,t' corresponds to the parametric functions .fi --fo,

B corresponds to the measured radial dispiacements normalized to U,^o", and X is the

matrix of unknown stress components. Typical pages generated using NEARFACE are

shown in Figures D.L,D.2, D.3 and D'4.
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Figure E.1: Radial displacement response versus time for a typical 45-225" inclined exten-

someter (413-001-EXT10).
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Figure 8.2: Radial displacement response versus time for a typical 135-315'incüned exten-

someter (409-042-ÐXT12).
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Table 8.1: Corrected face chainages for the 30 fuil-face excavation rounds of the Mine-by
Experiment.

Face Excavation
Method

Edge d

Chainage
(-) (-)

dlD Ar

(-)

Face

Chainage
(-)

Centre
Chainage

(-)
1

2

t)

4

5

6

7

I
I
10

11

T2

13

I4
15

16

L7

18

19

20

2T

22
o9
LÙ

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

MF
EF
EF
CF
CF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF
MF

2.r52
5.247
8.254
9.373
10.508
11.588

72.708
13.791
t4.703
15.563
L6.302
i7.636
18.629
19.735
20.843
21.816
22.837
ot 9.}tr
L¿,¿L¿

23.903
24.472
25.r77
26.227
27.267

28.255
29.178
30.086

31.160
32.245
tÐ 1ntùJ.r f (J

34.266

r.932 0.220
4.662 0.585
7.695 0.559
9.192 0.i81
10.327 0.181
11.378 0.210
12.542 0.166
13.545 0.247
L4.52L 0.182
15.469 0.093
16.397 -0.095
17.398 0.238
18.589 0.041
19.602 0.133
20.645 0.198
2r.793 0.023
22.629 0.208
23.772 0.153
23.735 0.168
24.333 0.139
24.963 0.215
26.130 0.091
27.035 0.232
28.085 0.170
29.019 0.159
29.962 0.724
30.988 0.173
32.000 0.246
33.175 0.000
34.077 0.189

0.063 -0.200

0.167 -0.532
0.160 -0.508

0.052 -0.164
0.052 -0.164
0.060 -0.191

0.047 -0.151

0.071 -0.225

0.052 -0.165

0.027 -0.085

-0.027 0.086
0.068 -0.216
0.012 -0.037
0.038 -0.r2r
0.056 -0.180

0.007 -0.021

0.060 -0.190
0.044 -0.140
0.048 -0.153

0.040 -0.726
0.061 -0.195
0.026 -0.083
0.066 -0.2r1
0.049 -0.155
0.045 -0.744
0.035 -0.113

0.049 -0.157
0.070 -0.224

0.000 0.000
0.054 -0.172

t.952
4.775
7.746
9.208
10.343
11.397

12.557
13.567
14.538
15.478
16.389
17.420
18.593
L9.614
20.663
2L.795
22.648
23.186
23.750
24.345
24.982
26.138
27.056
28.100
29.034
29.973
31.003
32.022
33.175
34.094

Notes: Excavation Method
MF : Mechanical Fuü-Face
EF : Explosive Full-Face
CF = Combination Full-Face
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Table E.2: Parameter values for convergence versus excavation advance (individual
surement lines). Note that F is the difference between E¡ and D¡.

Array Line
,)

T-
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EtD¡
415-7 r-7

2_8

5- 11

6-12

0.249 -0.679 -0.804
0.577 -0.870 -0.297
0.293 -0.547 -0.424
0.330 -0.757 -0.737

7.842 8.646
5.801 6.098
5.370 5.794
7.672 8.409

0.000 0.996
0.000 0.996
0.000 0.996
0.000 0.998

415-2 r-7
2-8

5-11
6-12

0.469 -0.963 -0.016
0.528 -0.813 0.000
0.727 -1.150 -0.032
0.462 -0.928 -0.022

7.910 7.926
5.635 5.635
5.019 5.051
7.843 7.865

0.000 0.986
0.000 0.977
0.000 0.972
0.000 0.992

415-3 I-7
2_8

5-11
6-72

0.323 -0.814 -0.515
0.357 -0.814 -0.349
0.598 -i.058 -0.198
0.407 -0.940 -0.371

7.592 8.107
5.545 5.894
4.567 4.765
7.690 8.061

0.000 0.987
0.000 0.981
0.000 0.981
0.000 0.989

415-4 7-7

2-8
5-11
6-72

0.296 -0.873 -0.608
0.305 -0.718 -0.407
1.051 -1.331 -0.606
0.271 -0.883 -0.689

6.352 6.960
4.808 5.215
7.994 2.600
6.732 7.421

0.000 0.985
0.000 0.964
0.000 0.896
0.000 0.988

4L5-5 r-7
2_8

5-11

6-72

0.133 -0.530 -0.634
0.177 -0.617 -0.539
0.015 -0.352 -0.868
0.224 -0.774 -0.591

5.370 6.004
4.203 4.742

3.613 4.481.

5.582 6.L73

0.000 0.989
0.000 0.984
0.000 0.977
0.000 0.991

415-6 L-7

2_8

3-9
4-70
5- 11

6-72

0.42L -1.029

0.225 -0.635

1.009 -3.074
6.160 -0.947

0.001 -0.240
0.136 -0.646

-0.177 4.910
-0.239 3.666
0.027 -0.256
0.244 -0.363
-0.720 3.711
-0.620 5.622

5.087 0.000 0.981
3.905 0.000 0.973

-0.283 10.557 0.816
-0.607 -6r.437 0.774
4.431 0.000 0.924
6.242 0.000 0.989

475-7 r-7 0.510 -1.343 -0.302 4.t22
5-11 0.009 -0.366 -0.838 2.545
6-L2 0.281 -0.864 -0.456 4.598

4.424 0.000 0.945
3.383 0.000 0.919
5.054 0.000 0.980

415-8 7-7

2_8

3-9
4-70

5- 11

6-1.2

0.228 -0.777 -0.200
0.122 -0.595 -0.777

3.160 -2.636 -0.004
0.959 -1.534 -0.057
0.043 -0.545 -0.233
0.155 -0.634 -0.227

4.073 4.273
3.398 3.575
-0.478 -0.474
-0.443 -0.386

1.684 1.917
4.716 4.943

0.000 0.985
0.000 0.981
0.000 0.790
7.897 0.857
0.000 0.950
0.000 0.990
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Table E.3: Parameter values for radial displacement versus excavation advance for the
tweive extensometers used in the fleld study. Note that each extensometer has three sets
of parameter values: two for the anterior domain and one for the posterior domain. The
coeffi.cients of determination 12 are for the combination of two anterior functions, and for
the combination of ail three functions, respectively.

ExtensometerDomainABDt
-

ÍJI T-
EXTl
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Anterior 1.431

0.430
Posterior 0.484

-r.796 0.326 0.001 0.9997
-1.793 -0.674 -0.029
-7.710 -0.348 -0.716 0.9989

EXT2 Anterior 0.643 -2.022
2.578 -2.329

Posterior 0.313 -7.264

0.890 -0.019 1.0000
-0.248 0.067
0.642 3.452 0.9997

EXT3 Anterior 2.542
1.103

Posterior 7.522

-1.166 0.460 -0.128 0.9997
-1.551 -0.670 -0.041
-7.256 -0.211 -0.651 0.9950

EXT4 Anterior 0.902 -2.025 1.310
3.193 -2.033 -0.430

Posterior 0.27I -L.072 0.880

0.042 1.0000
0.084
4.318 0.9998

EXTS Anterior 0.926
0.369

Posterior 0.401

-1.374 0.443 -0.022 0.9985
-7.547 -0.679 -0.008
-9.995 -0.235 -0.382 0.9815

EXT6 Anterior I.714
1.465

Posterior 0.459

-3.202 0.796 -0.023 0.9951
-3.138 -0.478 0.022
-L.337 0.318 2.243 0.9996

EXTTA Anterior 0.947 -I.974
2.538 -5.642

Posterior 0.264 -1.133

-0.030 0.9997
0.010
3.000 0.9999

0.845
-0.304
0.541

ÐXT8 Anterior 1.058 -2.228 0.485
0.844 -2.130 _0.584

Posterior 3.588 -1.963 0.689
0.219 -0.2L5 _0.788

0.000 0.9981
-0.002
0.204 0.9331
2.563

EXT9 Anterior 0.548 -I.322
0.509 -2.762

Posterior I.522 -L.822

0.350 -0.006 0.9998
-0.682 -0.013
-0.332 -0.726 0.9998

EXTlO Anterior 1.105

7.772
fosterror U.I( (

-3.756 0.602 0.088 0.9986
-0.809 -0.289 0.060
-0.967 0.313 2.040 0.9993

EXT11 Anterior 1.041 -2.959 0.868 0.000 0.9999
3.670 -2.517 -0.193 0.067

Posterior 0.219 -0.913 0.674 3.989 0.999C
Anterior 0.730

0.450
Posterior 0.440

-2.203 0.553 -0.006 0.9996
-2.351 -0.566 0.004
-0.857 -0.013 L.226 0.9971

EXT12


